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Air cadets of Sidney squadron 
676 have won the lop rating in 
British Columbia for 1982, on 
their 25th anniversary. They 
earned overall marks of 98 per 
cent, defeating 41 other 
squadrons in the Pacific region.
A major part of the score is 
based on their performance at the 
annual parade in May, but they 
also had first place marks for 
their trumpet band, their drum 
major and their rifle team in 
provincial competitions during 
the spring.
Drum Major Wilf Seymour 
and the trumpet band were 
victors at the Strathcona Band 
Competition held at Work Point 
Barracks at Victoria. The rifle 
team placed first’’ in the B.C. 
finals and second in the national 
:.;finals.,4\k;
Col. J. R. Chisholm, base 
commander at Comox, who was 
inspecting officer at the annual
parade, May 29, rated the 
squadron’s performance“one of 
the best Air Cadet parades which 
1 have seen over the past couple 
of years.”
Squadron 676 took top 
honours in B.C. five years 
straight from 1970 to 1974, and 
was also best in Canada in 1974, 
but had not won since. National 
winner for this year has not been 
announced. As provincial winner 
the squadron is definintely in the 
running.
lieutenants Frederick Barry, 
Tony Pasolli and Stephen Smith, 
officer cadet Michael Seymour, 
and civilian instructors William 
Chatterton, Ted England, Sandy 
Peden, Eric Lewis, Susan Pasoli, 
Stephen Paion, Sandra Smith 
and Jim Vissers.
There are 74 cadets in the 
squadron, which is sponsored by 
the Victoria Kinsmen’s Club. 
Recruiting for the coming year 
will take place on Sept. 16.
Seymour, (below), and rifle team coached by Sandy Peden, posing (above) in front of tank at 
Chilliwack armed forces base.
Squadron Warrant Officer 
Gwen Rowley was in command 
during the parade, with Flight 
Sergeans Dean Freidt and 
Rhonda Saunders leading the tw'o 
flights and Drum Major Seymour 
leading theband.
Major Phil Perry is com­
manding officer of the squadron. 
Others: on the staff are captains 
Don Norrie and Fred Upton,
Steven Rogak, who graduated from Salmon Arm and the rest 
from Parkland senior secondary from the greater Vancouver area, 
school this spring,^ has won a Four were from private schools. 
$2,000 scholarship as one of the Five other Parkland students 
top 20 students in British who wrote the exams qualified 
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9816- 4tll ST., SIDNEY :
V ®Chicken »Ribs "Burgers
Sat. 11:30 - 8 Sun. 12 - 8
"'■v;,: . '-■RESTAURANT':.,;::
: in
: Chinese & Canadian Food
OPEN Mon - Thurs. 4'30 ■ Midnighl 
? Fri.-Sat. 4:30-1:30 3nv :! :■ Sun:4;3b-8:30 oni
■';; ■;■;. ?. Delivery with minlmuni:order;', .-




/•Soli [ce Cream ^ •Sundaes , i ^ 
[. •Foot Long Hot Dogs •Banana Splits^ ^ _
I .Malts ' > .Hamburgers.,etc.




First Class Meals - Fast Service
:l280:Be3coh:: J561176:
North Saanich committee delegation that the implications 
wrestled Monday night with the for the rest of the municipality’s 
problem of approving 13 ap- waterfront residents wanting to 
plications for mooring buoys in apply for moorings throughout 
Deep Cove but tabled the matter the whole peninsula are 
pending gathering of more in- “tremendous”.
He went on to say that the 
applications had merit but would 
have to be looked at very closely.
He also explained that 
provision must be made for 
general public access and that the 
question of safe navigation 
without encroachment had to be 
looked at.
formation.
Committee A chairman Alan 
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BREAKFAST . LUNCH - DINNER
Open Daily 8,00 a.m. - 7;30 p.m,
: ;/ Closod.,Sunday ,& Holidays
CMpHli Tika 0«t SmvIm BSfi4621
. , 1'.' V'
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lOOD FORTUNE
IlKtlillHiti In CblMM i WiifiriiTtiMl
OPEN ? DAYS A WEEK
' MONOUV-tHUHSIlAr 4.tn ilin
1 : f> :; fHIDAY » SMUBIlAY 4.1? (lib :
' ' ■ ' SUN0*Y 4'10pm
TAKE OUT SERVICE lOli OFF
6838-ard St. Sidney 6565112:
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5 p.m. tO 'S^fi.ni. ]
(Reservatipns reqiicsted). :r




- ' / Hot Vegetables 
Homemade Dessert 
& our famous Salad Bar
There’s a service for the 
handicapped available on the 
peninsula that isn’t being used, 
and unless more interest is un­
covered at a public meeting next 
Thursday it may be discontinued.
Metro Transit has six small 
busses equipped to cary four 
people in wheelchairs, plus four 
without chairs, and these will 
provide door-to-door taxi service 
for people unable to use normal 
busses.
Called HandyDart, the service 
is part of the regional public 
transit system and is available to 
the entire Capital Regional 
District. In Greater Victoria 
during the past three years 2,400 
people have registered to use 
HandyDart, and the vehicles are 
constantly on the run.
Extension of the service as far 
as Sidney was begun three 
months ago, and on the inaugural 
run four peope in wheelchairs 
were taken shopping at the 
Tillicum mall. Since then there 
has been a bus made available 
from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on the 
third Monday of every month, to
take people to and from Victoria 
or anywhere they would like to go 
on the peninsula, but it has never 
been used.
HandyDart officials are sure 
that there are people on the 
peninsula who do need the 
service, since volunteer drivers 
can’t take people who can’t get in 
and out of their wheelchairs, and 
the Lions Club Easter Seal busses 
are just for crippled children.
If the demand were there a bus 
could be made available as much 
as three days a week. Fare is only 
$1.25 for a trip within the transit 
zone, and cost of going all the 
way to Victoria is only $2.75.
Priority goes to trips for work, 
education and medical needs, in 
that order, but the service is 
available for shopping, hospital 
visiting, or just plain visiting, as 
: well.,,'
Anyone who requires the 
service or who has a friend or 
relative who does is urged to 
attend the meeting at the new 
Resthaven Lodge, 2281 Mills 
Rd., Sidney, from 7 to 9 p.m. on 
Thursday, Sept. 9.
m::
Daily Feature in our Dining Room 
Fresh Seafood and Prime Rib
656-1131
Come and See Us!
® Parts
'yM:.) Aocessories 
@ Shop;;: SuppI ies--: :■: 
@ Tools 
® Equipment
We've Got It All. . . Here! '^^RossFHdlling^





1 2320 Hariiour Kd. |
1 Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 8 pm 1
1 Sun. 9-8 — 656-6521 ; / |
for FAMILY DINING ’ I 
at FAMILY PRICES I
Mon. to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm i
Sat. 9am-10pm Sun. 9am-9pm i
6564115 2359 Beacon Ave. i
l^eep (Colre (!ll]alet
B nnan fnr iiinRh ahrl Dinner
I:"
Cv(s/ne’'fronca/se;'’::::: 11/;.:::
1 Tuesday to Sunday
1 (closed for Lunch Tuesday)
/ E)'^ Itom 5 p,mi / i
(Closed Tuesdays) i
1 Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and West Saanich Rd. by ;i ::/ 
y V !Rn\/;^l Oak Shnnninn Hftntrfi S v
1 Reservations 656-3541 Reservations 479-2123 I
the \ SIDNEY FISH&CMIPSl
ilirfnttoooo iliiti
1 OVERLOOKING
1 r beautiful BRENTWOOD BAY
1 Jroakfost, Lunch & Dinner Dally
1 Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
1 7172 Brentwood Drive 652-2413
Joan & George ra
OPEN DAILY Tuos. thru Saturday i 
- 7:30 p hi' 8
i :://'/9807 .:4th'Sty8idncy/:::^;/; |TAKEOUT 656-6722 |
1 CLI^ER INN
;| SPECIALIZING INiSEAFOOD & STEAK :
1 CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY
8 OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH ft DINNER / 
8 (Closod Tuosday)
I 2558 Bcvan, Sidney
8 “On tho Waterfront"
1 6S6-4640
Silver Dragon Restaurant |
Chineso Food at IRoasonablo Pricos |
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 8
1 PICK up&iAKnnur |
2470 Beacon 656-1612 |
:l
1 FAMOUS CilARDROiLED STEAKS
^yd\pw 1
C"' rAMIl Y RFRTAIIRANT /ffl
®8 i; Enjoy our 24*liom Salad Bar
8 TAKE-OUT ORDERS
8 IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
1 2321 BoaconAvoy SIdnoy
^ ;,iii I ;nCw 1 Hynnl» 1 ; m
.t. OPEN DAILY 11 AM lor |
/ Finn Canaillanft ChInoso Food 8 
: DINE IN OUR TAKE OUT
y 812 Verdier Ave., Brentwood B»)( i
;:i^::..y:y;y';;,;:y:y652.3622,''yy:';:'y; 1
25 37 Beacon Ave.
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Western Canada Concept 
leader Doug Christie introduced 
himself as a somewhat reluctant 
separatist when he spoke to just 
over 100 people at a meeting at 
the Sidney Knights of Pythias 
Hall on Aug. 25.
He began his speech by saying 
that as recently as 1975 he used to 
think that “someone else would 
save us — the Socreds, Peter 
Lougheed” from domintion and 
exploitation by eastern Canada.
Now, he said, a new party had 
been built “that has no support 
from big business or big unions,” 
that offers “an alternative to 
political corruption in B.C.,” 
and that “will give people a 
referendum on the most fun­
damental issues — how we 
govern ourselves.”
Equalization payments have 
taken $60 billion from B.C., 
Alberta and Saskatchewan in the 
past five years, he claimed.
“Who among us got the right 
to choose on equalization? Or 
bilingualism? Or the con­
stitution?”
Later, when asked whether the 
WCC supported separation, he 
said that would be up to the 
people to decide in a referendum 
and that the right of a province to 
vote on separation had been 
established by the‘'precedent in 
Quebec.
“If you’re satisfied with 
domination from eastern 
Canada, we’re the first party to 
offer you a chance to vote for
' ' ^ it-”:
In answering another question 
he outlined the way in which 
regionalinterests are protected by 
the U.S. Senate, a body with as 
much power as the House of 
Representatives, but with the 
sariie number of senators from
most populous.
“If we could build that balance 
into Canada, separation would 
not be necessary,” he said.
Christie referred to his party’s 
pledge to introduce the system of 
initiative, referendum and recall 
used in many U. S. states.
. Recall means, accountability, , 
he said, “so we’re not just saying 
‘Trust me!’ You won’t get thab 
from the Socreds or the NDP.”
Of the Socreds, Christie 
commented, “You couldn’t elect 
Liberals in B.C. because of what 
they have done : in i the pasL iso ! 
they run a Trojan horse called 
Social Credit; and inside of that 
they have the Liberal party.” i 
He pictured: an independent i 
: Western Canada as having a cost 
; of living reduced 30 to 50 per ceiit 
by free trade without the loss Of 
anyB.C;'jobs;f:i'''i 
it would have the resources 
and the money to pay of a per- 
: i capita share of the present 
national debt, and there should 
be no concern about its ability to 
pay all pensions,
“What people should be 
frightened of is the bankruptcy of 
the Canadian government,
There would be more 
dedication to national defence 
than there is now because people 
would be proud of their country, 
i tJThe country they
fought for is being decimated 
from within.”
Trevor Davis suggested the
objectives of the WCC were good 
but that a lot of people were 
afraid of the idea of separation
and the party should talk about it 
only as a last resort if the real 
objectives of good government 
and prosperity were not realized.
“How many of you are 
frightened by the idea of Western 
Independence?” Christie asked 
the audience. No one reacted.
Earlier there had been applause 
when Christie said,“l want to be 
proud and free, a Western 
Canadian.”
Western Canada Concept leader 
Sidney last Wednesday evening.
Doug Christie speaking at 
John Green Photo
YOUR PROFESSlOHftl BARBER & HAIR STYLIST 
Experienced in Conventional ^ 
and Modern Hairstyling ; 
Perms;(Bddy Waves), Colouring
A CpyilT on 2nd Street 
Tue^-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443!
: Buses! in the Capital ; ; :
• Region Transit System !! :
!!!!:'!j!v":^:vv^!: !.:l!!!v!!:!^vwill dperathph!L^
\ Day weekend as follows:
Saturday! September 4, 1982:—Regular Bus Service^ 
Sunday, September 5,1982 -- Regular Sunday Service 
Monday. SeptemberG, 1982 — Regular Holiday Service
Rememiier to buy your Septer^ber bus pass j
Jake; the! bus'ti! the'Saanich Fair.^!'Avoicnran^
: Parking tuisslfis:!Park:you(:c;ar:ancl take thobus to ihefali';
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v-fISHING GEAR .^SKl EOUIPMENT
'-::S|ATS
9830 - 5th Street, Sidney, B.C. / 
b«ali«l( in New & iised Sports 656-0505
OPEN DWIY11 a m. • 7 p.m.
insurarico designed expressly for the special needs of bdndornlnium
owners in B.C. It was also the first to offer coverage up to the full , 
replacement cost of your condominium contents. All at very 
competitive rates. Let's get together — soon.
Get the tads about Insurance.
2481 Beacon Ave. 656-0911
etiMii
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The B.C. Ferry Corp. undoubtedly has picked a winner with 
its pre-sold discount fare plan. The advantages are so obvious 
that it’s hard to believe it has taken 20 years for someone to put 
the idea into effect.
People who have to use the ferry often will greatly appreciate 
both the $2-a-trip saving and the convenience of not having to 
line up and buy a ticket each time they travel.
If thb ferry corporation in the meantime is making enough 
money to come out ahead, through investing the funds paid in 
advance and through tickets that are lost or otherwise never us­
ed, then everyone comes out ahead.r
Even those wh© don’t use the ferry very oftenmay find the 
rio-time^liniit ticket books an attractive buy, since each one will 
provide complete imniunity from fare increases for the next half 
dozen round trips.
Those are the advantages without even considering the 
assured-loadirig aspect Of the ticket books -- but perhaps that is 
a consideration that should be recoinsideredT
All of us would dearly love to be able to delay our arrival at 
the terminal until just a few minutes before sailing time, know-
A taste of things to come. Late summer storm sees good Samaritan adding an extra fender to protect
" " " wharf.
John Green Photo
'Dommion D&y ’ 
submissions
responsive to a massive campaign 
of representations by individuals 
than to briefs presented on behalf 
of a group. I urge you, therefore, 
if you want to make an impact, 
not to delay writing to Senator
unlike other Parliamentary 
Committees exanrining issues of ; 
riatioh-wide interest and concern,^i;^^ |^
past for future generations- to 
enjoy.
To all the museum volunteers 
and to the many businesses and 
residents of the area who have 
donated time, labour, materials; 
services or artifacts for bur 
collection,; a heartfelt - thanks to 
you all for providingme with a 
unique and valuable experience 
and a museum full of memories.
Sidney has much to be proudL
60YEARSAGO
From the August 31,1922, issue
of The Review
The field day held Aug. 22 at 
the Dominion Experimental 
Farm was a success in every 
respect. Mr. E.M. Straight was in 
charge of the program, which 
was carried out in a most
satisfactory manner.
■* * ,*
NOTICE — We regret that we 
are unable to devote more space 
to writing up the flower show on 
account of lack of space. (This 
notice appeared at the bottom of 
two full columns devoted to the 
ITower show results.) 
so YEARS AGO L - V
From the Aug. 31, 1932, issue of 
The Review
Great excitement prevailed in 
Sidney last Wednesday when ten 
of Vancouver Island Coach 
Lines’ large buses appeared in 
Sidney. The coaches lined up for 
two blocks from the Sidney Hotel 
just as the S.S. Princess Patricia, 
carrying passengers on a 
“Mystery Cruise” from Van­
couver docked at Sidney wharf.
■ * - *
Adexander McDonald, well 
known resident of the North 
Saanich district, was chosen at 
the Liberal convention at Ganges 
on Monday as their candidate to 
contest The Islands constituency 
in the coming provincial election.
L-:4oyears'.ago:-'
From the Sept. 2, 1942, issue of 
T: The Review'"'
Of great interest to all residents 
of North Saanich \yill be the 
ahriouncernent of the opening of 
the; Rex Theatre on Fourth Street 
by S;V. H enh and D; G; Lumley;
the Senate Gofhmittee on ^ o »
and Constitutional Affairs will °
ihg that we would get on regardless of lineups — be placing advertisements Estelle lnman
would bitterly resent being left behind after a long wait because in newspapers in order to solicit 1 have recently completed riry 2x29 Shakespeare St.
a bunch of johnny-corne-latehes were loaded ahe^ of us. C-20L the Private tor/curatbr of the Sidhey.^.^^^^--
And we would resent it with a special keeness, knowing that Member’s Bill seeking tb change Museum and would like to take SOGredS tO O/ame going on in the big structure, the 
.........  ^ ■ " ot paying an extra fare, for . ^ my ^ . . building have ibeen practically
tOTfllieOnVenienCe rebuilt and entirely remodelled
' inside.
Your Obvious Lessons * * *
14 and 15 1982, and praise which is due to them for editorial (Aug. 25) raised some a government advertisement
•itten briefs or giving freely of their time and interestingpolnt^,. ^
___ X An/uiirMit ciw'h fvrrmnpipnt You apc, of coursc, perfectly ^
the narne of DO DAY this opportunity to thank my
to Canada Day. 1 have learned, dedicated and capable staff of
recbivevthe '
the preferred travellers were n t
privileged treatment, but a cheaper one. to c^oada uay. i nave lear eu, u ui icu im
One of the things that helps make long waits for ferries however, that “hearings” on the volunteer workers,
tolerable is the fact that the loading teams are scrupulously ^ gjn gj-g [q be held in Ottawa on Volunteers rarely
careful to see that those who arrive first are loaded first, with no ' October 13, 14 and 15, 1982, and praise which is due --------------- i,vfprpetmo^ n^^^ . -i f u v
one crashine the line that writ en briefs or giving freely of their ti e and interesting poi .. gave details of new ration books,
one crashing me line. mat Hhour Without such comoete t re, f r e, rf tl valid as of Sept. 7, allowing a
This new system could change the whole psychology of the representat.ons ^ ° "^uld nofhave I" BCGEU is half pound of sugar and an ounce
situation leaving drivers who would formerly have been sure of hands of the Committee by ^ ^ receiving deliberately unfair of teLr four ounces of coffee a
getting aboard wondering until the last minute whether they are September 20. „r^orn-nmp fnr elemerUarv treatment at the hands of the vveek. There were three spare
going to be bumped to a later sailing because of a rush of ticket 3^hou,d'sc^d"i to^^ ^cho°ol children, win the Irophy’ Socreds. " They are indeed series of coupons in the book for
holders. - Neiman, Acting for best overall theme for the desperate tor an election issue commodities that might be
In the off-season, when missing a ferry means a two-hour chairman (no stamp needed), second year running in the Sidney and seek to make us a scapegoat rationed during the six months
wait, a person suffering that indignity could work up a good Committee on Legal and Days Parade or complete many wrcVear’in^discus the books were in effect,
head of steam — enough to make a tourist vow never to come Constitutional Affairs, Senate of of the projects undertaken this . ^Vhen vou bargain 30 YEARS AGO
, back to the Island, or a local re.sident decide to vote against the Canada, Ottawa, KIA 0A6. summer. gnvernment that is From the Sept. 3, 1952, issue of
government. Attn. Paul Belisle (Clerk of The volunteers are am- ^solelv bv ulterior. The Review
So we have our doubts about that part of the plan, but we’re Committee). bassadors for Sidney,
delighted with the rest. J d ^Vried .eti/na,
. First “Kaa-Ka-Thiit” ■ pr 
liidiah festival staged in; North
representatidnVM.and c'and g^d even Saanich for ^more; than; ^two
: asking that my name be placed on eager attitudes have helped many nublic bare’ainin decades attracted a crowd
the list of those wishing to appear visitors to learn something ol
in person. Sidney’s history as well as a rhitration'> The Socreds persons to The Ghalet grounds at
The Committee, as far as 1 can directing people lo local services c,Tbili/atioh
__ see, feds that tradition, history and atiractions. Lo"r™ et'crinlerferes' with
and the written word are not of During the past two summcis, * * ♦
J sufficient importance to warrant these people have shown me that ‘ • A rural route operating six
, , r ^ u .1, • the expenditure of funds to hear; community spirit still exists in ; F _ ^ .
For the benefit of those who are confused about the proym- Canadians have to say on Sidney, something which is: all A J ^ r inaugurated from the Brentwood
:cial goyprnment?s;Conipensatipn Stabilizatipn;Program, there IS t'k,. A«,iit K«
n Tit iln I r-rt t Hci t (Q Hlclkc tllin^S * ^ ; u,.*. J'lc vnnrr\cc' , r * Til CCnirif U/lll rf*niinn n<l 11 If* town DClOnS^*, y ^now a 
clean
If you have friends across this spirit wtll remain as the town ..pppY; c, •ii.j.Vt.' the appi'oxitnately 8.8 miles in length
Clear. . Canada, urge them to make continues to expand. It should be nrininiiiate everyone and will be taken from The
V Ohe bf lhe fhihgs it niakes clear is that part of the program is representation to the Gorrimittce, rcinemberod that the Town ot iV i4niTVPniciicod The Saanichton rural route which is at
; doubietalk and to their local papers. 1 would Sidney was born and nurtured nroprim rcallv present 39,1 miles long. ; ; ;
Under the program and its most recent regulations all he glad to receivc copics pi such -cpniiiiuniiy spirit and although ^
;Semplpyeipr;.hb::p™vihdaL,g<>vcn>me„f,,crown,corporations,;^;^
, hospitals,jschppis and nuiiiicipahtics^will have hinils imposed ,,clp. 1 liavc umiis i poscu on in,s been nry experience that
'*'y,?*TiP®*y^9dA *ncrcascs lor al least a two year period, Government is much more preserve Sidney’s rich and varied
For the first year ihc regulations limit compensation increases
to six per cent; plus up to two per cent more if through recent --------------- ----------
“compensation experience” they have fallen behind a “similar 
I group;” plus up , to anollicr two percent if productivity im­
provements warrant it and the provincial economy can afford it.
I ' (This would seem to give the B.C. Govcrnmenl Employees
Union a clear case for an eight per cent raise without any in- 
, crcusc in productivity, whctcas they are offered six and a half 
per cent with a requirement of increased productivity.)
The six per cent basic limit can also be reduced by three per 
cent if recent “compensation experience” has moved the 
employees involved ahead of a “.similar group”, nnd three per 
cent if productiyity is; reduced and/or the provincial economy 
can’t afford more.
That much of the program is clear chough, if a bit complex,
figure,'.ah .overall''limit■';qf:;l() 'per'cent,'''-;
Operating uiitlei the guidelines, employer and cmployec.s arc 
supposed to bargain in the normal way, and then submit the 
agreement arrived at to examination by the “Compcn.sation 
StabiIizaiion;Commlssioncr,’,Y/;'.;.;;/-;,Y; .̂
“The Commissionci will detcnninc if increases are within the 
■,pluhtary'':0'u{dcH'hcs."ir4hcy'itre::noti';thb'Commissibncr':wil^^^^^ 
il'hirh^THc'''partiesT'o‘’Teidsc::th'bir': p bring" it' within' tHc
“If their plan is still not within the Ghidelines, the Commis­
sioner can order ihttt their gilan be put under the,
! and thi'; may rf'^nli in n rnllhru’k of wagos.”
14 It is perfectly clear, then, that except for the 10 per cent limit
''''''''''''^''^;there;Js;prccious'::,1llt!e;tO':’the;'g\udclines,':And;4l^^^^^^
'■■means“'voluntary'*'’-’'" '—
They arc just a
adds tip to moral
Lari MUclicll From the Aug/ 29, 1962 Issue of
,'Y:/'/'y':;',Y".Y99SLTiiird;st.;,:';'Y'The
Sidney, B.C. Department of Highways is 
steeped in history, as evidenced 
by the new signpost on Beacon 
Ave. at Ihitricia Bay Highway. 
Pa.ssing motorists are invited lo
Sievcston ferry, It ik; nearly ;a 
decade since the Sicveston ferry 
was terminated.
Crow.s in the Brentwood area 
should stay undercover for the 
next several weeks, as the Cenlrul 
^|;v4SaahichYPolicc';;B|epnrlinbnt'', and - 
iwp other appointed persons^ w 
be gunning for them. Sonic of the 
birds will be shot following
that they v
arc becomirig pests in large 
/Y-:■ jiumbers. ;:■,
'i(ivEARSAGQ'-:"';r.Jr:,;;'
Fmni the AiigL 30, 1972 Issue of 
Tlie Review
Beacon Ave, merchants are 
pnec again faced with the qustion 
of a change from angle to parallelV 
parking prompted by a 
suggestion from fligliways Dept. J 
engineers studying ; t|ie rccon- 
su uctioii of uppci Bcucoii.
The urgent matter of a public
„cluhfart '",'j3cnc0n;,:'
Ave, wharf will be further
■Y;;''Tonsldered';;';by-i;'':',:'Sldncy,;;-cqun^^
■’'^Sidney; Museum;. ivT'cH; to: be Too ■;
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The fame of Stumpy the one- 
legged seagull and his friends Jim 
and Doris Waddell of Sidney may 
soon be spread continent wide 
and even world wide.
Neither is yet confirmed, but 
the U.S. TV program“That’s 
Incredible” has enquired about 
presenting the story on network 
television, and the Victoria 
S.P.C.A. has written to the 
publishers of the Guinness Book 
of Records claiming for Stumpy 
recognition as the world’s 
longest-lived glaucus-winged 
gull.
Locally, the Wildlife Review, 
published by the ministry of 
environment in Victoria, tells 
Stumpy’s story in an article about 
the glaucous-v/inged gulls, which 
have their centre of world 
abundance in this province.
The Waddells were living in 
Victoria at 511 Frances Street 
when Stumpy came into their 
lives 27 years ago. He was with a 
flock of hungry seagulls looking 
for food and Waddell noticed the 
gull with an injured leg was 
having trouble getting enough to 
eat. Gradually, Stumpy, was 
taught by the Waddells to fly 
over to the garage roof where Jim 
would climb up on the coal shed 
and feed him bits of herring.
The seagull returned every day, 
so that feeding Stumpy his break­
fast, became a fimily entrenched 
part of the ^Vaddell’s daily 
routine. Seagulls eat about a 
pound of herring a day ai\d 
getting enough herring to keep 
Stumpy in good health ,was 
sometimes a problem.
For the past four years herring 
for Stumpy has been obtained 
f r o rn Salt; S p r i ng I s 1 a n d 
Industries, in 25-pound lots. Last 
week Jim got the remains of some 
herring strips being cut up for 
bait. The fish is always provided, 
one way or another.
Only in the early spring, for 
two, or three weeks during the 
. mating season, does Stumpy fail 
to appear. Before that he stuffs 
himself up, so the Waddells can
tell he is getting ready to take off 
for a time. Then he is back, often 
accompanied by his mate and 
sometimes a mottled chick, which 
is allowed to share in the herring 
breakfast Jim provides.
Last July, Wayne Campbell, 
biologist from the British 
Columbia Museum, verified that 
Stumpy was the oldest glaucous­
winged seagull on record. A letter 
was sent by the Victoria branch 
of the British Columbia Society 
for Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals to the Guinness 
Superlatives Limited, with 
documentation to show that 
Stumpy was the oldest of his 
species known, and also to point 
out that it was a record for one 
man, feeding the same seagull, 
continuously every day for 27 
years.
On February 8, 1980 the
S.P.C.A. presented Jim Waddell 
with the Award of Merit, a 
certificate in recognition of 
outstanding service.
The Waddells moved to 9523 
Maryland, in Sidney in January, 
1973, and they drive to Victoria 
every morning at 9 o’clock, rain 
or shine, with herring for 
Stumpy. He waits for them on 
the clock at the business premises 
across the street, or on the lamp 
standard nearby, and recognizes 
the car when they arrive. Jim had 
to buy a new vehicle a few years 
ago but Stumpy was soon able to 
spot his new grey Oldsmobile, 
even though it was a different 
colour from his former car. ^
A member of Sidney Masonic 
Lodge, No. 143, Jim is especially 
proud of the tribute which he 
received in the! Masonic Bulletin 
of April 1979. The page-long 
story tells of the 25 years of meal 
service provided to the lame 
seagull.
Jim- Waddell has ‘ had open; 
! heart surgery^ and is presently? 
undergoing further treatment. 
When he can’t make the daily 
trek to Victoria, his wife looks 
after their adopted seagull. She is
not able to drive a car but her 
sister Phyllis Leathers, who lives
next door, does the driving. 
Quietly cheerful, despite his
health problems, Jim said 
‘‘Stumpy really keeps me going
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TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Rity's PhoIdKrriphy
Twelve of MR. GARY LAIDLAW’S Grade 12 
physics students at SMU — one third of his 
class — recently wrote and passed the 
challenging Advanced Placement exams set 
by the U.S. College Boards. The AP exams 
assess whether students are ready to enter 
second year cout'ses in university .Five of Mr. 
Laidlaw's students “qualified” with a 3 out of 
5 score; five earned a “well qualified” rating, 
with scores of 4 out of 5; two earned an 
“extremely well qualified” rating of S out of 5.
Mr. Laidlaw, who holds an honours degree in : 
physics, did post-graduate research at the 
University of Manitoba where; as ah under­
graduate, he presenled three papers to the 
American Association of Physicists. ; ?
Mr. Laidlaw, a born teacher, (great teachers ? 
tend to be born, not made), spends uncouhted 
after-school hours working with his pupils on 
c om p u t e r s a nd is; a Is b a c t i v e i n S M U’s: 
outdoor programme.
For further information, contact:
John Schaffter, M.A., Headmaster 
St. Michaels University School*
3400 Richmond Road
Victoria, b.c. vbp 4P5
Phone: (604) 592-2411
ces and territories of Canada, from six 
states of the USA, and from other lands ~ 
boys in Grades 4 to 12, girls in Grades 10 to
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The people who turned out to 
hear Western Canada Concept 
leader Doug Christie in Sidney 
last Wednesday evening may 
have been given a preview of the 
coming provincial election 
campaign.
There was talk at the meeting 
that Christie might choose to 
contest Saanich and the Islands, 
and he confirmed later that he is 
considering this seat among 
others.
The WCC has already 
nominated a nurse, Allison 
Umpherson, as one candidate in 
the two-seat Victoria riding, and 
has a nomination meeting for 
Saanich and the Islands 
scheduled for Stelly’s School on 
Sept.'lS.;
Riding president Del Dreger 
said Thursday, however, that 
there would not necesarily be a 
candidate chosen at the Sept. 15 
meeting.
By WENDY LAING
In the world of students, the 
two precious months that have 
just sped by were most likely used 
to their potential. For me the 
summer was spent working, 
vacationing and occasionally 
relaxing.
Now, as the doors to Sep­
tember open today, 820 Parkland 
Panthers will be ready themselves 
for another industrious year.
®The activities of our 1982-83 
Student Council have certainly 
not been at a standstill during the 
summer months. Organizational 
meetings have taken place, 
student-card discounts have been 
obtained from Sidney stores and 
the wheels to our largest venture, 
a school supply store, are now 
turning.
®In the latter part of July, 
Student Council executives 
travelled to each Sidney merchant 
in hopes of obtaining percentage 
discounts for Parkland student-
card holders. The turn-out was 
impressive and on behalf of the 
Student Council, 1 would like to 
thank those businesses who 
supported our school.
The scheme is in an effort to 
promote our student-cards. The 
discounts will provide an in­
centive for all students to pur­
chase a card. These cards are 
extremely important to the 
Student Council, as club grants 
and all activities are dependant 
on the proceeds.
The merchants, in return for 
their discounts, will receive free
/
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LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 




advertising within our school in 
the form of large posters that will 
decorate the halls during the 
school year.
®Using other schools as prime 
examples, the council has decided 
to; open a school store selling 
stationery, notebooks, and pens, 
pencils etc. After careful thought 
and permission by our principal 
we have chosen this project as a 
V profitable endeavourv
during pre-registration^ Aug. 30,
31 and Sept. 1. It will also be 
open Sept; 2 and 3 from -12 p.m., ; 
and will continue to operate:all 
year-round.
' level and> most important pf allj t 
i ; funds twill stay within Parkland 
Secondary and thus be used for 
Student Council activities.
The store is to be located in the. Mathpir Road. - « -■....^ ^ ^
ks^i8^,8,C, ,, ■ FOR RESERVATIONS ■J Grassroot’s ticket-booth, at the
L' - ---------------------— top of the multi-purpose room.


















FIELD TRIPS IN CANADA 
AND U.S.A.
;ii
enjoy as a member of 67
AIR iGADET SOUADRON; As a cadet you
will be proud to wear;
676 uniform; learn to work with your 
fellow cadets, and ha\^e the opportunity 





!i; come ph dpiwn Sepfenibeici^
of the yicloria lriterhatipnal Airport — or phono after 7 
PM anyTiiBStlay phThursday evening -- 656-4423.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
MAJOR PHIL PERRY 656-4542
OR
ERIC LEWIS 656-2868.
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Ll@sl Fulton,
Liesl Fulton on Prompt Susie 
won the English horse high point 
honours plus the hack cham­
pionship and the hunter 
championshp at the Sunset. 
Riding Club open show held 
Aug. 15 and 16.
Jill Yates on Stardust won the 
Western horse high point 
championship. Mike Hartman on 
Safara Dayboy was the Western 
performance champion.
Judges were Bruce Fowler, 
‘Fred’ Kindersley and Jim 
Bissenden. Winners of the 
champion categories received 
horse blankets courtesy of 
Toutant Farms and Sunset 
RidingClub.
Fax, Joy Bracistock; 5lli, 
Huckleberry Plinn, Sheila Skene; 
Res., Mr. In Between, Sherrie Isac- 
son.
Hunter under saddle — Isl, Luna 
Mia, Pip Hutton; 2nd, Prompt Susie, 
Liesl Fulton; 3rd, Bev Jule, Wendi 
Jordan; 4th, Royal Maxmillin, Barb 
O’Connor; 5th, Santana’s Fax, Joy 
Bradstock; Res., Huckleberry Plinn, 
Sheila Skene.
Children’s hunter — 1st, Gentle 
Ben, Joy Lindley; 2nd, Skippy, 
Melanie Banas; 3rd, Waiton’s 
Shadrach, Sabrina Tcmblett; 4th,
Rainbow’s End, Kate Purdon; 5th, 
Contessa, Robin Whyte; Res., AH', 
Barb Van Netten.
Western Day, Aug. 15.
Showmanship (13 and under) — 
1st, Dale Thornton, Imarr; 2nd, 
Scott Bakewell, Eveda Taffaur; 3rd, 
Ian Soellner, Shehera Bahar; 4th, 
Tannis Hett, Century 72; 5th, Wen­
dy Searle, Pan-Am Aaren.
Showmanship (14 to 18) — Lst, 
Megan Soellner, P.H. Crystal Fire; 
2nd, Joanne Bickford, Grans Triple 
Bar; 3rd, Wendi Jordan, Bev Jule; 
4th, Anne Grebe, Arrow’s Polkadot;
5th, Tracy Strong, Dancer; Res., Lisa 
Painter, Fairacres Salim.
Senior Western pleasure — 1st, 
Goldeck One, Lisa Stevenson; 2nd, 
Lazond, Mary Velustruk; 3rd, Safara 
Bayboy, Mike Hartman; 4th, 
Okanagan Hawkeye, Ruth Lick; 5th, 
Santana's Fax, Joy Bradstock; Res., 
Scamper’s Image, Dorothy Jordan.
Junior Western pleasure horse — 
1st, Grans Triple Bar, Joanne 
Bickford; 2nd, Imarr, Dale Thorn­
ton; 3rd, Bev Jule, Wendi Jordan; 
4th, P.H. Crystal Fire, Megan 
Continued on Page A12
Instant roadblock
car
Fast action in setting up a 
roadblock enabled Sidney RCMP 
to recover a stolen car a 
McTavish Road and the Pat Bay 
Highway at 7:30 p.m. on Aug. 
24, and arrest the driver.
When police made a routine 
check on the vehicle at Beacon 
and Fourth the driver sped off, 
with the RCMP cruiser in pur­
suit.
By the time the chase reached 
McTavish another officer had his
car blocking part of the highway, 
w'hile cars stopped at the in­
tersection blocked the rest. The 
fleeing driver tried to slow down 
and turn onto the approach lane 
to McTavish, but his car spun 
and went into the intersection. A 
lady driver stopped on McTavish 
managed to get her car out of the 
way just in time to avoid a 
collision.
Police have arrested Tod 
Kurik, 20, of Victoria.
English Show, Aug. 14.
Junior show hack — Isl, Prompt 
Susie, Liesl Fulton; 2nd, Bev Jule,
Wendi Jordan; 3rd, P.H. Crystal 
Fire, Megan Soellner; 4th, Royal 
Maxmillion, Barb O’Connor; 5ih,
Zhar Aziz, Sandra Heggie; Res., Im­
arr, Dale Thornton.
Senior show hack — 1st, 
Okanagan Hawkeye, Ruth Lick;
2nd, Luna Mia, Pip Hutton; 3rd,
Royal Regent, Darlene Watson; 4th,
Cherri Brandy, Jannette Simpson;
5th, Royal Riffal, Linda Smith; Res.,
Smokey Goldeck, Lisa Stevenson.
Open .show hack — 1st, Prompt 
Susie, Liesl Fulton; 2nd, Okanagan 
Hawkeye, Ruth Lick; 3rd, P.H.
Crystal Fire, Megan Soellner; 4th,
Luna Mia, Pip Hutton; 5th, Royal 
Maxmillion, Barb O’Connor; Res.,
Bev Jule, Wendi Jordan.
Open road hack — 1st, Luna Mia,
Pip Hutton; 2nd, Smokey Goldeck,
Lisa Stevenson; 3rd, Santana’s Fax,
Joy Bradstock; 4th, Prompt Susie,
Liesl Fulton; 5th, Royal Maxmiilion,
Barb O’Connor; Res.; Imarr, Dale 
Thornton.'
Equitation A (15 to 18)—-1st,
; Megan Soellner; 2nd, Liesl Fulton; f 
. 3rd, Wendi Jordan; 4th, Barb 
O’Connor; 5th, Lana Bakewell; Res.,
Joanne Bickford.'
V ^ Equitation B (12 to 14) — 1st,
Robin Whyte; 2nd^ Liz Pe;irce; 3rd,
Dale Thornton; 4th; Judy Murry;
5th, Sherrie Isacspn; Res., Scott 
Bakewell.
Equitation C (11 and under) — 1st,
Meghan Rawlins; 2nd, Carell Mc­
Cabe; 3rd, Theresa Harris; 4th, Jen­
nifer Shaw; 5th, Suzanne Isacson.
Junior English pleasure horse —
1st, Prompt Susie, Liesl Fulton; 2nd,
P.H. Crystal Fire, Megan Soellner;
3rd, Imarr, Dale Thornton; 4th, Bev 
Jule, Wendi Jordan; 5th, Silver Julie,
Judy Murray; Res., Grans Triple 
Bar, Joanne Bickford.
Warm up jumper — 1st, Zodiac, 
Katherine Widdowson; 2nd, Kor- 
beana. Rachelle Twine; 3rd, Stormy,
Q^ Wicki Stubbs; 4th, Gornokero, Lihda^;; ; ^ 
Van Mook; 5th, Oman Shamary : ; 
i',/;','',vTana'Bakewell.,
Hit and hurry jumper — 1 st.
Zodiac, Katherine Widdowson; 2nd, 
Stormy, Vicki Stubbs; 3rd, Cbm- 
okero, Linda Van Mook; 4th, Kor- 
beana, Rachelle Twine; 5th, Brown 
Baron, Laurie Recknagle.
Accumulator jumper — 1st, ; ,
Zodiac, Katherine Widdowson; 2nd, 
Stormy, Vicki ;;Stuhbs; ; 3rd, Kor- 
beaha, Rachelle Twine; 4th; Gom- 
okero, Linda Van Mook.
Hunter classic — lst, Prompt 
Susie, Liesl Fultoii; 2nd, Royal Max- 
million, BarbO’Connor;3rd,Kor- 
beana, Rachelle Twine; 4th. Classic 
: ; Autumn, P'cggy Larondc; 5th, Cherri
;; Lead line (eight and under) — 1st,
Jesse Shepard, Misty Miss; 2nd, ^ 
Charlene Coppinger, Droopy. l :
Pony pleasure (10 and uiider) --^^ ^^
Contessa, Emma Paulsen; 3rd, Can­
dy Kisses, Ev.i Rawlins; 4th, ShogaVs 
Delight, Jennifer Shaw; .5ih, Beat 
Berry Hill Larkspur, Carell McGabt;,: , ;; 
Open pleasure driving—r ; 1st, 
ni-'intiiVnii t-tiiwheveLRuth l.iek: 2nd.Okanagan Ha keye; L c ; , : ; 
Alegrics Eachen, Vikki Coppinger;
3rd, Candy Kisses, Eva Rawlins.
.Open bridlepath hack —• 1st, 
t:; Smokey Cidkleck, l.isa Stevenson;
.loy Bradstock:
3fd, Okanagan Hawkeye, RutlvLickf^Y ;^^
' :4th. Prompt Susie, Licijil Fulton; 5t;h, 
Skippy, N'lclanie Banns.
.':„;:Costumc' 'clriving^'IsL; Alcgri«{S';
ingei; 3nd, Okanagan Hawkeye,
Ruth j .ick; 3rd. Candy Kisses, Eva
Driving, scurry — 1st, Alegrics
:.l;';dy'Kisses,'EvaJtawlins.'':,'', d'';i
pony -- lst, Dark; ^ 
ScerH, Meghan Rawlins; 2nd, 
Gefonimo. Katrina Mackay; 3rd,
Miss Tango, Mary Jane Harris; 4ih,
Bear llerry Hill 1 arkspiir, Carell Mc­
Cabe;:: 5ili, Skippy, Melanie Banas; 
Res., Sugar, Mary Campbell, ;r 
: Open English plcasuk stake — Uf,
P.H: Crystal Fire, Megan Sfwllner; 
2nd. Lttua PipiiUuilan; 3rd, 
prompt Susie; I icsl I'uhon; 4ih,
; : Royal Maxmillion, Barb piConnor: 
5lh, Bev Jule, Wendt Joidau; Res.. 
Cherri Brandy; .lannclte Simpson. 
Hunter hack ri 1st, Prompt Susie, 
„ Liesl l ulton; 2nd, Royal Maxmillion, 
Barb O'Connor; 3rd..Cherri Brandy, 
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone?
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcoiiie. 
Drop in or call 656-5537 .
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’. Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room, 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills.
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
For the convenience of donors 
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
at 4343 Tyndall Road.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program; ? 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by ■ 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like ; 
barbershop-style singing, feel , 
yvelcome to join this friendly ; 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m: at the Royal Canadian 
' Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-53Q1 
or 656-7828.
French Toasting — starting in 
mid-September the Club Alouette 
(toastmasters) offers weekly 
evening French conversation 
opportunity. Phone 384- 
3694/598-3614 for details.
Va Leche League invites ex;. 
pectant and new mothers and 
babies to a discussion of the 
advantages of breastfeeding to 
mother and baby, Thursday, 
Sept. 2, 8 p.m. at 10314 Gabriola 
Place, Sidney. Call Colleen at 
: 658-5753 fonmbre information; ? 
'rModem’/Squaretlancing "class':; 
starting Sept. 21 . Caller Doug 
/ George. 382-1102 or 478-5642; 
Boysandgirlsregistrationfor 
Sidney Twirlers and Drum Corps
School/ Sept. 9 and 16 from 6 to 
8 P/m/For information call Clem 
/Tiyerandi 656-6098 ;:or^ M^ 
Smith, 656-5295.
Speak French and want to keep 
Conversational skills? Toast­
masters En; Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30
Together”. Workshops, 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Banquet and awards 
and native dancers, Friday, Sept. 
10, 6 to 8 p.m. Dance, 9 p.m. 
Friday, $5 per person, $9 per 
couple. For more information 
phone 382-3020.
Join us for Foster Information 
Night and find out if fostering is 
for you. Meeting to be held at 
1627 Fort St., Tuesday, Sept. 7, 
1982, at 7:30 p.m. Call the 
ministry of human resources 






p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de Paui 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
— canned beans, fruit, 
vegetabels, tuna, honey, 
macaroni and cheese, soups, 
rolled bats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
3213,
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth 
aged/13 - 18 years. Clubhouse 
operation hours are 6 -10 p.m. 
week nights, 6 p.m. to midnight 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a 
/ concession at the Swap and Shop 
; in the Tfavelodge parking lot on 
/\Beacon,/'/..' //j
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome. For more information 
call the PGA office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program 
/ at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidriey/^/
The Island Cat Fanciers are 
holding their monthly, meeting at 
the SPCA boardroom, 3150 
Napier Lane, on Wednesday, 
Sept. 1 at 8 p.m. All welcome. 
For more information phone 385- 
7289. '
St, Andrews /North 
Presbyterian Church that has 
been in Sidney nearly a year now 
is moving from the North 
Saanich Portable to the Masonic 
Hall, corner of Fourth and Mt. 
// Baker/ and seryices/wiir be held^ 
/ there;each Sunday at 9:30 a.rh.3n 
/ additibh to the church services/ 
Suiiday / School classes will 
Commence i n / early September/ 
Telephone; 656-2895 /for in­
formation regarding the services 
of Sunday School classes.
Peninsula Figure Skating Cluh 
—- / Registration / for / 
season,/6:30 to 8:36;p.m./Sept/ 8 
ami 9 at Panorama Leisure 
/Center. Skate and: dress sale 
registration: Adult skating
lessons Mondays, 9 to 9:50 p.m.,
$50 for season or $2 drop-in 
charge. Season begins Sept. 19.
OAPO Branch #25 Sidney. 
First meeting this fall. Sept. 2, 
1:30 p.m. in Senior Citizens 
Centre, Sidney. Visitors 
welcome. Come and join.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning through 
films, slides, dis(;ussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188 
Tom Thumb Safety Village is 
holding open classes in junior 
traffic training for children aged 
four to eight years. This free, 
hour-long program will take 
place Monday-Friday at the 
Safety Council, 1767 Island 
Highway, starting at 10 a.m. 
through 2 p.m. For more in­
formation call 478-9584.
Attention Lady Bowlers. Any 
ladies wishing to: bowl in the 
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon starting 
September 7, 1982, pfoase:
contact; Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
For handicapped people, 
transportation is a major issue —/ 
every activity hinges/on their 
being able to get there. There is 
limited Custom Transit in 
/ Victoria/ virtually none in Sidney / 
and the Peninsula.
A public meeting will be held 
/ to discuss this situation: Thurs., 
Sept. 9,7-9 p.m. at the new Rest 
Haven Lodge, 2281 Mills Rd., 
Sidney. Come and make your 
needs known. Phone 381-3278 if 
you will need transportation.
Peninsula Christian Women’s 
After Five Club dessert party, 
Margaret Vaughan-Birch H 
/ 9697 / F'oiirth St/■ f SiOney, 
Monday, Sept. IL 7 to 9 p.m., 
$2.75. Special feature: Kitchen 
/ Knick-Knacks “Knew’/ tO Us.” 
Speaker, Fran Thomas,music 
Janet Smith, soloist. Reser­
vations necessary by Sept. 8. Gall 
/Sue, 652-4039. T/riendshlp/Bible 
Coffee - call lMargy, 656-7760. / 
United Native Nations - local 
/ 121 - Victoria. Annual assembly,
V Sept. 10 and/11, The Norway 
House, 1110 Hillside Ave., 
Victoria. Theme— “working
White Tag Items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during August. Stores are located 
at 9775 - 2nd Street, Sidney, and 
7115 West Saanich Road, 
Brentwood Bay.
University of Victoria ex­
tension calendar of fall courses 
now available at most libraries, 
recreation centres and book 
stores or at UVic office. Call 721- 
8451 for more information. 
Metered underground parking.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every /W^ednesday starting 
Sept. 8. Spares’n Pairs Square 
Dance Club. Call 652-5524.
Registration — Guides, 
Scouts, Cubs, Brownies, Beavers, 
Pathfinders, Venturers. Sep­
tember 9 at 7:30 p.m. at Sidney 
Scout Hall. Parents only.
Is overeating creating problems 
in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help you! No 
dues, no weighing. Meetings are 
Thursdays at 8 p.m., at 9788 
Second St., Sidney. Phone 656- 
'.3674..' ;/
Peninsula Players theatre 
group, general meeting Tuesday, 
Sept. 7, 7:30 p.m. in the Lions 
Hall, 6994 East / Saanich Rd., 
New members welcome.
Women’s Canadian Club of
a show of Canadian fashions by 
Miss // Frith,; in the Crystal 
Ballroom of the Empress HotH,
/ Wednesday/ Sept/ 29, 1982, at 
12:30 p.m/, preceded by/a no- ; 
host recepition at noon./ /^ 
Membership;ticketsfprl982- 
83 season and luncheon tickets/ 
($12.00) will be available at the 
Standard Furniture, Tuesday,/ 
Sept. 14 and Tues., Sept. 21, 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m., or by self- 
addressed stamped envelope to 
membership convenor Mrs. R.J. 
///Seeds, 670 Mount Joy Ave., 
Victoria, V8S 4K9.
Vancouver island Scottish 
Country Dance Society, in co­
operation with the Central
is/offering / a new /class for 
7 beginning / dancers/ at ; Moose 
Hall, Saanichton, commencing 
Wednesday, September 22nd.
/ This class will be in addition to 
the classes already being offered 
by the Society in co-operation 
with / the Peninsula Recreation/ 
Commission in Sidney, com­
mencing Tuesday, September 
21st for Intermediate dancers and 
Thursday, September 23Ttl for 
Advanced dancers, fpr further 
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Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
eeked out d 4-3 victory over Hotel 
Sidney Friday evening to win the 
Sidney Men’s Fastball playoffs 
three games to two following a 
wild sixth and seventh inning 
finish. Hotel had tied the series 
with a 10-4 win Wednesday 
In the final, Harvey’s had a 
2-1 lead by the fifth inning but 
ran into difficulty when pitcher 
Dick Michaud walked the first 
three batters to load the bases in 
the top of the sixth.
Fortunately for Harvey’s, Al 
Cross struck out and in the 
resulting confusion, and haste by 
Hotel Sidney to score, Wayne 
Jones was caught off third for the 
second out. Michaud walked 
Wayne Hannan to load the bases 
again, but a ground ball straight 
back to the mound ended the
Joe Kubinec of Harvey's Sporting Goods was quickly hustled off 
diamond by playing coach, Dick Michaud, to end argument with 
base umpire AI Moore during Sidney Men's Fastball final Friday 
night. Tom Cronk Photo
inning.
Harvey’s sixth was something
different as Butch Davis led off 
with a walk and then scored on 
Gerry Spelay’s fence clearing 
blast after two were out. Kevin 
Orr then singled and advanced 
to third on Don Brown’s single, 
but the inning ended when Peter 
Zubersky grounded to second 
baseman Graham Faulkner.
Hotel’s last chance was the 
seventh inning, when Randy 
Smith drew a lead-off walk and 
Kim Hayward reached first on an 
error by Harvey’s third-baseman, 
Zubersky. Hayward was doubled 
off first when a line drive by Dale 
Douglas was snagged by 
Michaud.
Then Wayne Jones took an off 
balance swing and simply 
powered the ball off the top of 
the fence in left field. Harvey’s 
Kevin Orr stood helpless as the 
ball caromed into the air and 
dropped out of the park for a 
homerun.
Hotel’s final batter, Graham 
Faulkner, nearly tied the game 
with a towering fly ball to deep 
center field, backing Perry Ethier 
to within a few feet of the fence 
before the out was made and the 
game ended.
Both pitchers had their 
problems during the contest. 
Michaud only allowed three hits 
and struck out six batters but also 
walked six batters and hit one. 
Wayne Jones of Hotel allowed 
seven hits, five of which occured 
in the sixth and seventh innings.. 
He struck out four and walked 
only two.
Sidney Men’s Fastball enjoyed 
a good season despite having only 
four teams participating. It is 
hoped the league will expand 
again next season but to what 
extent is as yet unknov^n.
The league will shortly be 
holding the wind-up banquet and 
award night. The annual Wayne
Bull Tournament will probably 
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9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
A proposal by North Saanich Proposal which is similar to this 
farmer George Aylard to build 60 pne, discussed the plans with
cluster residential units on ap- North Saanich committee A
proximately 75 acres has been Monday night, 
referred to committee of the He will then have to seek 
whole for' fullr debate next approval of the laird commission; :
Tuesday night. since the Brackenhurst Farm
Aylard, who has land com- acreage is; in thp Agricultural
mission approval for a different T tand Reserve.;
' 4 '■ Aylard..'told;:.TT committee
would be about60 units in cluster ; 
development style with a phasing 
pf the project and a possibility; of ;
^ deeding some of the extensive
green space to the municipality.
High point winner for ponies Aylard said the development 
in the Lower Vancouver Island has been proposed because of the 
Horse Club show on Aug. 15 was rocky nature of the land.
Lisa Crampton on Klee Wyck. “We are looking at not more
Debbie Campbell on Ginger than 15 per cent of the property 
Snap, previously reported to be to be developed,” he said, 
the winner, finished second. Committee chairman Alan
Fohlen Farms, which was an­
nounced for Oct. 2 and 3, has and size of phase one will have to 
now been scheduled for a week be detailed before committee of 
later, Oct. 9 and 10. the whole can study the proposal.
Sho»C«rt«(Mm
ladiesy and;' men r;
® Nav^ or Brown Leather SUaps for the
^;,^-.yJuni0r ;IVIiSS.;y .'..'y
® Wavy or Brown Leather Oxfords in 
Infants’, Child’s, IVlisses’, ’Youths’,
i Runnifig Shoes in assorted styles an 
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l4ome of SUPER savings!
in Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel i, /. ^ Qv
STORE HOURS:
DA!L^ 8;30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30




























show at . Cornford. said that exact figures I
jvhirh was an- of density, percentage coverage ‘
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! THIS COUPON WORTH
WIN A BAR 
OF GOLD, lOg
oh SILVER, 1 troy oz. 
SECOND DRAW SEPT. 4/82j 
f Details in store... nothing to Buy!’
OFF ON THE PURCHASE OF !
i msimi COFFEE I
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Saanichton is the home of the annuttl 
Saanich Fair, the oldest agricultural exhibi­
tion west of the Great Lakes.
First sponsored in 1868 by the North and 
South Saanich Agricultural Society, the 
Saanich Fair has grown to become One of
in
the country. And it’s still sponsored by the 
original society.^^^^^^^
The North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society was formed to further 
the interests of agriculture and the Saanich 
Fair attracts some of Canada’s most prized 
V - animals. It has what many consider the 
finest flower and vegetable show on the 
: west coast and this year the needle arts and 
■ crafts entries are expected to be more plen- 
i tifiil than ever in its ! 14-year history.
The first four Saanich Fairs were held on 
different farms around the Peninsula and in 
1872 it was HeldTbr the first time at its pre­
sent location bn East Saanich Road in the 
heart of Saanichton/ i;:
Henry Simpson, the pioneeri who built 
the Prairie Inn, donated the land Tor the 
fair and an agricultural hall was erected in 
1875.
During Saanich Fair’s formative years 
the steamship Maude would make a special 
carry passengers to the fair. Leaving.; 
.iTVictofia at 9:30; a/rn.=,p;theisteamer would 
land two hours later at a wharf near 
v TSaaaichtqh Bay; In later years the Victoria 
Sidney Railway brought people to the
fair.
‘■/y Most people nowadays arrive by;caribiit
some will show up on horseback this year or 
in the seat of a horse-drawn carriage.
The fair is .serious business for Canadian 
farmers who compete for top awards with 
everything from pigs and poultry to cattle 
and horses. Home baking and various 
country-type creations will be displayed and 
sold and horse shows, poughing matches, 
dancing and music will be featured 
throughout the three days of festivities.
Although none of the original society 
members are around today, there are a 
number of peninsula oldtimers who’ve 
spent a lifetime watching the changes in 
Saanichton.
Houses now line East Saanich Road and 
many of the original farms have been sub^ 
divided and developed for residential and 
commercial use.
Downtown Saanichton now has a small 
shopping plaza with a bank, restaurant, 
grocery store and a few other ; small 
businesses and the old fire and police .sta­
tion has been mOved up the road.
There’s a new hospital on Mount Newton 
Crossroad, the Waddling Dbg Inn at the 
corner of Mount Newton and Patricia, Bay 
Highway, and further along East Saanich 
Road is a new public recreation centre \vith 
an ice rink and .swimming pool.
. SoutlTof Saanichton is Keating Industrial 
. . Park wliere local builders, handymen and 
: farmers "can buy nearly all they need^ 
avoiding a trip to Victoria.
S But there’s still a bit of ebuhtry in the air 
•bt Saanichton — you’ll feel it at the Saanich 
Fair.
y'l h t‘ ’ J -*''
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Situated in the Beacon Plaza 
Mall, the Aquatiel Pet Shop carries 
a full line of pet needs including the 
pets themselves — tropical fish, 
birds and small animals.' :
{ aquariumis. i chcvvy things for pets ■ 
large and small,; grqomuig aids, 
vitarnins; land even lij'e jackets fo
dogs are only a few of the items car­
ried.
There are full grooming facilities 
on the premises with certified 
groomer Norma Wood giving per­
sonal attention to your pet, 
Owner-manager Margo Banks 
stocks a good selection of tropical 
fish, from goldfish to angels and 
even has a magnificent Pacu 
(relative of the piranha, hut a 
vegetarian species),
Birds include Macaws, finches, 
budgies, parrots, canaries and love 
birds. Margo provides a follow-up 
service with assistance and advice 
; ' on seltiiig up your aqiiariuhr^^^ 0 
■ starting out with a new bird or 
animal,
Sidney’s only pot shop also car-
cat! special order almost any item 
rcquo.sicd, They now carry “lams” 
tt top line IKS! dog food recently ilir- 
troduced to Canada.
, health and hapr)incs.s is our main 
; Coneern,*';suys Margo, who’s spare
North Saanich obedience training 
club. '
Gorpe;,in;’;and;Say,:'“,hi^*;,tO';LGRO. 
the swinging Macaw and talk over 
your pet need.s with Margo or her 
assistant nmnagci I.auiie King. >,
People have been driving to 
Sidney from Victoria to buy their 
bread: at Sidney Bakery; for more 
than 20 years and that’s why owner 
Don Hay bakes rnoretjhan 10,000 
loaves of bread each:w^ek! In fact■ 
Sidney Bttkcry bread travels all over^^^^^; 
the Peninsula to grocery stores, and 
■'JlOtelSb':;'V''';'';;''^:
Bull oca 1 s k n 0)v i Im 11 here Is hi ore 
thanigood bread alone at 2507 
Beqeon Avchuc.\ In j’act the sole 
lion is so vast it’s almost hard to 
choose which of lhe:s^^ 
squares to btty, or wheUter 
.J pine Ilhiieay pies,;::: sai.isagC'."Trblls,I,,;-' 
:;cheese:breall'"prniaybc'spnic:cliecse:;;: 
;4ca:biscuit.s.^;,,,;'./ 
Ills not an uncommon sight at the 
bottom end of Beacon to sec locals 
and lourisis alike strolling down the 
road each with a huge bag of glazed 
tio-nuts under one arm and biting 
■ on;:one; a t" the; same'l inie,'.;,
%
also available, some ready made or, 
as some people pref’er made to 
drdcfj come hvand see \vhnl tiicy’ve 
got.
port and liir Wi fe Robert a arc ac» 
live in Sidney with the spnsorship 
pi; many yoiith sports groups and 
;;yhe;j2,staff';members:ar#::rcady;'|o:' 
serve you ,^ievcn days a week from 




The Sea Chest Sailing Shop can 
be found just 'found the corner of; 
Bevan Aye/ at 9732 First Street and 
has one of the best all-round selec­
tions of sailing and boating gear.
The recently-expanded premises 
no\y;provide ample rooiTv to handle j: 
the / yast ; array pH boating fe- 
Iquirerhents ihcluding one complete 
room of clothing, footwear; etc, 
fair weather or foul.
This ship chandlery carries just 
about anything ;thc boater ;;coulci 
Want — floater; coats arid life- 
jackets, ropes, ;churts,. spinhakcr 
poles, teak : fittingfi aiid ; !nooring 
snubbers and a variety of Oiccirohic 
equipment. -A good selection; p 
yachting books, cosy Scottish 
sweaters, compasses, anchors, crab 
traps, flags and imich more. •
L ^ #
’ ' ' I
-■
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Right in the centre of town, right 
piy Beacon Avenue, rigiit in ; style 
yviiii ihcjlatcst fashions, you will 
find Felicia’s; Boutique at number
PETER ROGER
owners Doris and Roger Anstey 
take this opportunity to introduce 
their; new partner; Peter ;
Peter, an avid sailcrV: brings! \viih 
ItiPl a practical knovvledge of tlie 
chandlcry hiisincss aild invites you 
Ip cdmc;rotind and say; hello. ;
Peter ppints out that the shop is a ; 
practtea 1 one; witirput! a; loi ' df 
‘deeprn ji Ve"; boat I|;ig';;gem';;';(a jj ] i.oi) g,lt;; 
there arc sonic beautilu! brass; 
"lampS'diveviclcnce)P^"'-'T';•■■-.■■:
C>dier/Staff h family niembeis
you will : Ijnd liere lute 
••:Ashbv,:ddnda^^ah(J'-''Srifidi/i''^'-'''''T^^
Hours arc 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
;;]Vloiiday:::ihrough'Satti,rday;"'T 
:;:ipt;ddwti. aitd;;brpw.;;,e';ar sHtMd,:;r”!'ttp.,; 
';:abhgaiion'at ■all.;;:^'/.;
With all the
gd; wrong \vltcri you step itisidc ljiis 
brlgltl niid checfful / ladies’ wear 
S t 0 re ; w i l h cy c ry t li i n g s o we 11; I a i d ^ 
out arid tlte ftichdly;o>ynefa;Mnrl^^^^ 
Bailey and Yvonne Fleming so 
helpful in assisting you choose that 
new dress, blouse or skirl.
^ W sizes from; 5 to 20asbmc of 
t he; fa nidus nahicf ; you will fi nd,!; 
licrc dfe Paris Star, Alia, Tanjay; 
Newport sportswear, Diamond Tea 
dressing go\yns, French Maid 
lingerie and diucli more (not to 
forget the .loseph Ribkdff dresses).
The fall Stock is arriving daily 
and is out on display and RiaHT 
NOW the SunVmer Sale is still b 
progress—-- so come in SOON, niect 
Yydnne nnd Maflcy and see what 
!.iliey;'havc.To,r;you.;.
Stpre hours are Monday througli 
Saturday from 9:30 to 5:00 p.pif 
' and you Ml find ntnplc parking righi 
"on Beaeon!""""
Sidiiey : Biirgain Hotfse, ; 2372 ; 
Beacon Avenne, is more like a 
miisciinr than a store -■^ offering;a; 
beautiful scleciiChj of antique fur­
niture, jewellery and collectibles as 
welf as friendly old-fashibhcd ser'f 
vice.
Owners and operators IPr over 
f 011 r y ea I S n o w; G ra nf a t j d M a r i I y n 
Erickson have built lip an enviable 
selection dp iiems and ate alw^^^^
iriofe than happy^; W
anything;ypiiyWoulcl like to sell and ^ 
always seem to be able to jfind what 
you are; Iddking for; I f they don ’t 
liavg iti they will do their best to 
'I'ind" U';fdr''y,ou;!;:;: !'';"'j:!'!;!
/ Everything from hiounted animal 
heads, wood stoves, china, old 
tools, kitchcnw;afc arid in a recently 
renovated room at the front, an im-
fronv door-knockers and bath fix- 
lurcsl tb Oriental wares and niusic 
;boxes.;';;/,/;;,;;:":;;;,,:;;;; 
: its the kind of place you should 
be prepared to spend niuch: tinic in 
to cxaniine all the items, and don’t 
he afraid (oiisk"Whaf is it?”
Favourites with the childtcn are 
the penny arcade machinCiancl/cah 
icetiOn (if sniffed animals; Hut 
everyone finds:sbmcthing entertain-: 
jiigliere^:sodrppinbci\vcen;9,a;m: 
ipmd 5:30 p.m. weekdays /pr from 
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Plranhcis do well In liloiid “B' rrieet BATESOia
Top finishers from Peninsula 
Piranhas swim club in the 
Vancouver Island regional “B” 
meet at Courtenay Aug. 14 and 
15 were:
Div. 1. Boys — Peter DeGreef, 
first in backstroke and individual 
medley, second in freestyle, third 
breast stroke; Grahamin
Stannard, second in breast 
stroke, fifth in freestyle, sixth in 
butterfly.
Girls — Melissa Sibley, first in 
freestyle, third in backstroke arid 
individual medley, fourth in 
butterfly; Paula Caskey, fifth in 
freestyle, sixth in butterfly; 
Annabel Crellin, sixth in 
freestyle, fifth in breast stroke.
Div. 2. Boys — Tim McGuire, 
first in backstroke and breast 
stroke, second in freestyle and 
individual medley. Girls — 
Nadine Sibley, first in 
backstroke, butterfly, freestyle 
and individual medley; Anne 
Marie Portier, second in but­
terfly, breast stroke and in­
dividual medley, sixth in back 
stroke; Erin Patterson, first in 
breast stroke; Wendy Stannard, 
second in freestyle, fourth in 
breaststroke.
Div. 3. Boys — Austin
Wegelin, second in backstroke. 
Girls — Sophie Crellin, first in 
breast stroke.
Div. 4. Girls — Pam Ens, first 
in freestyle, second in individual 
medley, third in butterfly and 
breast stroke; Elaine Hausberg, 
fourth in breast stroke; Katie 
Hall, fifth in individual medley.
Div. 5 Boys — Mark Bowler, 
third in butterfly, fourth in 100- 
metre freestyle and breast stroke, 
fifth in backstroke. Girls — 
Jennie Staub, second in in­
dividual medley, third in 100- 
metre freestyle; Daphne Van Der 
Boom, first in breast stroke, 
fourth in backstroke; Debbie 
Sigurdson, second in backstroke, 
third in 50-metre freestyle, fifth 
in butterfly; Val Slater, fifth in 
100-metre freestyle and 
backstroke, sixth in butterfly; 
Andrea Sigurdson, second in 
butterfly, sixth in 50-metre 
freestyle.
Div. 6. Boys — Stefan Van Der 
Boom, second 100-metre 
freestyle, butterfly and individual 
medley, fifth in 50-metre 
freestyle; Chris Staub, first in 
backstroke, second in 50-metre 
freestyle, third in butterfly, fifth 
in 100-metre freestyle; Brad
Bowler, third in breast stroke, 
fourth in butterfly, 50-metre 
freestyle and 100-metre freestyle. 
Girls — Tammy Scott, second in 
100-metre freestyle, third in 
breast stroke, fourth in butterfly 
and 50-metre freestyle.
Relays. Div 1 girls— first in
freestyle and medley; boys,, 
second in freestyle and medley. 
Div. 2 girls, first in freestyle and 
medley; Div. 4 girls — first in 
freestyle, second in medley. Div. 
5 girls — first in freestyle and 




WE BEGINNING OF OUR 3rd SEASON 
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Continued from Page A7
Sbellner; 5th, Eveda Taffaur, Scott ; 
Bakewell; Res.; Arrow’s Polkadot, 
Anne Grebe.
Western" pleasure pony — 1st, 
Alegrics Eachen, Vikki GopiJinger; 
2hdi' Cocoa, Garell McGabe; 3rdv 
Taffy, Jennifer Shaw; 4th, Skippy,
? Melanie Banas;^^^^^ 5^
Campbell.
Snaffle bit pleasure — 1st, Triple 
Ridge, Brian Rimmer; 2nd, Grans 
Triple Bar, Joanne Bickford; 3rd,
. Triple Paladen, Bob Opienshaw; 4th, 
Pan-Am Aaren, Wendy Searle; 5th, 
Synadaco, Tracy Stevenson; Res., 
Csasha, Paula Stark.
Advanced Western pleasure — 1st, 
Safara Bayboy, Mike Hartman; 2nd, 
Lazond, Mary Velustruk; 3rd, Imarr, 
Dale'Thronton;' 4th, Goldeck One, 
Lisa Stevenson; 5th, Bev Jule, Wendi 
Jordan; Res.; Triple Ridge, Brian 
Rimmer,
Western pleasure stake — 1st, 
P.H. Crystal Fire, Megan Soellner; 
2nd, Goldeck One, Lisa Stevenson; 
3rd, Lazond, Mary Velustruk; 4th,
T’:;
Safara Bayboy, Mike Hartman; 5th, 
Imarr, Dale Thornton; Res., Bev
Jule, Wendi Jordan.
Versatility class — 1st, P.H, 
Crystal Fire, Megan Soellner; 2nd, 
Lazond, Mary Velvustruk; 3rd, Bev 
Jule, Wendi .Jordan; 4th, Santana’s 
Fax, Joy Bradstock; 5th, Okanagan 
Hawkeye, Ruth Lick; Res., Grans 
Triple Bar, Joanne Bickford.
Junior trail horse — 1st, Gentle 
Ben, Joy Lindley; 2rid, Wahna Toke, 
Wendi Jordan; 3rd, Evada Taffaur, 
Scott Bakewell; 4th, Century 72, 
Tannis Hett; 5th, Sugar, Mary 
( Campbell; Res., Imarr,(Dale Thorn' ;; 
(;'■ ton.J
Jill Yates; 2nd, Triple Ridge, Brian 
Rimmer; 3rd, Santana’s Fax, Joy 
Bradstock: 4th, Okanagan Hawkeye, 
Rutli Lick; 5lh, Midnight; Image, 
Res., Scantper’s Inir 
age, Dorothy Jordan. t
Open trail stake ~ lst, Triple 
R1 ti go, B ri a n Rimmer; :2 nd, W alma 
■fokc, Wendi Jordan; 3rd, Stardu.si,
mmammam
Jill Yates; 4th, Scamper’s Image, 
Dorothy Jordan; 5th, Evada Taf­
faur, Scott Bakewell.
Stock seat equitation (senior)—■ : 
1st, Jill Yates; 2nd; Dorothy Jordan| , 
3rd; Lola Thornton; 4th, Joy 
Bradstock; 5th, Laura Foxgord; 
Res.; Kathy Patrick.
■ Stock seat equitation (13 and : 
under) —' lst, Scott Bakewell; 2;nd, 
Dale Thornton; 3rd,; Joy Lindley; 
4th, Ian Soellner; 5th;;Jenifer Shaw.
Stock seat equitation((i4 to 18)— (( 
1st, Megan Soellner; 2nd, Joanne 
: Bic!cfofd; 3rd; Weiidi To 
LisaPainter; 5th, Barb Van Netten.
Pairs Class — 1st, P.H. Crystal 
Fire, Megan Soellner and Bev Jule, 
Wendi Jordan; 2nd, Stardust, Jill 
Yates and Scamper’s Image, Dorothy 
Jordan; 3rd, Dancer, Tracy Strong 
and Midnight Image, - Laura Fox­
gord; 4th, Shylo, Katrina Mackay 
and Shylo, Laura Recknagle; 5th, 
Taffy, Jennifer Shaw and Sugar, 
Bonnie Sutherland.
Junior riding horse pattern — 1st, 
Evada Taffaur, Scott Bakewell; 2nd, 
((GransTriple(Bar,Joanne;Bickfofd;— 
■3rd, imarr, Dale Thornton; 4th; 
Alegrics Eachen, Vikki Coppinger; 
5th, Skippy, Melanie Banas; Res.,; 
Bev Jule; Wendi Jordan.
Senior riding horse pattern — 1st; 
Scamjper’s Image, Dorothy Jordan; 
2n(diSafaraBayboy;MikcHartman; 
Jrd, Goldeck One, Lisa Stevenson; 
4th, Sirelle, Lola Thornton; 5th; 
Mid high t; I mage,; Lau ra Foxgord; 
Res;; StardustiTillYates. ( x
race — 1st, Sugar, 
Dorothy Jordan; 2nd, Star Ann, Cori 
Isdahl; 3rd, Stardust, Jiil! Yates; Tth, 
Banner’s Legend, Kathy Patrick; 5th, 
Gentle Ben; Joy Lindley. '
;( Open keyhole race —- 1st, Peaches 
and Cream, Joanne Mclnnis; 2mi, 
Sugar, Dorothy Jordan; (3rd, Bev 
Jule, Wendi Jordan, 4ih, Banner’s 
Legend, Kathy Patrick.
( Open polcbcnding —• 1st, Slar 
: Ann, Cori Isdaht; 2nd, Sugar,
/ Dorothy Jordan;: 3rd, Stardust, Jill 
( Yates; 4ih, Peacl\'s and Crcain, 
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holiday or 
just rolurhiid Ifom a trip? Or 
have you had visitors stayino 
with you? II you would like: 
your social nows prinlod Iron 
under tha Peninsulafooplo 






WINNER OF AUTUMN FREEZER PACK — V. BLANCHARD 
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“Once in a lifetime!” With his 1982 fish, Brumpton
That’s what Robert Brumpton, is again the provincial champion.
Where are you going this weekend my dear ? To Saanich Fall Fair of course. (See special section inside.)
Alexandra Innes Photo
7787 Wallace Drive, Saanichton, 
told The Review last year when 
he won the title of Blind 
Fisherman of the Year with a 36- 
pound salmon — but he was 
wrong.
This year he caught a 38- 
pounder.
Both fish were caught in 
Redder Bay, in June, during the 
derby for visually-handicapped 
fishermen put on by the Victoria 
Fish and Game Protective 
Association and the Canadian 
Institute for the Blind.
He vvas trolling with frozen 
anchovy on a 20-lb. test line, and 
the monster gave him a terrific 
fight, which lasted an hour and a 
half. Hooked near the trap 
shack, the fish ran 2'/z miles, and 
at one point seemed likely lo get 
away in the kelp.
Using a supple rod and a star- 
drag reel, Brumpton was 
‘‘pooped out” by the time the 
fish was boated, and had to take 
things easy for a couple of days 
afterwards.
She has promised to 
make us
A bunch of blue 
ribbons,
In time for the Saanich 
Fall Fair.
By JUNE GREEN
His 1981 fish also won Last year’s experience was 
Brumpton the title of Redder Bay quite different, as he had a Steel 
years ago, as a hobby, and alter angler of the year, and besides line and was able to keep much
operating the business lor seven being the winning fish in that more pressure on the fish.
Her name is Joan Cun- small business tor the past five years, he taught the craft to Joan, derby was the largest caught in f ^ 
ningham, of Victoria Ribbon- years. who has been making award any derby fpr^^^^^ fishing
Craft in Brentwood, where she The business vvas started by ribbons for conventions, dog and handicapped fisherman during ; whenever anypne will take him,
has been owner-operator of this Wilf Huglies ol Victoria tvvelve ; sliows, sports events and fall the year.^ ^ . but had heyer caught a big
fairs since she purchased the - A number of organizations put: salmon before last- summer. He 
business five years ago. on such derbies, including the estimates he was but only a halF ^
. This is the first year that the (-ap (-py Yacht Club at dozen times that year and only
'■■ ■ three times so far in 1982.ribbons for the fair have been Sidney, 
f made locally, They are all hand f • - 
:' ;done. Joan:desighs:rthem herself, 
keeping to the traditional blue for 
first place, red for second place 
and white for third, for some 
_ classes and competitions, but
using a great variety of colors for 
■ .,ome of the other classifications. _ ■
Tlie ribbons are printed with a
Kcnsol heat press, using foil 
which comes from Germany. Her 
husband and a friend rigged up 
an air compressor and automated 
the printing machine so larger 
runs can be done (luickly, but 
most orders for prize ribbons are 
for small quantities of each kind.
She uses hand set type.
^ Tops of the rosettes are put: i 
y together individually; Saaiiich 
y uses a pleated ribboh cl'fect vvith 
; a button in the centep covered f 
vvitli acetate ribbon.Therewill be 
pvet': 500 rosettes: tiecdcd lpr the y 
SJ-i'inti-K Fail' vvilh lliniis.'inds of
Joan Cimninghani making roseUes for winners al (he Fair.
aa iich r, t thousa  
plain printed ribbons heeded as 
well.
y Jdan said i he - ribbon business 
keeps her busy full time in ihc 
spring and summer, but in winter
IcmCnml, p„r,-(imc, - -
Il ^
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aged seven Id ;inchdihB several days of real : ^ in Central Stianich, (rpcratcd iii tvvo sessions, in Jiily;
13 have had a month of ‘‘day camping, imclcr, the Boys and Funded mainly by the federal and August, and this week a
'MM
* * f
camp’- activities this summer^ ' Girls Club ftDiscoveiy” program fgovcrntncnt. tiic program has: lucky 15 lYorn Central ,Saanich,;
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y f olderr were chosen by the leadcffy 
for their outstanding work during 
the legidar sessimis.
'^y:yy-;: T h c'-'i i T f 0 B ra. inIt n s b c c t r y ^ ^ ^
:V::>;:.operai iitg I'or■ fonF:'^ars, Ijp.y, 
qualifies V for ia fcdcfal^yg^
: designed to provi^je employment
students who 
: : act as leaders, a safe environment
‘and opportitniiy lob yonnB^o^i's : 
y to experience day camp, :and a ; 
iiscrviee to working parents, ; -
and
y some operating costs, but there is :
: also an $80 fee, for the inonili. 
iThc prograrn rims from 9 a, to . to 
4 p.m:, Monda;/to Friday. p
Activities have incluciedi such 




itt leuntos and tents oit Salispring 
Island.
- ■Bylt,'*\'('*ld umrl'- Dave ■:■
;;'' ■"■' Ra venhil wer e;: lead erf ;aj f y''t bey, ■:; 














nslf: t, f » M
/'-rife#;.**;,:
He n'r«
Seven^ycar^oid Amirm ^pitih learns i/w amieni art nf flyAxing, ylih hvlp '/[mn, JJhep^^r)
Vdhmteer leader David Hnyimp.
'S2 kirn I'eicison w.t., piojcct //s/img urV/t 'i'ktutM Fish and Pianie members hric hekdahl,
holding fishr and lirian WaUnskyr cenitc,Jotiii ({rern Rlinio manager.
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Sea cadet crews from Ontario 
took first and third places in an 
eight-race national championship 
series in Albacore dinghies sailed 
at Patricia Bay last weekend. A 
crew from the Prairie region was 
second.
The Sidney cadets did not 
qualify for the regatta, arid the 
best that a B.C. crew could do 
was a ninth place finish by 
Colwood.
Eyropean trip
Mr. and Mrs. John Griev 
enjoyed a eight-day trip at the 
beginning of August to 
Amsterdam, up the Rhine,
through Switzerland arid back by
way of New York.
Grieve won the trip courtesy of 
John Deere Ltd. as one of their 
top dealers in North America.
.High interest rates have been a 
way of life for the past year. We 
have been accustomed to them, 
even complacent about; them. 
However, ! there is now a 
possibility that we may have to 
adjust to rates several points 
below the astronomical figures of 
sthe'pastyear.
1 f you have been buyi ng 
preferred shares —^ particularly 
retractable preferreds— you do 
not need to do anything. Not > 
only \vill you be receiving a high; 
dividend yield, but you shbrild' 
already have seen a capital gain. 
:Tq:prptect your capital gairi^ ypri ; 
might be prepared to nioye out of ; 
the preferreds if interest rates 
begin to rise again.
has been rolled over in term 
deposits and treasury bills at 
most acceptable rates of 14 per 
cent and 15 per cent; they are 
now going to be yielding around 
13 jjer cent or lower and perhaps 
there are better alternatives. ;
The phenomenal; rise in the 
U.S. indices arid the record 
volumes on the New ' York ex­
change are attributable primarily !
; tp the drastic reduction in U.S. 
interest rates. Money managers 
and individual investors realized > 
That common , stocks ; were ; 
relatively cheap and Tushediinto 
buy at whaL^^w 
bargain prices.
Nevertheless, if this is the 
al of a turnaround in the
But what about the money that
considered To be one of the 
leading indicators), ,it is .time to 
buy quality stocks v/ith ,,good 
earnings prospects, strong 
balance sheets and good 
management. The consumer 
stocks should be timely buys: 
grocery chains, clothing stores, 
merchandising companies and : 
trucking; firms: It is probably a 
little early to buy mining com­
panies and possibly premature to 
buy oil companies, particularly
junior oils.
Caution is still the order of the 
day, but if a bull market has 
commenced then a larger amount 
of funds available for investment
U.S. stocks probably have the 
best prospects for growth and 
Canadian cbnyertible preferreds 
for income and growth.
IStcpIien Taylor is an in­
vestment dealer with Pitficid 
Mackay Ross Limited, Victoria].
Bodt owiners
Sidney RCMP have had several 
reports recently of theft of 
outboard motois and fuel tanks i 
from boats moored at the 
government wharf at the fool of 
Beacon Ave. Boaters arc warned 
that they should lock motors and 
tanks Inside.
Sometime last week a 12-foot 
aluminum boat with a six- 
horsepower Evinrude motor was 
stolen from Bosun’s Marina,
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Members of Sidney Silver threads were guests of local Power 
Squadron, Sunday for their annual cruise, destination Tortoise 
Cove, Portland Island. Emma and Bernie Heitzmann, Biackie 
Orme and Mrs. Giles Perodeau are pictured waving to accompa­
nying boat, Island Raven, skippered by Peter Burchett as it left 
Van Isle Marina. Perodeaus and their guests aboard ^Mad Hag' 
followed within a few minutes. Tom Gronk Photo
i
i
A family of seven adults and shooting from under the; engine ?
‘: on the $45,{X)0 quotations for a Peninsula Water Goitimmission two children ;fr6m Boseman, v copipartment as; soon as the
portable emergency power already uses more than six Montana, got out of their rented water was directed elsewhere,
generator for Central Saanich million gallons a day in summer motorhome just as it burst into The fire was eventually put out
; don’t look too bright according and the main supply pipe can flames at McTavish road and the with a chemical extinguisher.
; to a letter from the Capital deliver only seven million Pat Bay Highway shortly before The vehicle was totally gutted.
[ ivcgional District engineering gallons. The local distribution 3 p.m. Saturday. Traffic to and from the airport
department. system is not designed to handle Police say Bill Sybrant, who and on McTavish Road was ’ | ^ . JSreiatWOOffl ISay.ISSlOppillg Uemye ;-.- ..'V
‘ ' Council members had irrigation demand either. was driving, smelled gas and halted for a considerable lime, I West Saaaiich scad 652-5612:^,.„ vl,
suggested getting a used The report recommends that pulled ioff to the north side of but highway traffic was able to I .Sidney--Beacon Avs.
• generator and putting it on a the council support the South' -McTavish, just west of the high- 'get through. “ ^
trailer instead of a used truck, Saanich Farmers Institute, which way, to check the vehicle. As ''■
but they were told that because is presently studying means of everyone got out flames started
the unit has to be able to put out obtaining irrigation water from to appear, and they were soon
230 volts for the Brentwood other sources. shooting so high they burned
sewer pumping station and 460 No one seemed to know what through electrical wires
' volts for the Hagan pumping council could do to support the overhead.
station it is unlikely that a Institute, and Aid. Dick Sharpe Sidney volunteer firemen took
suitable second hand unit can be commented,“If our priorities are three trucks to the scene, They
found. growing food instead of building doused the blaze in the body of
Also, the generator will weigh homes, something will have to be the vehicle with hoses but could
more than three tons, and a new done.” not put out flames that; kept
i trailer to carry it is quoted at
^ $6,700, which is more; than the I M «
i ; ;$5,000 estimated for the itsed ;; I; Jo replace a (auity switch, add another wall plug/c 'mr^
1 'r.K'"-
Council is also faced with the | Qualified Journeyman Elelctrician, Licensed and living in your area
. H ' :/'fin r»rn»<ir<Q irtrnmrst; onH nHirionf cort/lro i ; ■ . -
r
problem of providing air con 
ditioning for the emerency 
center. The 
.Central Saanich Police 
Association has :complained 
about heat buildup since the 
! center was opened in 1979, and is 
now threatening job action or a ^
Compensation Board if nothing
is;done,“;.;;-;v;;;;“;';";;;';;'"^;,,;
Police Chief Bob Miles told
water-cooled unit vypuld ;cb 
over $3,000; He had asket); that 
' ^ $5,0(K) be jbudgetted' this year, hut ;
center isl 
hours a (lay, and that ! 
an expensive air conditioning unit ! 
has been installed for andlhcr 
section of the building that is 
used on the average only six 
hours a week.
Council received a staff report 
regarding a Saanich Grecnbclt • 
Society proposal for subsidized 
farm irrigation.
J' v
lean provide prompt and elficienlservice.:v
No Job Too SmaSI
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DELICSOUS FRESH BAKED @0@DS
:Ph.SSS-iCll2,
The intent of this article is not 
to imply perfection in any sense 
of the word but rather to possibly 
impart an awareness in an are.ain 
which many couples can achieve 
a greater understanding within 
themselves.
Most people recognize their 
need for others and also 
recognize that their need for 
others should in no way make the 
implication that they themselves 
be less than they are, but rather 
relfects the vast potentiality that 
lies within themselves through 
sharing with others.
Love and intimacy are both 
challenged, not threatened by the 
differences in the individuals. 
When two separate individuals 
decide to form an intimate 
relationship they are uniting two 
different worlds and sub­
sequently bring into the 
relationship not only some 
commonalities but also a vast 
amount of differences. It is these 
very differences that propel and 
generate growth in the 
relationship.
The depth of these relation­
ships can usually be measured by 
the degree of willingness of both
partners to share themselves with 
the other.
The only valid e.xpectation that 
lies in love is that those we love 
will become themselves as we do 
also. Love given out of a sense of 
duty or obligation is not love at 
all but an insult to the 
relationship.
Mature intimacy involves the 
physical and therefore requires 
that each individual in the 
relationship come first to grips 
with his or her own sexuality. We 
must feel comfortable with 
ourselves before we can risk 
revealing our sexuality with 
others honestly and freely.
This does not imply that we 
become overtly sexual with 
everyone we fall in love with but 
rather than sexual gratification 
may be satisfied by merely being 
in the same place with another, 
holding our child, or deeply 
sharing with a friend.
There is perhaps no more 
satisfying action of which the 
human is capable than that which 
is achieved through physical 
intimacy. He:re in its highest form 
lies a deep desire to totally merge 
with another human being
combining all of its positive 
aspects—- giving, caring, sharing, 
nurturing, accepting, yielding 
and assuming.
Physical mutuality, when it is 
an expression of real love can be 
tjie ultimate human unity.
It is the lover’s responsibility to 
reach out and touch the heart of 
the partner. Love and intimacy 
require total compassion for 
the other and unless we are able 
to feel with the other, we are 
unable to love.
(Use things, but love people)
Do you have a problem, are 
you concerned with the state of 
your marriage, the behaviour of 
your children ? Do you need help? 
George Kurbatoff is a 
psychologist living in Central 
Sanich. As a community service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers. Replies will be given , 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur- 
batojf, c/o The Sidney Review, 
9831 - 3rd Street, Sidney, P. O. 
Box2070, V8L3S5.
Four people were fined in 
Sidney Provincial Court on 
Thursday for impaired driving.
Raymond Charles Inkster, 603 
Polyanthus Cres., Victoria, was 
fined $250 and Cindy Ann Jontz, 
9620 Glenelg, Sidney, and John 
Joseph Spence, CFB, Esquimau, 
were each fined $300. All three 
pleaded guilty. ^ ^ ^
Robert George Elliott, 7562 
West Saanich Rd., who was 
found guilty, was also fined $300. 
On Tuesday Mark Hinson.
2401 Keating Cross Road, was 
given a suspended sentence and 
six months probation on four 
counts of passing bad cheques.
Preliminary hearing of at­
tempted murder and assualt 
charges against Wallace Johnston 
Graham, 41, a cook on the 
Pandora II, began on Thursday 
and was adjourned for con­
tinuation on Tuesday. The court 
has ordered a ban on reporting of 
the testimony.
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. 
Sunday
Greenglade 10:30 a.m.
Elementary School Morning Worship




792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay 
“Jesus Christ is; Lord’
SUNBURNED 
OR S-OrN TURNED 5 )
1:00 aim.:
....  ..... . , M
, ii
RecJSonuH J fuR to get out in the sun; but there is also
Most vacationers become, at least temporari- 
Sun-Worshippersi’’; They: G 
and the tan that results froni'^ 
in the great out-of-doors.
2151 Lannon Way P
with Douglas St.
9-4'oam reaching at Elk Lake
11:00 aim.. Family Worship f#; ’ _ fn-
Wednpsdav M Casseres,ednesday ^
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1 Sidney, B.C.T 
Sunday
I 10:00 a.mTSunday School ^ ; 
. .Sunday Mass ^:ri;00 a.m.; ^/^(hlng Worship^^
),m.
m Sunday School p danger m getting too much sun. Anyone sun-
coffceiSS^ burned knows the results — burning pain.
headache, nausfea,.blisters, and peeling of skin. 
.Too rrjuch sun [can cause skin infections and 
OF TIE iS il damage to internal orgjans of the body. So,
instead of having “fun in the sun,’’ some peo- 
I ^ pj0 become “done in the sun.”
liEPOfllAL ^ Sunburned is one thing, but to be “S-O-N 
BAPTIST turned” is still another. The sun is like a magnet 
GHIIIICII itself: Itcreates growth[ Jhe^
7008 W. Saanich Rd. || SHOther kind of light for all seasons. This Light 
1:1 Brentwood Bay || js Spelled “S-O'NThc Bible 1 calls^^ J
do people request 
volunteer driver service from the 
Peninsula Community 
Association? Doctor’s . ap­
pointments, trips to the hospital 
to visit someone near and dear — 
these are two of the reasons 
people call 656-0134 asking for 
help, usually these people are 
elderly and alone, but the one 
criteria for requesting a volunteer 
is NEED — and this can happen 
to anyone!
Until now it has always been 
possible to fill ail legitimate T 
'requests but at present the driver
ST ELIZABETH’S
19 30 am Salutday Study s/l
1100am WUIShip mmn ThirH C») p.m Wednesday Prayer ^““^0 Third St.. Sidney
/^LL ARE WELCOME Ii 6:30 p.m............... Salurday
Pastor Tom Gardner 
Ollice: 1656-3544 
Home: 652-4521
10:00 a.m, Sunday School lipl Chflst, thC SUR Of RightCOUSnGSS (Msl . 4; 2)
■ '‘the EightIqf thefworld’’ (John 8:12). He is
^ Fellovyship ^ Qnn \A/hh \A/ac hnrn in rllb hoi tho rio rly nor-r»
Anglican-Episcopal
Pastor MIA. Alwood sss.® 






Mills Rd. & W. Saanich III 1 Pastor V. Nordstrom
A- ,; Hi A Friendly: Family Church
® ’ Serving Central Saanich:
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jiml: . Bible Study and ||i 
11 , Prayer Meeting: ft






;10:00 a,m, : ,:: :i ,;, Morning ip
Prayer il
: . Trinity XIII |i|
|8:0ba.m,;rt,:.-;; .■■;EuchaHst;||^ .'vw ... yygjjnggjjw
.t0;00a,m.
CuUntlflSl (IVUI otryj.KjsJ at.,: . ypia ^ ' Piirharict-®
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of sin and toldra\A/ US to 
vvith God. 8 W
He causes one to grow Godward; To be 
turned' ’ in Jesus is tmhave^^^y^ now and forever 
5 with God. But the continuatJ^
II ' any sLimmer tan,^:C
tinie unless it is renewed and" ref reshed daily.
V ; An eel ipse of: du r hatu ral su n Li sed: to: terrify 








656-5322 656-7669 |i Pastor loam Ross;Allon (G5?-2659K111
1:1 i Air Wolcomo! Cecil Dickinson (662-33011, David
........
Tho Rov. D. Mnllns, S.S.C. 
■■I;: v; Rector .:,:’'1 iLU’:; 
11-="1i::i;-"'656-3223.:ii:i‘'''::'‘
BAPTIST
CHURCH ill i Anglican Church b( Conada
' . Ifl
■■'.Sunday: ';■■:■ :■■■"'





,Socondary,Vi: :School, ii 
: v ; q 1627Slolly’sX Rrl.
"Chrlitlan Life Sorvlcoa" 
;i0;00 a,Christian 
■ '(Education 
11 ;00 a.irV ,, 1;,, Annolnlod 
i 0,00 p,m. .;,. Biblo Minlslry
9 4ha m Limiiy Hour K jh our lifeican be:et#nally de^
tt.flOa.rn, Worship g tal aild fatal.
"^°^?''^Wediicsdar^'^'^
“ Th r a IV ih iLHis [Word]
I^^FfuIridiTchuS^ ^ forgiveness! Feel the invigorating poweioliHis ’
i^A.o.c. ^ Spirit!iSense thd eyciterpe^^
S as you learn to serve Him By !ser^
Return from your summer vacation, not ionly; 
with; a healthy sun tan. bu 
glovyiof the S-O-N of G(3d, He:G^ 
whole life rich wilh the treasures of God’s love;
Perhaps now that the 1 summer 
visitors have come and gone, and 
the children are almostrready to 
get back to school routindy YOU 
could consider joining the 
dedicated drivers who hayelkept 
the requests filled all summer. 
Whyl jiot: start with a drive a 
week?
Try it you may find, like the 
other drivers, that you will meet 
wonderful, proud, and needy 
people right in your own area. 
Their appreciation will leave you 
with a very good feeling of 
having, done something really 
worthwhile with those few spare 
hours which you fritter away 
■'each:wcck:;:1;,(■■:::,.;,l.:':i:i;.„ f
The benefits arc great, the, 
people you meet and wdrlciwith, 
thdycry best, and the Association 
does pay gasoline cxpcnsc.s .so 
(hat thisifornv of volunteering is 
hoi a financial burden on the
UNITED CHURCH
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|creature, let me do h 
I now.
,t«vEtienne de GrelleL.
H«v, Melvin H. Adarni ; 
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l and offer your .services?
1 r you don't drive but would 
like ' to ; hclp^^^^ t^ 
iGoninniiiiiy Assocaiiion and its i 
various 1 iprograins, 1 (su asi i 
driving) you hould be a great 
help in the washing and repair of 
worlhwhileiitems donated to the 
Peninsula Old and New Sliop. A 
call to 656-3511 willl put you in 
touch with another band of great
1
is a sun and shielcJ;
rEUCNSHIH DAPUST CHUHCH 
mUMMli Rfl., sidnn, B.c.
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witriMulto/vl'Milliliat JI! 
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,., He bestows favor and:
tionor. No good tHlng 
does tbe lord withhold
11
■■"; 'ti Hi Wtiit Hi■"■'■■
|11:i5:fl;rii;f;"';::ii;'F4ni(V,ServiMl






: tronv |hose whoTA/a)k 
uprighl- (Psalm 84:1,1)
while helping qihcrs.
1 Fall items arc coming in nicely 
and tlie iBack to School' window 
is featuringii some beautiful 
children’s clothing at a very 
rca|tonable price. W a chance 
for, ■: Mpin<;1 to I,; save ;,;,and1.;i.hcrc’s; 
hardly a child who isn’t thrilled 




times if it’s wnslied, clean, and: 
1, ePni for a blc?;; j ■, ;i' ■": ■' ■ ,■ "I. ,,::1:a':i,: 1 i"
Don’t torget the Handy Dan 
meeting at Resthaven Lodge on 
Timrsday Septemher 9th from 7 
to'9. This is our chance to make 
t hi s i service wor k by let ting the 
authorities,.,: know':,: how roftchl: 
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By HELEN LANG 
Spent a thoroughly interesting 
afternoon this week with a B.C. 
Department of Agriculture 
horticulturist, and he showed me 
the way things should really look 
in the home vegetable garden. 
His name is Dick Keepence, and 
he certainly knows his onions ... 
and his potatoes, and his corn, 
and his tomatoes etc.!
The B.C. Department ^has 
about twenty varieties' of 
tomatoes all being grown under 
identical conditions. . .the same 
soil, the same amount of fer­
tilizer, the same quantity of 
water, and it was fascinating to 
me to see how uniform they 
appeared. Some of them started 
ripening from the bottom, and 
some of them ripened more or 
less all at once, but all but one 
type had almost perfect 
pollination.
The odd-one-out vvas that old 
favorite “Beefstake”, and it had 
a whole list of problems . . . it 
just doesn’t seem to do as well in 
our coastal climate. Dick’s 
favorite variety is one called 
“Moneymaker”, a medium-sized 
tomato with a delightful flavour.
Another comment of his that 
amused me was that “all the 
‘girls’ (i.e.“Early Girl”, and 
“Ultra Girl”)were doing really 
well”. With difficulty I refrained 
from saying,“Naturally!”
I will go into this more fully
next spring when we are once 
again contemplating growing 
tomatoes, but just let me tell you 
a couple of things now that really 
amazed me. First at the 
Agricultural Station they only 
feed tomatoes once a year (on 
May 1st) using 13-16-10, and 
plant their tomato seedlings out 
June 1st.
The second shocker was that 
they water only once every 
fourteen days, but at that time 
the hose is left running until the 
ground is completely soaked to a 
depth of a foot ... my guess is 
that that would take a good eight 
hours.
Still talking about tomatoes, 
saw a sad sight in Nanaimo this
past week . . . tomatoes with 
fusarium wilt ... something 
(crossed fingers before saying 
this) we personally have never 
experienced;. These tomatoes 
were fully grown with lots of 
ripening fruit, but looked as 
though they were suffering from 
lack of water. The fruit is sort ol 
shrunken and slightlywrinkled, 
and the leaves wilting and turning 
brown at the tips. Fortunately 
this family had planted another 
variety of tomato which was 
resistant to this fungus disease, so 
they won’t be completely without 
pickles this winter.
Some of the so-called “wilts” 
have strange and interesting
names . . . there is “aster wilt” 
and, “cabbage yellows” and the 
Tongue twister “Verticillium 
wilt” . . . may Heaven protect us 
from each and every one!
More on the neat things 
learned at the Agricultural 
station next week.
Meanwhile, yes, we caught the 
rat! It was no monster after all, 
just quite a cute looking rather 
small black rat (with a giant 
appetite). Since talking about 
“our” rat we have learned all 
sorts of ways to get rid of these 
pests . . . and the method that 
seems most logical is to spread 
peanut butter on the bait thing-a- 
nta-jig . . . that way the rat has to 
lick it off, rather than being able 
to snatch the cheese and run. 
Thank you Mrs. Stevenson.
Now a couple of what 1 hope 
will be timely hints.
Time to seek out your garden 
centre with an eye to planting 
spring flowering bulbs. Us not 
too early to put them in since 
almost immediately they start to 
manufacture strong roots, 
however, most of us are by no 
means ready yet to part with our 
fall Oowers.
If you want a really good 
selection to choose from, this is 
the time to have a look, and make 
some plans for a spring garden. It 
nearly kills me to think that fall is 
almost upon us, but I’m afraid 
we are in for it very soon, ready 
or not.
Do take a look under the leaves 
of your squashes. 1 have just 
finished giving the Hubbard 
leaves a good bath to kill the 
black' aphids that are there in 
their thousands. (Why me, God?
Why me!) 1 think it alUstarted 
with a host of volunter nastur­
tiums (thatT hadn’t the heart to
yank out) because they have been V 
covered in black aphids on and 
off all summer. 'Ohv dear!
. Fortunately the Zueciniiand the 
i bush acorn squashes are still pest- i ; 
Tree, bless their dear productive T 
'hearts!
“'Om Cornell (one of Sidney’s T 
: most ' successful gardeners) 'has“;T 
■ none of those: frolicking whiteKi ^ 
y inioths layirigieggs; oniiiiTw 
vegetables this year. He bought a
i-xfAt 1 nH ryf rrinth - Hallc anHpou d of mot b lls, d 
seaitered them around. The 
moths are offended by the smell, 
and pass his garden by.
iij
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Camosun College, business 
division, is opening a new 
cam pits in Sitl ncy, at ,9751. Th ird 
“ ; StreetV to offer TO in ofl'icey ■
ad mini st liaf i o ii — ty p i rig,
English, office praciiee, and 
busittess arithmetic.
These courses arc designed
We offer a full line 
sizes b fit most cars and
lit:
Kt-yj':: ■
;T:for: ':“iudgiilTyv;y,'hd^,::'' {ffC"' 
''y:^vf',T.ibcgi)fner^:iirfft)'e.si>'.'fM'aelici:il'Skilbv''i')raciical" killS;':'T' 
and those who devirc upgrading.
A “C” standiitg iit Grtide 9 
English is the basic uniuitemeni 
lor acceptatice. „
;:f: ",Studertts' wishiiig“o';'c'bntinucf"''■
their ffrainhtg hvf the certificate T 
’ y eourse:' in, 'officeyatiminisirafipn 
may transfer to the Carey Road 
Campus. Credit will be given for 
T wotirses';y,ihy':'Nvhieh'm,':'^ .passing:' y'y 





y',^:,' The prograinis s;eH'*pacedyand yy^^
'; ':'.>.y'yihC:'^completion.ytluicvyavicsyTor
y,'Tndlvidual,'sludehis.' y '''• ''''.Tyyyy
""''TuitlorF"' fees'''''■■{ire"'' CtO.liO '''.a"''
supplies are approximaicly y 
$60.00.'C'.-'.:;.;.:: :"':"i:'.y"'':.':,'y..y;„
Tor registration or lor luriher 
inibrmatjon, contact Camosun 
."CoiWgC' admission/regisi'raiion 
''' '''"office,’ '!')50'T.uu“'doxv'n(‘''dl'oad,'
y:" :"::'y'''y'". ;Vi'cioria,,y:.":„:yn.e,.,:: :.,,.V8T '.'yjja'yy;
.Tclephime 592-1281,
, .'Your ■Fali' RecreajioiryCalo^ 
i^^'T:rUiisx'wee,ky'U'ri':yit!:.af9y;:Rresenf^^
tango ol C.omiiuinily and Dcparlmcnl , 
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The Victoria Museums 
Association, (formerly known as 
the North American Inter­
planetary Society), has acquired a 
North American Harvard Mk IV 
aircraft for its Canadian Military 
Aircraft Museum on Mills Road,
The Harvard was a basic flight 
trainer for the Royal Canadian 
Air Force during World War II 
and it remained in service with 
the RCAF until 1967. It is a 
licence-built version of the 
American AT-6 Texan.
Over fifteen thousand Har­
vard/Texan aircraft were built 
around the world under different 
licencing programs. Besides the 
United States, Canada, 
Australia, Sweden, and others 
manufactured this aircraft. 
About 1500 aircraft were built in 
Canada, with the last one coming 
off the production line in 1952, 
ten years after entering service 
with the RCAF.
The aircraft acquired by the 
museum was built as a N.A. 
Harvard Mk IV, airframe #165, 
by Canadian Car and Foundry 
Ltd;, in Montreal Quebec, in 
1952. The aircraft was taken on 
strength by the RCAF on August 
19, 1952 and subsequently
assigned serial #20374.
The aircraft served the RCAF 
for many years as a basic pilot 
trainer. While based at RCAF 
Station Penhold, Alberta^ the 
aircraft suffered a' Category B 
accident (serious but repairable 
darnage) on Sept. 6, T955. After 
repair the aircraft continued to 
serve without incident until being 
struck off strength on Sept. 19, 
1961.
The aircraft was then sold to a 
private operator through the 
Crown Assets Disposal Cor­
poration and registered at that 
time as CF-KCX, Information is 
sketchy from this point on but it 
is known that it was operated 
privately for several years until 
crashing in an aborted take off at 
Nanaimo airport on Aug. 21, 
1%6.
Considered unrecoverable at 
the time, it remained the target of 
vandals until pulled out of the
colours and number (20374). It 
joins a growing collection of 
aircraft .and memorabilia 
destined for a museum to be fuilt 
at Victoria’s airport.
In addition to the Harvard, the 
museum also acquired a variety 
of minor bits and pieces, some in 
disrepair, that had been 
recovered from aircraft wrecks 
southern Vancouver Island,on
These include parts from a
Republic Seabee, Westland 
Lysander, Bristol Bolingbroke, 
Consolidated B-24 Liberator, 
DeHavilland Chipmunk, and 
Curtiss P-40 Kittyhawk.
Four aircraft engines were also 
recovered, although these are 
suitable for static display only. 
They are two AllisonV-1710 12- 
cylinder in-line engines, one Alvis 
Leonides 9-cylinder radial 
engine, and a partially complete
Fairchild Ranger engine.
The Victoria Museums 
Association is a non-profit 
charitable museum society and is 
seeking donations and supporters 
for its museum projects. 
Interested parties may contact 
(604) 382-4191 for more in­
formation or write: Victoria 
Museums Association, 150 
Montreal Street, Victoria, B.C. 
V8V 1Y8.
in
There is probably more than 
one way to steal a safe, but a 
good way not to do it is to push it 
down the street, even at five 
o’clock in the morning. It makes 
too much noise.
Burglars who entered through 
the rear door of Queen’s Payless 
at Resthaven and Malaview early 
last Wednesday morning found 
they couldn’t lift the safe — not 
surprisingly, since Sidney RCMP 
had to get a tow truck when it 
came their turn to move it.
Instead of giving up, the 
burglars pushed the safe along 
the street, presumably using a 
vehicle, at least when going up 
hill. They had moved it about 
two blocks, onto Pleasant St. 
near Amherst Ave., before they 
were interrupted by police, who 
had been alerted by residents
productive, although presumably 
not as much work. On the night 
of Aug. 26-27 someone broke in 
through a rear window of 
Downtown Sidney Auto Sales on 
Beacon Ave., but took nothing.
Two nights later, at 2 a.m., 
police found a glass door broken
at Robinson Stores, in Beacon 
Plaza. A small amount of money 
had been taken.
Someone entered the office at 
Sandown racetrack early in the 
morning of Aug. 23 through a 
side window, but nothing was 
taken.
The Sidney area has only four 
advance entries in the Classic 
Boat Festival at Victoria this 
weekend, but it is contributing 
three of the judges. They are Bent 
Jesperson, Hugh Campbell and 
Peter London.
Besides Denis Paquette’s 
Danae, which Won the “best 
overall, power” award last year, 
local entries are Jim Blohm’s 
1942 Chris-Craft ' inboard 
runabout, Irv. Cormack’s motor 
vessel Hukakai, which acts as the 
press boat, and Peter Sergeant’s 
Kennett II. Registration go on 
Friday and Saturday.
The boats are on display at the 
floats in front of the Empress 
Hotel. Visitors are invited to tour 
the lOl-foot, gaff-rigged 
C r o w i ns h i e 1 d s c h o on e r 
Adventuress on Thursday and 
Friday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
At 5 p.m. Friday, there will be 
open house on the HMCS Oriole, 
followed by a narrated slide show 
of previous festivals, at sunset, 
with the slides projected on 
Astrocyte’s mainsail.
On Saturday there will be open 
house on the Oriole from noon to 
8 p.m., and a rowing race in the 
Inner Harbour at 4 p.m.
Sunday morning the sailpast 
will be held off Ogden Point 
breakwater, with castoff time at 
10:30 and sailpast at 11. Open 
house on the Oriole will be from 
2 to 8 p.m.
Other activities include in­
formal dockside entertainment 
on Jim Saull’s Chloe, at the foot 
of the gangplank, and a boat 
songs concert by Herman Bergin, 
provincial carilloneur, from 8:30 
to 9:15 a.m. on Sunday.




The burglars by that time had 
the safe tucked in at the curb 
behind their car . They made their; 
escape into nearby bushy then 
fled in their vehicle Rafter the 
police drove on by, looking for a 
safe but in (he- road — all this 
being observed from nearby 
houses.
Three other burglaries during 
the week were equally un-
187 lbs. of polled bull calves born unassisted in 15 minutes from the II year old full sister to the World Famous Canadian 
Meridian and sired by our LRC Royal Perfecto pictured below at over 3100 lbs.
bush by a Dxincah resident in 
4976. The aircraft was stored in 
Duncan until acquired recently
w'T Kv'TriiiicjiPiirn
^ By GRAMA LITWIN
While m generally good cioake Hill mav he an ideal
conditionv the Havard did suffer _ • • r.
• J ev J residential area in a municipality
some considerable damage in its u
• t J V J- J like ; North Saanich where;forced landing, and the museum
is seeking replacement parts for 
sections' of the airframe. Par­
ticularly he^ed are landing^ gear 
parts, tail pieces including T 
rudder and vertical/horizontal 
stabilizers, and cockpit canopy.
There are no plans to restore 
the aircraft to flying coriditiqri, 
but it will be restored to static 
display; ill its goriginal R^
TTireads
Silver Threads, 10030 
Resthaven Drive is bpcm VVeck- 
days, 9 - 4 p.m., Evenings, 7 g 
i :p.mM Sat. a
Lunches, teas, coffees, c a i, 
library, billiards. Wide variety 
craft classes, recreational ac- 
Itivities, languages, tri psy etc, ^
If you are 60 or better, we’d 
love to hear from you. Please call 
us at 656-5537.
Coming Events; Sept. 6 - 
Centre will open 1 - 4 p.m. Sept. 
14 - Bingo starts at 7:30 p.m., 
r 15 Wednesday" Gohecrls,
begin at 2 p,rri^. Sept. 18 -Sidney





couver Island is now com- 
nicrcially available from Island 
Farms Dairy, John Pendray, 
president of Island Farms Dairy ; 
•Cooperative Association, has 
announced.
Yogurt
produced on Vancouver Island 
by Sllvcrwoofl's Dairy, prior to 
its purchase by Island Farrns in 
Deceniber, 1981. Island Farms 
; has been amnlgamatlng the two ^ 
dairy operations with the con* 
stfudlbn of nijvv facilities at 2220
.a;: DOWler,;;i^laCC:4nj.ViCtOria,
■;;:'^;';vYclvctTceCream^h;J'rndltlonal'" 
Isl h nd f avou r i te f or merl y
pfbdticed hy' Northwestern:"' 
•fi'Dairy^thas: pow; been tcstored' by:-: 
.'Vv l5land'::/Farms.
residents and council are seeking 
to preserve agricultural land.
But there are a number of 
tnaj or hurdles to^b^ 
beforeideyelopmeht in that area ] 
can take place in ah effective arid 
attractive way.
North Saanich committee 
looked at the results of a study by • 
planning ' student Richard^^j 
BrUndrige > Monday:' night an 
expressed high estirriation of his 
■work.
Brundrige found numerous 
faults vvith and limitations in the 
site plans presented to council 
recently by a y ar iety of 
developers.
“We have a severe problem 
here with topography,” he said, 
noting that at the summit of 
Cioake Hill (a height of 500 feet) 
there could be ^‘extreme runofF’ 
if proposed lots are constructed. 
“The feasibility of building 
f cpnstruction and septage disposal 
at this dcrisity,*4was oric of his 
main concerns,
The sedimentary bedrock nnd 
glacial till vvbultl *‘pretty well all 
precipitate fun off,”" hcV said, 
adding that developers’ plans do 
: riot include :a^ ri^ 
drainage.
Committee chairman Alan 
Cornford agreed, “the bottom 
Tine : drainage patterns may be 
altered by development and have 
to be looked at very very 
carefully in terms of downstream
Tbe planning student suggested 
; that lots where drainage is a 
problem could be eliminated 
from the plan arid the area turned 
Into park space.
He went on to say that the area 
around the Ministry of Transport 
beacon is a “unique location for 
flora and fauna” arid that there 
shbrild be consideration made for 
a Iook*out or park area.
Aid. Dick TJerlinveaux noted 
that where roads art being cut 
Throu|h“'4heTtecp;,tcrrrilni:::thcfe' 
could'be problcins wrih 'hvceping 
::8cptage'all'Over,the road.
Committee also discussed 
lineal park links, rldiriK arid 
hiking trails and yvi 11 study the 
,;:mntter fUfthcf at: future meetings.:
: Since its introduction to Canada in : : 
1967i the Charolais breed has firmly 
established itself in this country’s cat­
tle industry as a superior beef pro­
ducer; Of French origin, the
in France since tlie fourteenth cell-
ty. The breed made its appearance in 
the Western Hemisplicre as early as: 
1879, but didn’t really impact the 
North American cattle industry until 
' 1930, when a group of Gliarolais were 
imported into Mexico. " All North 
American Charolais.descended from 
these animals until Cnnatla:imprirted 
her oWn, Charolais from Itrance in 
1967.
: Caniidiun Charo^l^^^^ 
the comnicrcial cattle scene,TVayite I 
Mnlmberg, aj i eomiriercial; fanchet',: 
broiighi :thc first Charolais crosses lb A
Canada from Texas in' 1953. He 
" didn’t hgfce wiUv the tibiid of the day 
towards blocky, compact citiilej and 
bclie|'ed the cattle induSfjry shbiild' 
orient iisdlf more towards red meat' 
'.production.';; .'.''r;'.:
Oilier innovative cattle producers 
recognized the merits of Charolais'
: and joined to form the Canadian 
Charolais Association in 1959. From 
that group of entrerireneurs has 
i grown a bri|jcd tltai has made an-, 
paralleled contributions to The Cana- 
:'dian cattle industry.
Stockmen nre especially impressed 
by ihc Charolais’ abilily to cross well 
with other breeds, Charolais bulls,
: used in crbsfibfccbing.programs with 
Briiish-bn*e(,1 cows, produce fast 
:;:'gr9witiig,::'::::e(11cl(mi'f;!:gttiniit8;':':falves':'
weaning 50 to KK) pounds heavier 
:than 'jradit'ional’Ttraiglibfcd's,Iliei 
ideniiriable color of ’ the
“Char-cross’’ calves allows feeder 
buyers to cpnfidently pay premiums ; 
on these calves, secure in the 
knoweldgc that they arc buying 
^Charolais quality, Calves reach 
market weight at 12 lo 14 months and 
feilcl more marketable beef than the 
traditional Slraighbrcd,
Producers are unanimous in th; ;' 
praise for Cliarolais and Char-cross 
animals. I.loyd Wambeke, a pariner 
in the Diamond V ranch in the ;
or Piirebreds
charolais,’’
The Herefofe-Charolais cross is 
also popular with packer buyers, says 
Wambeke. The crossbred calves are 
in high demand because of their high 
yield and choice carcass; under 
today’s beef grading system.
The breed is getting better all the 
time, says Wambeke. “There has 
been a big change in Charolais since 
1967. Then there were only a few 
bulls to choose front. Qfien all that
therri now and thb building riiuscled 
bulls have disappeared. Charolais 
bulls are more middle of the road, A 
commercial man today can go to 
sales and find a greater percentage of 
bulls that would satisfy him,, they’re 
smoother shouldered with better feet 
and legs; the kind of things a com­
mercial man is looking for.’’ Perrin, 
who has done extensive comparisons 
to determine which breeds are best
for carcass qualiiy and market accep­
tance, adds, '“Norib of tlie other
breeds stood up to a: Cltarolais, so 
we're using CharolaisTor the pounds 
of beef prodiiciioti.”
klarry Webster, who runs 250 head 
of commercial Cliarolnis covVs; near : 
Coronaiiori, Alberta, sees no reason
to change to another breed, "‘I first: 
used eharoIais jh;j958, i:wasriT too ;
'‘I'r,;:, ■■
fuss^ itbovit tlie other breeds; that 
were hi ounri at; the tinie. Charqinis 
looked like it was bigger arid beticr • 
a beticr grade of beef. My calves have 
always lopped the market at the fall s 
sales. The bulls today: ate better 
because they’ve been upgraded, they 
have higher rates of gaiii and are 
:easier'|calving«'”"''‘'
It is tipparcni froth the preceding 
remarks thni Charolais are highly.
foothills sonthwest of Chlgary. (Dia- 
; inoniJ y bought pat t of the historical 
Bar Ranch In 1975), says “Since 
beef hi sold by the potitul we cross- 
breed for hybrid vigor. Simplicity is 
Ai essential in smy vcuuiic so Wc’ve 
Ihnitcd oiir^elves to two breeds, 
eharolais and; Hercl'rird . , . Based 
on past cxiHuicnce itt the I'eetlloi, our 
mitnUci,, one, clioicc J'uij; a feeder, 
ariir|inr i.s h.ilf Hereford and half
was available 'was thc; heavy 
shoiildrried, ihick ntusculaf type ofl; 
bull that gave you calving problems. 
Now you htivc the sclectiori and you 
:;Cnn choose the longer, leaner, trim- ; 
mci type oi' hull iliai doesn’t give 
ihose'calving 'problbnis,
:;:Perrin'':'of:.':'JJcechy,::''!i»hskai--'-''' 
ehewjin, agrees; "Dn the »wq ends of 
tile scale Iliei;c's been a Itti pl change, 
The lighier bulls have more bone in
diisiry, B has now become firmly:
Tests that Charolais cross calves: are 
superior in ihc cnd dollar return to 
either straight domestic breeds of any 
other type of cross; Now that easy 
calving strains have been developedV
and klentificd iherc rcmainSiriOlhihg 
to defer any pfogfessive breeder. Ask 




2328 DEACON AVENUE, SIDNEY, B.C, 
.TELEPHONE; (604) 656.54t1v: ;





2481 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-3951
FOR SALE OR TRADE Lac Du Bonnet, 
Manitoba. Prime view property, 2 acres, 
subdividable 2000 foot heated repair 
shop, over 2000 foot warehousing,w 
elding, office, and residence buildings, 
etc. For Marina, boat repair shop, air­
craft operation. Prefer ocean frontage or 
W.H.Y. Box 332, Lac Du Bonnet, 
Manitoba, ROE iAO or phone (204) 345- 
8824. na-35
AVON





ADDING ON? Need repairs or 
remodelling? Guaranteed professional 
quality workmanship at a price anyone 
can afford. 24 hour service. Free 
estimates. Harry Abrams, 388-6275, ask 
forpager6222. 252-37
MALE WITH personal care experience 





Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
S56-1154
THREE CHOICE PROPERTIES
Seavtew — 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, 
two level rancher. The easy care half 




REQUIRED for the Porterhouse 
Restaurant, 6719 West Saanich Road, 
full time waiter/waitress. Experience 
necessary, no phonecalls please. 487-35
DAYCARE. I would like to look after a 
pre-school child, part time, my home. I 
can offer flexible hours, weekends, 





Seclusion — 5.29 acre lot with a 
cleared area of about 2 acres. Located 
on Peregrine, a cut de sac off Eagle 
Way near Landsend. $119,000.
Single Level — Rancher 2 bedroom, 
2 bathroom, paneled den, separate 
dining room, exceptional cupboard 
space. All rooms are large. Half acre 
lot located on Mistvale, a quiet 
secluded cul de sac off Forest Park 






Castle Prcjterties (1982) ltd. 
Freddy S^rke 65*6-0747
338-35
LOVING Care for 5 year old girl. Pickup
at Keating School, 11 a.m., keep until 1 
p.m. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
starting Sept. 15.656-0351. 481-36
COFFEE SHOP help wanted for Glen 
Meadows Golf and Country Club. 656- 
3136. 480-35
AFTER KINDERGARTEN and school care 




Equipment owners are invited to 
register their equipment and may 
view the Equipment Rental Rate 
Schedules at any B.C. Hydro District 
Otfice. Registration Forms may be ob­
tained by writing directly to B.C. 
Hydro Traffic & Customs DepL. 1265 
Howe St,, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2G8, 
quoting Ref. No. 02-4388. Closing 








drapes. Adults only, no pets. 
References and lease required. T & 2 
bedroom units, $475-575 per month. 
656-4066. ^ ^ ^
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED to supervise 3 
children, 15, 14, 12 years. Cleaningand' 
cooking, part time work. House 










1,100 sq. ft. Renta! $965 per month:; 
' 6 5 6 - 3 220 d'a y s/.vv;
656-2358 evenings.
RyBBlSH, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-
V.' 4035,' :::'''';:\:,':'.:;.;g.;':'.'37-tf''
PAINTING. 25 years experience. 
^Interior, exterior, papering, renovations, 
pati(», cleaning gutters and basements. 
Free estimates. 652-2176 175-47
YOU GET!
it's:hard to;believebut along;with, 
this; charming;;3 BR; 3-split iHbme;^ 
gbes; all :drapes;:i!arge; fridgeyr smailf 
fridge, stove, 16 cu. ft..freezer, large 
washer, large dryer, Franklin stove 
and pipes, and — wait for it — a 
beautiful FWD deep in top condition! 
Believe it; these owners are anxious 




BRENTO/OOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, maid service. Available weekly. 
Sandown Motel. 652-1551, 4124^tf
ADDING ON? Need repairs or 
remodelling? Guaranteed professional 
quality workmanship at a price; anyone 
can afford. 24 hour service.; Free 
estimates. Harry Abrams, 388-627,5 , ask 




2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
NEW 2 BEDRtWM CONDO, W/’W, 4 
appliances, fireplace, carport. Adult 
oriented, nb pets. Lease to purchase/ 
minimum 1 year at $500 per month. 
lPhbheSbnia;384^128 211-35
EXRERT PRUNING - TRIMMING. 




R.S.C. 1970, Chapter N-19
island View Marina Ltd., Hereby give 
notice that SPAR Consultants Ltd. 
have under Section 8 of the said Act, 
deposited with the; Minister of 
Transport, at Ottawa, and in the office 
of the District Registrar of the Land 
Registry District of Victoria at 
Courtenay Street, Victoria, B.C. a 
description oi the site plans of ex­
isting and proposed; floats, 
breakwater and piling, removal of 
rock outcropping and dredging pro­
posed to be undertaken in Sidney 
Channel at Sidney, B.C. in front of 
- Parcel A of Lot T,; Plan.24819.
And take notice that after the expira­
tion of one month..from the date of the 
publication of. this notice,Island Vievy 
Marina Ltd. will; under' Section 8 of 
the said Act apply; to the Minister; of: 
/Transport^; for; approval: of'the/ said;: 
site and plans.
VVritten comments should;be^directed; 
to;^:: Director,.; Aids Watervyays/ 
Branch. ;: Canadian :;:Coast :Cuard,, 
Department of .Tfansport , ;0tlawa, On-; 
tario. KIA 0N7.
Dated at Victoria, B.G, this 23 day of 
August 1982.
SPAR Gbnsuitants Ltd;?
GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
This comfortable home is in one of 
Sidney's finest residential aireas close 
to schools; /Shopping,/beach and 
parks. 4 BRs, 3 bathrooms, 2 
heatilatorlfireplaces and cozy'fanriily 
room; Cbid; storage room in the base­
ment; small but useful greenhouse at­
tached to rear of the house and a 
large 28'x14’ relaxing sundeck. It's 









:;;;NEW;.S!pE;3 X; SIDE ;3-4; bedrooiTO,:;!^;;/
baths, fireplace, W/W. Rent negotiable. 
Phone Scania, 3844128 2l6-37i
RETAIL (OFFICE SPACE, 300 sq. ft.,- 
across'from Safeway, Sidney. 727-2125 
Si br 658-8323 after 6 p.m. tf
SIDNEY PROFESSIONAL; BUILDING 




3 BEDROOM DUPLEX, fenced yar, near 
shcooL No?pets, references. $600 iper 
month; 656-4066: 656-9104.: ; ; 437,36;
Sidney; B.C;
2360 James White Blvd., Sidnoy
OPEM H08JSE' ■
EVERY DAY H 2> 4 p.m.
1 and 2 bedr«)0E^ Suites
Beautiful cedar rancher seconds frbrri 
shopping with; all the appeal of a 
country home. Distant view of ithe 
ocean, a most appealing sunken? iiy- 
ingirooni. A real Charmer. $b4,500,
656-4158 Res. ?^i-5584 OH.
DUPLEX, 2 bedroom main floor suite: 
Utilities included. No pets, references: 
4475. per month: 656-4066’656-9104: 
438-36
ROOM FOR RENT. Information call 656- 
1905. 452-35
ROOMMATE WANTED. Male or female 
to share 3;bedrobrin duplex in Sidney. 
;AskfbrBernice,656-9462.^^^ :
3 BEDROOM HOME, Swartz Bay area; 
$ 700 per month; 2 bedroom Townhouse; 
$500, Sparling Real Estate, 656-5511. ;
;4 8,6>:'3 5;?'?'i'"''?;;;;??:::;T;'''/??';;'::
Write out ydiir ad^ mail^ 0 payment, and Save 1.00.
.V n ' Iiil <liMiftil1>l i ' HIkMMMlB ' iMfti' ^Mm
TREMENDOUS VALUE
In this 4 year old Sidney home. Im­
maculate condition. 4 bedrooms, and 
family room with a Fisher Stove on 
stone hearth; Excellent location: in a 
qiiiet area of town. $89,500. : ?
HEATHER WATT
AVAILABLE FOR WINTER, Oct, 1st, Very 
attractive, spacious 3 bedroom 
bungalow, Sidney, Close to town and 
seashore; To reliable couple only, 
reasonable, 656-53G7 atterA p.m, 484- 
?;/;3 7'':;;
AVAILABLE APPROX. NOV. 1 to March
1; one bedroorn waterfront home, $600 
; p.m: Prefer non smokers, no;pets or 
children: Reply to Box "R". c/o Sidney 
Review, P;0. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 
;:;3S5. 472-36::/
GARAGE FOR RENT, Central Sidney,
I3'x20',i Insulated,; dry, secure, good 




SEASPWAY : -: 
PkOPEIITIESJI^ID.
9659 SECOND STREET/ Open Hobso; 
attornoons. Lovely 3 bedroom bungalow;; 
fireplace, Inlaw suite. Superb:park4ike 
lot, approx; 200 ft. near town, seashore.
; Priced for Immediate sale by owner. 656* 
5367;294-.35




/: hour, Beautiful aeaview,; easy terms:
10 % down, balance under Agreement 
'?:>,lorJ^e. U2-693-7395. / 423-37
nearly now retirement homel
;SIDNEY AREA, largo I bedroom suite. 
1 Fireplace; W/W carpet, ocean; view.
: Quiet ; V non-smoker ;; preferred. 
References, reasonable. AvaitQble Sept.
1.656-6375 _______  322*35
? wMRF|?5f?r Apartment at "All ^^^^1^^ 
Marina: 2 bCdrooms, lovely views, lots of 
activity. Availablb Sept,/1) $650 per 
month plus utilities, Sorry , no children or 
V pots. Security deposit; Mr, Moore, 666* 
':'';;;5547''/;'/';':/;?T'?;;?';?:';^^
additional insertions requested with the Initial order, and requiring 
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additlonai Insertion.
IW HW HU ima MW m HN lu nn m ma mia aw CM toil m liwi m dw ,wa un nw nn m im
YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS
; 7
CANADIAN OWNER must sell sinalle 
rhomi and city lots In beautiful, historic 
Port Townsend, Washington. House with 
ocean view, stove, fridge, washer, dryer, 
Total price 129,500,00. Lots total price, 
$3,700.00,1700,00 down, balance II) 
3/4% fixed interest for 20 :years. 
Payments approximately $29.00 per 
fiionlh. Great investment or tor you/ 
kids. Phone Summftrland, B.C. 1 i2-494» 
0072;; "na-35
OWNER drastically reduced to 
187,500.00. Over 2,300 iMfuare feet, 8 
years old, 3 bedroom unique split level, 
indoor gas heated pwl, recreation 
rooms. aftachWI.carage, large treed lot; 
*' Must sell immediately. Phorte surrt- 
.;: merta'nd 8,0." U2-494 *1072';;:':;^''?ni-3 5'
Large rooms where your furniture fits 
comfortably. Big picture window to 
watch beautiful sunset. Heatilator 
/fireplace,656-7392..'V . , ;i'4ll.-35. ;
WILL‘fSSMmmrS bedroom home In
Sooke, close to all amenities and school, 
for house or I townhbustt on Saanich 
: Peninsula. 642-5Bll0":?'':';::'''/;/i"'354-35:;";'
home; large lot, fireplace, $79,900 or 
lei’stalk.479-5446.v'"':;V:456-36"''
;: ?^'
TYPE ACREAGE, fantastic view, fcirin 
love and bought large parcel, will split 
' Throe :wa;r5' and'soil 'IS acre, pa feels,'"' 
$28,900,00. $8,900,00 down; 5 years at 
14%%, Write for details, photos etc, 
W.R. Merrifleld. P.d. Box 91663, West 
:; Varicouffcr, «,C. V7ymf2Z J>a'^'7? t
from town, fantastic view, $17,900,00 
total;price; $3,580;00 ;down,;205.00 
"' rnont'hly; xt0 years at" Inferesf, ■ 
Phone (509) 466-2875 or (509) 486-
'■,"4777.'"X"'"'"';; :'■■;.''na-'35";
PRE-FAID WORD CLASSIFIEDS -y 20 WORDSfip’ONLY '^.OO^TlI
lor commercial or porsonal users *— (811111110061 words 10c oach)
MOTHER AND DAUGHTER looking for 2 
bedroom house, Would prefer country 
setting, willing to do gardening. Good 
rotofencos. 656-2583 after 4 p,m. or
■:382-S208,'■?',';'T:?''^' ? ?:""?'402*36 ,■
■raficT '‘fd';: 10jV.';.;.,2.5.;: ocres;
with/without house, Peninsula area.
:',S9B*883!.:X'""';"x;':",^--'x:„:'"";x';rT; 461-35 
WANTED to, rent;!"'bedroortv^ ?
Brentwood area for: small tamily, S50{} 
."Permoi 652-0619"; :x?'?"'‘";'>?''''x"'?" 430-36''
Httlf}
Wanted
TIME TO SPARET Supplement your 
Income. We have full/part‘'1im« 
opehinKS Call 112-294-1512 Or write 
House of Fuller, 3677 Hoskins road. 
North Vancouver, 0.c;V7K 2N9; na*38
) M in(s,j|iHVi‘ i'.r
a,''!* ;;?'
IMl'.ini'lj '’iiJ ' :,; 
<Wl V'lVii Wiiy;
: liiM.' i’U*‘ r'.''' ' M«ll6r0ririfllo:,SlbMEV':RevlEW'CLA88IFieDS;963'i;:T,hlrd'8t;ROjBOKaoto^Bldpey;B,c;yftL3
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of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
H i nchey & Co. certified general accountants^^^
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you better
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
SQS Ltd.
656-3317
OUTSTANDING 73 DATSUN. Clean and 
excellent condition. Looks quite new 








2073 Hendry AVe., Sidney ★Autobody Repairs ★Boat 








AMIR’S JAPANESE ENGINES IN STOCK. 
Rebuild or manufactured heads or short 
blocks, engine parts or kits. Out of town 
prompt delivery. 6870 Palm, Burnaby, 
B.C. V5J4M3. Phone 112-434-6608. na- 
35
BUY OR LEASE NEW AND USED CARS, 
Pickups and vans. I nstant financing and 
delivery on approved credit. Best 
selection, call COLLECT 112-872-7411. 
We pay your fa re. Bob Langstaff, Zephyr, 
Mercury Sales Ltd. 300 West Broadway, 




Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec­


















tailosoo evhanet custom pipe bending Lcniipipe, exnausi dual conversions









Good workmanship at reasonabis 
prices. Also — excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. New 
lawns a specialty.
656-9391
ARROW TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 
INC.: Abbotsford Centre, 2 - 1976 IHC 
model 2070A Conventional 67IN 
RT9513 RA355 4.4 1000x20 Dayton, 
double, steel framek 220 inches W/B 
C/W fifth wheel cab protector and tool 
box 513,000.00. each. Brian Stevenson 
Phone 112-521-0045. na-35
Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.c. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
> ExcBvating & Tractor Work /
STOP THROWING AWAY DIRTY OIL. Oil 
reclamation equipment available. Clean 
and restore oil to original condition 
unharmed with additives. Portable, 
connects directly with any oil system. 
Process cost 10c a gallon. Phone 
Canadian Agencies 112-921-9179. na-35
B. ANDERSON EXCAVATING
•Trenching
•Waterlines •Sewer & Storm Drains SSS-2939
CONR^AC AyTOFMOTiVE . 
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134 [McDonald 856-7144
PARKROAD or656-3012
2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or 
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or tibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow. Reason­




Complete repairs by European trained 
qualified mechanic to all makes of 
garden equipment, pumps, farm 
machinery and construction equip­
ment.
Reasonable Rates Free Estimates 
■ 652-3157::
LOGGING AND SAWMILL EQUIPMENT 
SHOW AND SEMINARS. Largest in 
Canada. September 23 - 25, 1982, 
Exhibition Park, Vancouver. Admission 
$3.00 at Show door. Phone (112) 736- 
3331 for 2-day $59.00 Seminar in­





★Certified Body Shop •Radiator Repairs
•Auto Glass •Frame Repairs
•Insurance Repairs 
•Courtesy Cars Available
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple 
interested in doing gardening, painting, 
window cleaning and odd jobs. 656-9462
' -306-43
DAYCARE, MY HOME weekdays.
Lunches, playmates, central Saanich. 
474-3984 . After Aug. 23] call 652-0193 
v34 0-'3 5:':
CAR RENTER AND LABOURER a va i la bl e
for renovations and new construction. 
652-4654:656-1994 .344-35
DOZENS OF FORKLIFTS, electric, gas,
propane, solid and pneumantic tires. 
Capacities from 2000 to 30,000 pounds. 
$2,000.00. up. Pacific Forklift Sales Ltd. 
Vancouver. Phone 112-255-6515. na-37 
75 680E EXTENDAHOE :4 NI bucket, 75
350B J.D. 4Nl bucketi 71 National 
screening lant 24x50. 80 TL120 Case 
trencher. Wajo Ent.: Ltd. Box 15, 
Fauquier, B.C. VOG lko. Phone 112- 
269-7432. ha-35
I'fc ; 3:':AjAX:HOiE ahd''-
OFFICE CLEANERS
3 3 Bonded & Insured :
^Windows - Floors - Carf: 








HANDYMAN: I have moved from 9812
Resthaven to 10 018 Ch ico ry (of f H en ry): 
Telephone 656-7670, George McCoh-
:GET A CLEAR VIEW —- let us clean your
windows: 2 men and Vz ton truck for yard 
clean-ups and: other odd (jobs. Phdne; 
Matt or Billie, 656-7 7 75 388-39
1960 CESSNA 172 Factory Fioatkit 2340:
TTSN 35 Stoh 400 left on engine KY195 
dual com: Geneva 1500 ADF ELTigood 
shape floats available $16,000.00 OBO. 
Phonell2-888-5158. na-35
BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE

















^ V 656-7277 :v;3









YOUNG MAN, 15, willing to do odd jobs:
mowing; painting, mihdiriganimalsiiyard 
arid basemerit clean u ps i:6 56-0431:; 3 3 Ok
35
.ltd.
•Experienced, Insured, bonded ' 
‘Weekly, Biweekly
ice Cieaning Div. •Occasional or Contracts
■SSSkSSlT •Also; Window & Gutter Cleaning
WORK FORZ^vyith 1/2 ton. Specializing'
in concrete, or will do any odd jobs. Call 





Front Ihe TraciUional to the Unusual 
m HARRY ABRAMS
• New Construction
24 Hour Service 
388-6275 Pgr. 6222 
■:;:,''Res.:479-8530
ai ntenance:,.. 
Painting, fence repairs and building.l 
cleanup, light hauling, cement work, 
rototilling. 652^9935. 401-39
SIDNEYS WATERBEDS.: WE HAVE
I MOVED TO 9783 - 3rd ST., ACROSS 
SRROMS THE;: BANK OEsMONTREAL 
i COME IN Af^D SEE A GOOD SELECTION^ 
s bF WATBRBEDS-FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMi^T, MOBILE: HOME, 
TOWNHbUSEifHOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE - 








s:7278 ChatW8ll Drive, Saanichton; BjC. VOS ; :
CAT SUBDIVISION DEVELOPIVIENT BACKH
'' including.
•Sewers ®Walermains
^ ‘Sewer Hookups ®Hydro & Telephone Ductwork 
3 Office: 652-291Q ‘Drains Residence; 652-3258
GORD iVIARTmAN SEPTIC] 556 Downey Road
Ltd FIELDS I R.R 1, Sidney, B.t1 ^ y CH^lRIg^ iW a
: Trucking. Excavating and Backhoe '/)ork 656-3159
BABYSITTING; by Bonnie: Mature,
reliable, pre school teacher vyi(I babysit 
in your home,: Sidney area. Days, 
evenings or Ilve-in3 References. 656-:
; 709 7: 3:3 3::J > ;3;;3;; ; 4 7 ^
EXCELLENT bAYCARE,
Brentwood Bay. 652-4531. 470-35
SI',
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen- 
,. V , try, Cabinets and Built-Ins, Rumpus
Henoyalo & 8avel^FREE EoT IMATES .made Windov/Shutters.^^
Caardereing
Carpenter & Joiner
Qiiiility Work—;: Free Estimaieis
Renovations; additions; finishing 
carpentry & Custom turniture. 3 :
Rolorencas available.
" 656-7370^
NO. 1 BUCK GARDEN TOP SOU . S 2 25






















Sidney Rotova tiFI^'::3.;3::Tioughjncj.vLevelling, vTence
656-1748 Posts, piQ:gincr,::35n,3: in3^'3
Prompt, Courteous
TOP SOIL, $9,00 perVyard deTivered" cah oAAanc u- u 
656-5555, 3 High performance
Mistral; Crit, Sailrider, Now.and used, 
Priced from'$549:;: Blue bolp 
479-695,8'; ,,.373-35
Butler Brothers '
3: '.3:' :.r: ;V:3-;:2070:^Keating"^^^
SlnillrwfQtlon^' 21:;; FT.',:,,,BRANDlprER,3”ncr'^^^
i Cruiser, $4,850,:656'003S aftur 6 p m,
■':3’':,43^0-3 s:.'':.::::::':;:.''3,y':3--3.3;:-3::






: p6pular3' Register now:3tor, autumrv3 :
season: Limited:openings, 21 ywrs 
:, :;t«a(;hing experience,/Suzuki; ;and; wiif : '
: > train tor R.C.M.:oxnm;:Mrs::Donoy, 656^ ;
'■*' : ;3::'::;333:::.3:;::277-41 ..'3..:.'
,y'' l.wrtiOMHDFKWFMyn,M.■fi'"lP1ano v:3 
yyiy'and:,Theory:; Saatiichton;iyMany3yoarst":'';y:- 




::: 3:S ^tiooe 6S2'-4438
^bicycles:
FINISHING • (5IDIN0 * ALTERATIONS 
AOOITIONS ★ CABINETS • CUSTOM HOMES
"'.Y-Ielephone: 656-410$ •':3
:3'cd>,irsfl;656-6058.'::'::;,:::'':. 3: ]A 16-39:3::::
: VIOLIFI FIDDLE loisonsTAiiTagesuliiij : 
3stylC5, 652-9B74 alters p.m, :473-39:3;.,.,
^Xoiiunlq Dflyevvqys: ;,3: ::';ConcreiqWa|erproofing ::v'' 3.
■;’Tlsli i%|{isv,''3:: .'3‘33':; 30uarf:y:T|lk ■ :'3:' 3:' Home Renovations'.



















MOBILE BICYCLE REPAIR SERVICE 
m m S' SELL USED BICYCLES
BICYRIES REPAIRED, OVERHAULED 
f PAINTED PROFESSIONALLY
GUIDES FOR BICYCLE TOURS■3. '3,,■■.3, ■ -t, :^ii'; 1..
BICYCLE IRAINING CAMP
■■'-3 #33«'':;'i'
BMX « RACING a TOURING 
BREAKFAST A BEG FOR TOURISTS
nil D150 CLUB CAB. Royale interiory 
stereo cassette, Set up fdr 5th wheel 
trailer hitch mount, olociric brakes And 
lights,.652:01*4,3:,',:3:. sss-as::.,:
..... 7Q FORD, 1/2 TON automatic truck, Pl3.
'i- Vfxyi condition, lots of recent work, B' * 
campir Included. $2,000 llrm:C5* B8lO 3 3 
;"«ttar'6"p,'m3^^ :: 3''' / :■ ^ ' '335
TR4. l^peir r.eTjtc^npan’
3 tail light assemblies: Also **’ B/w Sony :
TV lot; motcirhoiTio 656-6986. 439-36
,:3;'iiiTCOTnXN
,.,i(iU(tituiU,3A.3'Uif rtil,,. sviliil ; kil...i'..Lull*: i.ul
extrals,:yCu»lOfn3)ntoriorviGoo(l,,.'Shape,3:3
'.$2,200.656-46*1;656-l037.= :'^WJSy/: ,3:CABINETMAKER,:Haridciilfod.,cus|ipm
- , . , 1--. , '  iTTlin' H .■lui'i muTuptinA
KEiM::DR(LiNC!:irrt
PUMP;;a<,;;WATER ::SyST,F(VlS3':3'y: ,3
/Mh ■ S52440rj/A// y''x 24 hi. set vice, tall M. G.aitliwaite,
SpHMMnfuln 3' "-Kfc/ - pX, ,
.'★Watm Sofitinmc'




10134 McDonald Pwh Road
















:'W .iSMA .... 1, t
,:/i;r:MH3u3'AM':t'.:':'.3.",,',.■'■:■:■ ..479417»
,,79, Honda,accord,. Motailic gwti,,2  .made,..$uli(J... wood.., turnilufo, „afiii6ue
3:. doer; H»tcf|t>i»ck,'"'?|,600:km,::'r';spctxi,'3 ' ,rc(jroductior;s:C3«6,56'3J35 , '".."32',:
TS'fircSSlS?' ■^tn: : rocmBySSCiC^SSiii^^ '
OflefCon 15.750,652.904..  462.36 . f,«,f,.i.05 .. 32
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«1 pregnancy. •
WH) (S Q THE FALL GUY Colt. Howie and 
Jodv try to protect an U-year-o!d girl 
f rem some desperate mobsters. (R)
(DO THE FACTS OF LIFE Natalie gete^
into hot water when she takes a strong edi- ' 
tonal stand for freedom of «press!on. (R) 
® O BURDEN OF DREAJE, 
liS fS BHXY GRAHAM CRUSADE
gj FR(»r OVES CANADA ‘‘Explor- 
. mg The Psychic World” 
fcSO (2} 0 two RONNIES 
- tD©FIL5S:
S) S IXIVE, SIDNEY Laarie and Patti 
arc arrested for particif»ting in a "no 
nakes''demonstration.
•5 0 DOCXt» IN lEE 
OiBSAKPCWDANDSW : :
: iJgiTijQ’' r'S'COIBJGAJfS
' Lacst ^ THAT'S EdEE .
.a !^.nsiK*L:A m«3d g-.RSi»ti^ ian»%: '*:I5®®1B^^roNALRBGH^4L a
■araadcadfrtlKS- aane- as seyrrai i3j SS-* ® J**^*^__ ^ a
; jfr-m **-Doefe Is!s»“0?T9-D«- tlsebest “Tt«» jjtajer;astand-npcomedy
j ■ ; Si^rfe Himiais-:Bai%are:A*iers^- - ^ ’* -
.'A d^fasai heKSTss’.-Terfsed * w«Et- ,
a'-. .aa-^as snes^ para: rerseif^r as fe feats
'ia v s:,a ^
: - ' .tvijutriu Oefersh'
'a"«.s,screer'jiH3rTe3 :. .'
■ wsfe ea ta.jSvBctgVyitb tl>e wife .xtiarry-a ' .CD_0 BA^SAIJ. JSs^treal at
KS EXPOS Ae S^OKAYi^X) In ^ ^
®'® - — ; *- » . —J BnsiCb M«n«ial Stadism fe S-Ltnas, fe of Uie wsrtd’s Urg^ mlspa fefe
CardiBafe recoivegt fes Exdos de fentre^ S Repwb!)C of BtSswaaa. .Africa, anj^ort s? 
jij : • ^ s ^^ ; fceii^ iiace lc reconcile ife coafiictinf:
®ORM.I«SCrEW^ : , needs cf man and wildltfe.;:
® S ENTEitTAINMENTatSfIGSr © SI MOVE * * “a -*
."F: S LAWBEIgEWELE Tbe Dixie Bar Aik? GnU tlSTS. Dramaj
tTj QUEER’S WELD Tasya Tucker. Victts^Frssch. .A vanety of
if) O THE DUKES RASARD Ifessy pecfe are draTO t^Uwr Usioc^ tfet-
j!»s i^ln Hs^n: E^ ftweqEal r^ts S5W jssrtidpalkii! iss im amatetir ta^t e^cst
i-?-.isaacowargrtadbocsc,;'=^;. -. i... >. “ '--
{55 @ M/yCSBI. /" IKHrfKaRtsPORT 5 ,£ ts © (liRLONTHESXlEOF TOWN^ 
O® HOGAN'S SEHxES ; seoocd jaskjr ss faced with an
3 at Newr Voric's Gopacabasa: 
CE0BI^KESSBEP(^YT : 
isT: ® BOS KEWHAKT 
S © CAROL BURNETT AND
rsmim : ■ ■ :____: -




® 9 TIC Tjtf; DOUGH 
®0T<KJASCEDFORiT - 
€5®OI»fX3UPLE i >
® ® HARYTYISS M0CHtE5£_
7J5 ®©A!ffiRiCAN ADVENTURE ;
Sae ® ■ 0 TEE PHOBHS Be^na is 
; of a marder while searcMng for
i' Iss andentnariner Mira. fR) V. ' 5 ■ .
*1? ® BEAL PEOPLE Fcaicred: a wsi- 
an who refused to her home to make 
' ■ wav ffc a casino: a kissing contest mdor^ 
- sSiat^ f3cti=aU in tltemad-<R>j
^ "iST O S"©:-®: ©-SS5VIE':*** 
?^SOT|d®" iPsrt ‘‘* {1S3?. Draiaa) Linfeay 
Waps. Biriy"Bcwtw'KS, Tte yoang t^fe 
^ M t'lferiy'irJEosaire ci>«^
5‘ipod festiqoe. aad -^h tb®: sd-a
; S-hairfasme'^ido^^erfasd-a.S®^
I fEsfesi dc^gcHV tsms it into a SnifC sac-
' :'.cess.fR}
' S.-ie® © CSCEVSjrHS NEWS 
gjSaxxiraPOASvsR 




. SB LS TELEJOURKAL / 
y^UVSLLSS DU SPORT 
D © DYNASTY Blake lashes out at 
■: " Alexis, a hitchhiker threatens to announce 
' rie had an Affair with Steven, and the,; 
police interrogate Claudia. (R) 5
5)& QLnNCY Quincy befriends a nurse 
who is suffering delayed stress syndrome 
.IS a result of the Vietnam War. (R)
J) O MOVIE A A*Aj “A Man’s Castle"
, 1S33. Drama) Spencer Tracy, Loretta : 
Young- During the dark years of the 
Depression, a homeless orphan girl meets 
: ind marries aO : aimless wanderer and .
: together they carve happiness from
..4 i despair.; i :
ISSTfEWS . .. .
g) © MAN ABOUT Ttffi HOUSE “.And 
4 Mother Makes Four" ;
10:53 ® © RENCONTRES 
4 g©NEWS
© TOM JONES Guest Dionne War- 
Vi' wick?:. 4.
iU3>a® © MOL CLAUDE HMPEREUR 
4 4 Zeus par Jupiter" .Apres ia, niort de 
: Tibere, son successcar principal fait eli- 
minerCemellusquidevaitregneravecloi.
'4 4 (ftgg® S®@NEWS 4_£,44'v.::
®@® ©CIV NATIONAL NEWS ;
4 g^STARSKYA^ 
gETWORQNNISS 
® © MOVIE A*^ "Crime Boss" (1972, 
Drama) Telly Savalas. -Antonio Sabato. A 
wjwerfid crime czar is double-crossed by a 
yoneg mobster in whom he places his Mi
.4. trust 4 4 '4 4-;.. 44:
11:05®© NEWS
11-15 ® O EVENING SMTION ___ 
11:20 ® ©VANCOUVER SLAND NEWS
4-;: ®eNEVra '44:4 . 4
11:25 ® 0 BARNEY HILLER
11:30 ® © ABC NE^ NIGHTUNE 4
33 9 tonight Host Johnny Carson. 
Guest Tony Bennett 4 i ; 4 A " ^
® S CLOSS-UP, 44 4: 4:4 :.,4 44;,;.;/^ 
® 9 TARHEELS OF THE NORTH­
WEST The music and folk art activities of 
44 a group of South Carolinans who settled in 
Darrington, Washington, are profiled.
@ © HOGAN’S HEROES 
tt‘45 ® 0 TENNIS Highlights of the UjS^a 
Open from the United States Tennis Asso- ti 
4 4 ciaUon National Tennis Center,4Flushing 4; 
Aleadows-Corona Park, N.Y..
12-00 ® © CINEMA AAA “Jonas qui aura 4' 
4 25 ans en Tan 2000" (1976, Cpmedie) Jdan44
Luc Bideau, Jacques Denis: A Geneve, lesy 
circonstances mettent en contactydiverS;: 
ieuhes gens a Tesprit contestaire et preoc-:
cupes par les problemes contemporains.
® O LOVE BOAT Julie falls in love withy 
a doctor, a divorced couple have to share 3 :
4 cabin, and Vicki becomes a stand-in for an 4^ 
4 obnoxious televi.sion star. (R) 
©IB700CLUB
4 4@ gg MOVIE aAa “I Never Promised'; 
‘ 4 You A Rose Garden’;(1977. Drama) Kath^i 
leen Quinlan, Bibi^ Andersson. A teen-age 
44 4schizophrenic caught up in her own bizarre 44 
fantasies is forced to cope with her ddu-y 
sions in an psychiaRic institution, (R): 44 /r.:; 
12:05(S©WEBSTER 4 
4® O MOVIE AAAii- ‘The Effect Of 
4 Gamma Ravs On Man-InTlie-Moon Mari- y 
4. golds” (1973, Drama) Joanne; Woodward, 
4’NeUPctts.
13:15 ® 0 TENNIS Highlights of the4 U,S.;4 
: Open from the United States Tennis Assck;
4 ycialion National Tennis Center, Flushing :
Meadows-Corona Park, N.Y.;; 4:4:4: 44 4:' 44; 
12:30 ® 9 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
LErra2l-MAN(H)
12:55 (O) © BOB NEWHART 
1:00 HD © NEWS 
1:10® ©NEWS
1-SQ ® 9 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT ;4 4 
1:35® © MOVIE A 1*4 vSantee” (1973, j: 
Drama) Glenn Ford, Michael Burns. ,; , 4 4 
4 2:05 ® 9 MOVIE AAA “Paramount Pre-:; 
sents" (1976, Documentary) Bob Hope har-r 
rates a.recap of Paramount’s last 40 yeare 
of pictures and filmmaking using clips of 
: various movies. : • ^
2:10® © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PI^ 
■'“'SENTS'-
■ 2:30(1) 9 MOVIE AA lvTUptbwmSatur-iV 
4 day Night" (1974; Comedy) Sidney Poitier,4
Bill Cosby.
4 (23 O MOVIE A; "Strike Force" (1975,4 
41 4 Drama) Cliff Gorman, Donald Blakely; 444 
3:I0(g)©NEWS 
S;S5 ® © THE WALTONS 
4 ® © MOVIE AA14 “Satan’s Triangle”
(1975. Drama) Doug McClure, Klin Novak! 4 
< 30 ® 9 MARSHAL DILLON
By STEVE K. WALZ
lyiiss PurS’s role fyels 
Fonz wedding rumors
As for the on-camera 
relationship between Fon- 
zie and Ashley, Miss Purl 
downplays the possibility of 
eventual marriage. She 




Is "the Fonz" headed for 
the altar?
Maybe. Because; when 
"Happy Days" returns this ; 
month for its tenth season, 
the leather-jacketed Fonz 
(Henry;yVinkl,er). will have a 
nbwi Steddy rbrfiantic inter­
est.
Her name is Ashley 
P.fister and she'll be played 
byiLinda.F’url, whoioriginal-; 
iy4; was: seep ;jn a: few efji- 
sodes as Richie Cunning­
ham's (Ron Howard) 
girlfriend Glcfia in ;;1.974. 4
"Ashley is from a well-to- 
do Milwaukee family," 
explains Miss Puri. "Origi­
nally she met and married a
; 4 greaser; and; ; her family 
disowned her. Then the 
qreaser left her and their 
.kid.4 ;4
; '‘She is a hard-working 
accountant, but she is a 
/ Single parent living in the 
; ;'60s.; The last thing she 
iwants in her life is another 
greaser, but somehow Fon- 
; 4 zie wins; her; over with his 
charm,” says Miss Purl, 
l Ashley's daughter will be 
played 4 by "Poltergeist'’ 
star Heather O' Rourke. 
Miss Purl describes the 
youngster as a; "normal lit- 
; tie gir! Who comes; in and 
; /gets td; work, without being 
/in awe of anyone:"
Linda Purl
so much fun that we'll take 
it one step at a time. You'll
also see that Fonzie loos­
ens Ashley up a bit, too."
Although Miss Pur! has 
made numerous TV movies 
including “Women at West 
Point." "Having Babies" 
and "The Manions of 
America." and had been a 
former member of the 
"Happy Days' cast, she 
says she wasn’t a shoo-in 
for the role.
“That just wasn't the 
case.” Miss Purl says, 
"This v/as not the same 
character that 1 did in 1974. 
Thad to audition all over 
again. The producers want­
ed to see Fonzie have a 
mature relationship and 
many different actresses 
auditioned for the part.
"i’ve wanted to do a 
series for the last six 
months and this is a whole 
new arena for my talents.”
@1982CompulOfl
FAR SHORE — Principal 
photography has been 
completed in Los Angeles 
on "The Far Shore," a 
CBS-TV movie about step­
parenting that stars Linda 
Lavin, Tony LoBianco and 
Tracey Gold. The film will 
air later this season. Aiba 
Oms, Joyce Van Patten, 
Ron Rifkin, Doris Roberts 
and Jenny O'Hara co-star.
Linda Lavin
Stephen Collins 
NEWEST NAME — The
new ABC show patterned 
after "Raiders of the Lost 
Ark" has been given yet a 
third new name. Now the 
series is called "Tales of 
the Gold Monkey.” Its orig­
inal name was "Tales of the 
Brass Monkey," which was 
then changed to “The 
Golden Monkey.” The 
series stars Stephen Col­
lins as Jake Cutter, a dash­
ing expatriate American fly­
er who is drawn into 
intrigue and adventure in 
the South Pacific in 1938.
.... . ............. p^—
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MASH. jNiwrS
® 9 FA^ Bruno falls in love with a
top dance stddcnl who. unknown to hini, 
has an iwurable disease. (R) 4 : 4 4 ^ ^^^
@ © REAL PEOPLE Featured: a wom­
an who refused to sell her home to make 
wav for a casino; a kissing contest; motor­
ized rollerskates; football in tfie mud. (R)
4 ® 0 LIVE IT UP Featured:; te 
bodywrapping method of weight loss; 
“wearing" a bicycle; Christmas pudding; ,, , 
songstress Sheena Easton. (R) g 
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■ M*'®0C8C1SfEGNONEKF ^ ■;
Q© THE <»■
R^gje ad: &*Etworf for asnrtce abmst 
KB ^ ■ the wemenin teir livesoshisdayoff-tR)
01 © TELEJCHJBSJU- 
©©THEMOPPETS 
® 9 TIC TAC DOUGH 
® 4S4iJVE4rr ini’ Featured" tbs 
brfvw lapfrii^ nietfeJ 4:of //wei^it loss: 4 
searis2’^4a4bicvcle; Christmas/padding;
______ iX3\l—•
separated irom waiwusw .
TCiliy €ri4«sdc to'CaliforniaL when or|A^ 4 
: autbfeties catch up to ttiem. (R) g
'4 4^gj<H©€SKJlLE4 " “ - 4-
i'ioo® :©::GALA4.E^;4Ca3sfi«‘ J
4 troapes cssnbsEe their talents in highli^ts 
5- cdteCyiadiaaXteite^>«:^lar;s{apd4 
at te Natiosa Arts Cratre ia Ottawa; fea- 
• tired eeropaiiesr inclcde ifeer/Twwito ^ 
Da^ Theatre; te Koval Ktampeg Ballet 4 
“ tie Groope'fe la Place Ke^ate. tfie/Aiaa:
: 7fynMslfec^T^te. Les Gt3adcs Bal- :
- TeK4 Chnaates.-:te;; Da]^4Grossniaa4; 
“ DaiKS
: 4 rarv Dancers a^ the Natsoeial &slet of
:4 CaisiaXfeattirtete2aFiwfea}.4,4-“4;-4 ..
® ©LESffilAJfDSFILaSS ***•» "Le
; st^e daas U (IS78. 4^stOT) /
JaiifeCai3itJaDeF<SKja4Ea ISfa-istm
bosses use Murphy’s ex-wife to set him up
4 for an assassination. (R) 4 :/ '
(5) O SNE.AK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskd host an inforrhative look 
: at whafs new at te movies. -444 - 4 44
© © MOVIE * * “Ride The High
4 Ck>nntry" (1962. Western) Randolph ^tt, 
Joel McCrca A pair of dowmand-out gin- 
men are hired to guard a shipment of gold. 
©©ALOHAHAWAH "
«:K® O CALLAHAN A museum curator 
and a pretty historian pursue an archa^
' logical counterfeiter : who has stolen a 4 
.4 sacred dagger: : ■ , 4.
® 9 TfflS OLD HOUSE Norm Abram
installs te chimney and Bob sizes up te 4
renovation job ia the bathroom. (R) g 4 
: etJO @ S BARNEY MILLEH The 12ft pre-T 
4 cinct building is rtsld to an in-vestor as a 
historic monoment and Barney and his 
men await their new assignments: (Part 2)
®^ GIMME A BREAK Nell connsels 
Katies unmarried friend who is abd-at,to
givebirth.(R) 4 4 '
® © THE FALL GUY Colt, Howie and 
Jody try to protect an ll-year-old girl 
from some desperate mobsters. (R)
® © TOP DOGS This special takes a 
look ai the University Of Washington’s 
footbalneam;'-:/: ;/ /: - ._^4:; 4'4- 
® O DIFFHENT STROKES Arspid gete 
the chance to perform with a famous, bai- 
.lerioa:{R) 4:-' 4,:-... .:4-4
and the BsKlon Fops are/joined by world- 
renowned soprano Leontyne Price for a 
performance; of Puccini's / "Un De! ; Di 
Vedremo": from. Madame Butterfly,::and 
selections from Verdi’s "Eraarni" (R)
®) (3 BnJLY GRAHAM CRUSADE; 4
4(13} © MOVIE * ♦ ^ ’IThe ViolaUon Of 
Sarah -McOavid’’ (1981,; Drama); Patty 
Duke .Astin. Ned Beatty, A teacher who is 
attacked in her classroom refuses to hide 
b^nd the system so that she may,expose: 
te hazards which sidanger teach^ and 
sttjdents al her schooL “4 4
& 5<S5 tS'riUH CL V^MA A4«ii rw»*«-«»*•,
er fa vallee JSHT rex^wtatte du prtroie.;
® Q JQANIE LOVES CHACHI Jtteie
awf Chachi fiad 3 new besa for Ams^fc
<R)ri
C.A Lorraine Thomson intrpdaces _a profile 
of te woman who s^foaaded (with Betty, 
Oli^nt) te National Ballet School in the 
earlv'I950s.
® 0 TEAf^aiS ONLY A^l whose
can stay with her for te weekena (R)
4 cops take;on the local gangs in atenefit 4 
basketball game, and Bciker and Washing-44 
: ton catch an X-rated rnarathbn when theyy/:
4 ^
T (1) © TRAPPER JOHN; MD. Jackpot 4 
; 44 finances a young fighter sends/his;:
; 4 first opponent straight to the emergency
4': :4'room;(R) ■■.■■■■■■ ■
44 (2) © MAGNUM; P.L A near/fatal car 44 
“ crash leaves Magnum an amnesiac/and the44 
4 ; prime suspect in the murder of a girl he/
4 was hired to locate. (R)
^ ®;© MOVIE4***'4 4‘‘you’re4Telling, 4 
^ Me" (1934, Comedy) W.G: Fields;/Joan 4
4 Marsh.4A4iovely; pfineess4he![K a/meek;//
/downtrodden man win respect from the 
4 bullies who torment him.
4® ©NEWS 
®©M»A*S*H 
lOtSO ® © RENCONTRES 
4" ® © NEWS
11:00 @ © CINEMA * *‘4 “McCloud: Mus- 4 
icalement votre" (1975, Poiicier)/Dennis/ 
Weaver. J.D. Cannon. Un; doux yiploniste, 4 
/apparernment inoffensif. est presume cou-, 
pable de crime.
® © ® 9 ® © NEWS :/ 4; : / ;
® a ® 0 CTV NATIONAL news ; iH 4 : 
® © STABSKY AND HUTCH 
® ® TWO RONNIES 
® © MOVIE * *4“It Can Be Done Ami-4 
4 go'4; (1973. Westeni)/Jack f;Palahce, Bud4 
4::Spencer. A young boy has troublefiolding:
4 on to the oil-rich/land/left: him by; a: 
wealthy benefactor.
11:05® ©NEWS
- ®© TO BE ANNOUNCED
11^0 ® O VANCXJUVER ISLAND NEWS, 4; 
“®0NEWS
llis ® 0 BARNEY MILLER 
11-30 ® © ABC NEWS NIGHTUNE 44 
‘ ® 9 TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson. : /;/ ' 
: ® ©ctosB-UP 
“ @ © HOGANS HEROES 
11:45 ® © TEHNB Highlights/pL the laS;/:
(jpen from the United StatesTennls Assp^/: 
4 ciation; National Tennis' Center/ Flu^ng/ 
Meadows-Cioroha Park, N.Y.
11:55 @ ©MINDER Terry pursues a fleeing/ 
4 man (John Labanowski) nictem^/'Tited ;: 
/: 44 Micky."
12:00 ® © VEGA? Dan’s assistant Bea wit-
- messtt a baffling murder. (RI
___
4 4® © MCnk!ILLAN& WIFEMac iny^li-:/ 
gates when a friend of his and Sally’s is 
masquerade bail.
1:00® ^ THE AMBASSADORS A man 
(Paul Scofield), sent to Paris to rescue a 
young American friend from the clutches 
of a worldly Parisienne, is aided in his mis­
sion by a charming American expatriate 
(Lee Remick) in this dramatization of Hen- 
rv James’novel: 4 4 , / 4 ,, ://, /
2:30'(S4® BACKSTREETS A docurnentary 
■ 4 4 examining the problems of Seattle’s men­
tal health system is presented. 4 
3:00 ®4® PACIFIC NORTHWEST BAL­
LET Four ballets illuminate the: sheer 
splendor of dance as performed by this 
award-winning ballet company,
DAYTIME SPORTB
6:00 ® © SPORTS PAGE (R)
4 4:30 (D) ® BASEBALL Seattle Mariners at 
Boston Red Sox
“45:00 ® © FOOTBALL CANADIEN Au 
Laridsdowne Park d'Qttawa, les Roughrid- 
ers recoiventles Lions de Vancouver./
® © ® O CFL FOOTBALL British 
Columbia Lions at Ottawa Rough Riders
DAYTIME MOVIES
LOO® © *•*■ "News Jungle” June Lock­
hart, Jackie Cooper. 4 4 4// ./ .
2:30 ® © 4* * ti “Rosa, je I’aime” (1972, 
Dramc) Michel Bat-Adam, Gabi Otterman. 
Selon/ ia loi du levirat. au deces/ d’un 
homme sans enfant, son frere doit epouser 
sa veuve el assurer sa de.sccndance. 4^^
3:00 Cl) 9 ;*■ *^2 ‘’Once Before 1 Die” (1966, 
Drama) John Derek, Ursula Andress. An 
Arrtiy major orders his troops on a danger­
ous mission when he and his fiancee are 
caughlih a Japanese attack.: :
©,:© / *4* ti “Batman” (1966, Comedy) 
Adam West, Burt Ward. Superheroes Bat­
man and Robin are threatened by the com­
bined forces of four dastardly underworld 
figures."*, /
EVENING
6-00 ® 0 CBC EVENING NEWS
®® ABC news ; ; ; :
® 9 NBC NEWS
'44:“““i4“,4,““;“i'®,®;CK NEWS/4:: ::44:,,-,.444,4:
® © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
(g)'® m*a*s*h-";'4./::..4-;'
® ©,THATSLIFS :4 44 
/6:30® @® ©NEWS 44 4 "8:30  Ei  9 NEW
® © P.M. MAGAZINE The building of 
; Bumbernalional Gravity Race Cars; a look 
“ at a program that shows teen-agers the 
gory effects of drunken driving.
® 9 BUSINESS REPORT 
®©HERE’SLUCY 
(13) @ WHAT WHJ- THEY THINK OF 
: :;.;NEXT!:4 . ,'4 :,
7:00 ra © DO YOU REMEMBER 
(3) © P.M NORTHWEST Featured;
; Geoff Smith watches the Japanese tape a 
4 tv show; Patty Loew plays a game of 
Monopoly that'fills an entire high school 
gym; Elaine Heck's final report on Chil­
dren's Orthopedic Hospital focuses on how 
the hospital’s Rehabilitation Medicine pro- 
gram helps children to live with a dusabili-
’4'.tV. ■'■
® 9 GAME PLAN Interviews with thc 
Seattle Seahawks coaches are presented. 
©©JOKER’S WILD 
® 9 MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
® © HOGAN’S HEROES 
4 @ 0 VANCOUVER Featured: summer 
fun photo contest finals.
7:30 (2); 0 THE FACrK OF LIFE Room- 
males Jo and Blair split up and Tootle and 
4 Natalie decide to follow suit. (R)
® © TELEJOURNAL 
©OTHEMUPPETS 
/ ® ©4 NFL FOOTBALL ’’Pre-Season
: Game’’ San Francisco 49ers vs. Seattle 
4 Scaliawks
® © YOU ASKED FOR IT 
®©ODDCOUPLE 
® © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ® 9 AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
8:00 (2) 0 SCTVTELEVISION NETWORK 
® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® SB BENSON It appears that Governor 
Gatling and Benson are out of jobs when 
the gubernatorial election ends in a three- 
4 waytie.(R)g
® 9 ST/ffiS ON ICE Guests: Candy 
Jones and Don Fraser, Bob Welz, Deborah 
Albright. Maureen McGovern; (R)
/ : ® ® THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Boss
4 Hogg; accepts a $10,000 bribe to assure 
4 / Miss Hatchipee of winning a beauty and 
/ talent contest; (R)
® 9 MOVIE * -kW “Sidney Sheldon’s 
Bloodline" (1979. Drama) Audrey Hepburn, 
•4 Ben Gazzara; After her father dies, a wom- 
; an inherits one of the world’s wealthiest 
; ; corporations and becomes the target of her 
scheming relatives, at least one of whom is 
; 4 a murderer. (Parental discretion is 
4 advised) : /




7:00 7:30 8:00 i 8:30 9:00 9:30
10:00 10:30
(T) Reme.mber Facts Of Life SCTV Television Network Dallas
National Air Farce
(T) Footbai! leleioutna! Regional
Oes Autos Et Des Homines | Genies Cinema; "Sugarland"
(B P.M Northwes! The Moppets Benson A Living The Greatest American Hero
Strike Force
(D Game Plan Football: San Fra ncisco49ers Vs. Seattle Seahavrks
1 Entertainment
(D CFL Football Confd
Stars On Ice | leffersons Day At Time | Rhoda Hawaii Five-0
(Tl Joker’s Wild | Asked For It The Dukes 01 Hazzatd Dallas
Falcon Crest
(8) r.FL Football Confd Stars On Ice Movie: "Casey's Shadow” I—--------------------^^--------
(Tl MacNeil Adventure Wash. Week
V/3II Street 1 Biography | Superstar Masterpiece Theatre
(Tl) Baseball Odd Couple Movie: "Elephant Walk"
News
0 Hogan's Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie "The Secret Life Of An American Wile”
On The Buses News
(TD Vancouver Movie: "The Plainsman"
® ® movie *** ''Elephant Walk" 
(1954. Drama) Elizabclh Taylor, Dana 
Andrews. A voiing English girl faces many 
difficult adjustments when she marries the 
owner of a lea plantation in Ceylon.
(g) ® MOVIE *** “The Secret Life Of 
An American Wife" (1968, Comedy) Walter
Matthau, Anne Jackson. When her husband
make,s remarks about their sexy neightwr, 
a suburban housewife feek life is passing 
herby.
8-30 ® © DES AUTOS ET DES HOMMES 
(3 © MAKING A LIVING Jan meets 
with her ex-husband, whom she hasn’t seen 
in two years, in the restaurant. (R)
® © THE JEFFERSONS 
® O WALL $TREET WEEK ".America 
First?" Guest: Douglas F. Lainom, dean of 
the College of Business Administration at 
Roosevelt Universitv-
9:00 @ 0 ® © DALLAS Bobby's worst 
fears are realized when Farraday is mur­
dered and J.R. takes over as blackmailer.
® © THE GREATEST AbSERICAN 
HERO A gang of wild bikers use Maxwell 
as bait to get their hands on Ralph and his 
super-suit. (R)
® O ALICE Alice accepts a marriage 
: proposal from an old friend in order to 
prevent him from doing something drastic.
- (R) ;".4.4;;
® 9 BIOGRAPHY
® 0 MOVIE **- Vi “The Plainsman” 
(1966, W'estern); Don Murray, Guy 
Stockwell. A trio of famous Western char­
acters try to stop a white man from selling
guns to Indians.
9:30 (I) © GENIES EN HERBE EN 
VACANCES 
®SRHODA
® 0 SUPERSTAR PROFILE 
10 00 CD 0 THE NA'nONAL
(3) © CINEMA ★*‘2 "La folie course 
vers Sugarland" (1974. Comedie) Goldie 
Hawn, Michael Sacks. Son enfant confic a 
une famine adoptive, une femme fait 
evader son marl de la prison du Texas afin 
de reprendre leur enfant.
(® O STRIKE FORCE Murphy and his 
squad are called in to investigate when 
several hospital patients who were well on 
their way to recover’.' mysteriously die. (R) 
® O haw AH FIVEJD 
® @ FALCON CREST Cole blames him- 
.self for a friend’s tragic accident, and 
Angela tries to undermine Chase’s power 
as a countv supervisor. (R)
® 0 MASTEaiPIECE THEATRE “Dis­
raeli; The Chief The aging Disraeli is ele­
vated to the House of Lords and faces one
of his greatest diplomatic challenges — the 
Suez conflict (Part 4) (R)g
(Ij)® NEWS 
@®ONTHEBUSES 
10:25 (D 0 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
FARCE Featured; "Rupert Peterson In 
The 25th Century”; "Maslerfarce Play­
house”; “Paxton McNally, Discount Psy­
chiatrist.”
10:30® © CINE-NUIT *** "Rachel. 
Rachel" (1968. Drame) James Olson, 
Joanne Woodward. Une institulrice celiba- 
tairc sent venir I’age mur avec inquietude.
® 0 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
@® NEWS 
11:00 CD © ® O ® © ® O news 
® O ® Q CTV NA’nONAL NEWS 
(DO MYSTERY "Rumpolc Of The Bai- 
lev: Rumpole .And Thc Course Of True 
Love" Rumpole defends a teacher charged 
with the corruption of one of his 15-year- 
old female students. (Part 5) (R) g 
® ffl STARSKY AND HUTCH 
® © DOerrOR IN THE HOUSE 
®0 SPORTS PAGE 
11-20 S 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
® Q NEWS
11:25 (D 0 barney MILLER 
11:30® O EKIDAYS Guest host: Mark 
Hamill. Guest; Jimmy Buffett. (R)
® O 'TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson, 
Guest; Charles Nelson Reillv.
®0 CLOSE-UP 
® ® HOGAN’S HEROES 
11:45® O TENNIS Highlights of the U.S. 
Open from the United Stales Tennis Asso­
ciation National Tennis Center, Flushing
Meadows-Corona Park, N.Y.
11:55 O Q MOVIE * * ★ ’‘Santa Fe Trail” 
(1940, Western) Errol Flynn, Olivia de 
Kavilland. The fight for "blnody Kansas" 
takes place during the pre-Civil War days 
when George Custer and Job Stuart began 
their military careers.
12:00® O FRIDAYS Guest host; Mark 
Hamill. Guest: Jimmy Buffett. (R)
® ® SOUDGOLD
® © MOVIE * * "A “Nunzio” (1978, 
Drama) David Proval, James Andronica.
SATURDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 4,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
f2) Access Happy Days Unetpected Movie Keep In Earn.
C3) Bizarre Les Heros Du Samedi filmO’Art | D'Hier A Oemain Telejournal
Lawrence Welk T.J. Hooker Love Boat Fantasy Island
(5) Entertainment This Week
Oiff.Strokes [FactsOfLife NBC Movie: "The Stranger At Jefferson High"
Thrill Circus Movie;”The Girls in The Office" j Christian Evangelism
® Football: Dallas C owboys Vs. Houston Oilers Cont’d Movie: "Ulzana’s Raid”
fa) Thrill 1 Circus CTV Movie: "Sidney Sheldon's Bloodline”
m Pacific Northwest Ballet Odyssey Fawity Towers To Manor Born j Austin City Limits
® Solid Gold Movie: "The Notorious Landlady” Movie
The Avengers Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "The Looking Glass War”
Movie: “Desperate Voyage" Love Boat fantasy Island
AFTERNCX)N
12:00 (23 @ TEINNIS “U.S. Open" Coverage 
of early round matches from the United 
States Tennis Association National Tennis 
Center, Flushing Meadows-Corona Park. 
N.Y.
(BOKRESKIN 
(9) O KATHY’S KITCHEN 
02) © WOODY WOODPECKER 
® 0J 100 HUNTLEY STREET 
12:30 OD CB UP FRONT
(® Q d) O FAMILY BROWN COUN- 
’ TRY
(13 0 SAY IT WITH SIGN 
® (0 TOM AND JERRY 
1:00 (13 0 ME AND DAD’S NEW WIFE A 
sensitive junior high school girl discovers 
her new math teacher is also her recently 
divorced father's new wife.
(6) Q ISLAND COUNTRY GARDEN 
(13 Q BARLEE BREE 
(93 O MOVIE ** "Kid .Millions" (1935, 
Comedy) Eddie Cantor. Ethel Merman. A. 
Broo’Klyn tombov inherits a fortune.
(5) © IT’S ABO'UT PEOPLE 
IS) eD VANCOUVER (R)
1:30 (23 Si L’ARCHE IMMOBILE
(6) O time OF YOUR LIFE
(DO READY, SET, GROW 
O © 12 DIGEST 
2:00 (D €D BAGATELLE 
(D O MOVIE "The Land That
Time Forgot" (1975, Science-Fiction) Doug 
McClure, Su.san Pcnhaligon. Survivors 
from an Allied submarine and their Ger­
man captors land on an island ruictl by 
prehistoric animals.
(D O NFL FOOTBALL "Pre-Season 
Game" iNew York Giants at Miami Dol­
phins
(S O WEEKEND REPORT 
(D 0 OUTDOORS UNLIMITED 
(TJ) ® movie ★ ★ ★ "Beach Party" 
(1963. Comedy) Dorothy Malone, Bobert 
Cummings Rc.scarch into the sex habits of 
modern youth load.s a middle-aged anthro­
pology professor into the teen-age Iwach 
.scene,
■52) ©insight
2:30 !Ti 0 ISLA ND SPORTS REPORT 
® Q YOU CAN DO IT 
(12) © FAITH FOR TODAY 
3:00 L2) 0 RACQUETBALL 
@ ffi UNE FENETRE SUR LE MONDE 
fZj o OUTDOORS UNLIMITED 
® 0 WRESTLING
m O BROOKLYN BRIDGE Music, art.
poetry and rare archival material are 
incorporated in a documentary tracing the 
development of one of America’s most 
enduring monuments.
HD © I DREAM OF JEANNIE
HD © CHAIRMAN OF "rHE BOARD
"Capital Punishment"
3:30 (Sj 0 P.VR 27
® © LE MONDE MERVEILLEUX DE 
DISNEY
YOU CAN DO IT 
® ® WORLD OF TRAVEL 
OffiSOUNDS GOOD 
4:00 @ 0 CBC NEWS 
(D 0 BEST OF P.M, NORTHWEST Fea­
tured- a behind-the-scenes look at Monday 
Night Football; Bill Bisseti and the Husky 
Band begins their march to the Rosebowl; 
a look at a World ('hampion.ship Twirling 
competition held in Seattie; visit a 
chf-erleaders-to-be training camp; a survey 
of the possibility of painting thc King- 
dome; the .Seattle Police Department 
Badgers take on the Tacome Police 
Department Hogs in football-for-charity 
competition.
® 0 (IC 0 WIDE WORIJ) OF SPORTS 
Scheduled, the. Carling-O'Keefe Vintage 
Car Race (from Shannnnville. Om.(: invita­
tional Gymnastics (from Winnipeg. Man.); 
and the Women's .Super Volley (from the 
I'nivorsity of Saskatchewan).
® 0 EVENING AT POPS Noll Garter 
and New York’s renowned .■Vhy.ssinian Bap- 
ti.st Church Choir join .fohn Williams and 
the Boston I’ops C)rches!ra for an evening
of gospel and jazz.
(D) ® OUTER UMTre 
(S)®FUNORAMA 
® © WRESTLING
4:30(33 0 BASEBALL Atlanta Braves at 
Montreal Expos
® © LE BASEBALL DES EXPOS Au 
stade Olympique de Montreal, les Expos 
recoivent les Braves d’Atlanta.
O) © MOVIE **Vz "The Lone Ranger” 
(1956. Western) Clayton Moore, Jay Sil- 
verheels: A wealthy ranching family 
interferes when the Lone Ranger and Ton- 
to try to settle an Indian dispute.
5:00® O WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
Scheduled; coverage of the Pipino Cuevas 
(Mexico) / Donald Curry (U.S.A.) 10-round 
welterweight bout from San Antonio, Tex.; 
coverage of the 5th Avenue Mile from New 
York City.
® @ KLINGSR AND COMPANY 
(23® NEWS
® 0 TARHEELS OF THE NORTH­
WEST The music and folk art activities of 
a group of South Carolinans who settled in 
Darrington, Washington, are profiled.
(EDffl BIONIC WOMAN
22) © WESTERN REVIEW 
5:30®ONEWS
® ® CBSNEWS 
® O VICTORY GARDEN 
(ID ® GLOBAL WEFJKEND
: EVENING




® ® NFL FOOTBALL “Pre-Season 
Game" Houston Oilers at Dallas Cowboys 
® 0 MARK TWAIN: BENEATH THE 
LAUGHTER By re-creating incidents 
from his life and work, the dark side of the 
famous writor’.s character not generally 
known by the public and the cynicism that 
provoked his humor are revealed. 
(OlffiKUNGFU 
25) © WEEK’S END 
21) © WHAT WILL THEY'THINK OF 
:. NEXT! ■ - ' C
6:30 @ © LE MONDE MERVEULEUX 
DEDISNEY 
®ONEWS
® 0 KING 5 MAGAZINE r 
® 0 WOMAN TO WOMAN 
® © STARS ON ICE Guests: Candy 
.lonc.s and Don Fraser, Bob Welz, Deborah 
.•\lbnghi, Maureen McGovern..(R) :
55) ® PINK PANTHER
23) ® WORLD ALIVE
7:00 ® 0 ACCESS Methods of rehabilita­
tion for inmaie.s over tluv ago of 40 at 
Kingston, Ont.'s .loyceville mcdium-securi-
(® © BIZARRE, BIZARRE / JAZZ DE 
MONTREUX
©0LAWRK4CEWELK _____
® O ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK 
® @ ® gl 'THRILL OF A LIFETIME 
Featured: a female construction worker 
( Judges an all-male beauty contMt;' a pro- '
( fessor-author) challenges teen tennis star; 
Carling Bassett at her own game: (R) □ ;
® 0 PACIFIC NORTHWEST BALLET T 
5 Four ballets illuminate the sheer splendor y? 
of dance as performed by this award-win­
ning ballet company.
Qj) ® SOLO) GOLD 
" 2I)©THEAVENGEmS^^^^^^^^C^^
( (O) ©; MOVIE * “Desperate Voyage’! ; 
(1980, Adventure) Christopher ^ Plummer, y 
Cliff Potts, A modern-day pirate cruising T 
the Caribbean takes'rover a smalKyacht i 
and terrorizes the people on board.
7:30 @ 0 HAPPY DAYS Roger asks) Fon-^;--; 
zie advice on how to change his image with - 
women. (R)Q
® © LES HERDS DU SAMEDI 
® 0 ® ® CIRCUS Cal Dodd and Sher-; ( 
isse Laurence welcome aerial artists LwT 
Chrissens, the Eduardos’ balancing bicycle T 
act and the trapeze-bound. Flying Valen­
tines. (R)
8:00® 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE S
Archie’s “new,"(uninsured truck,crashes: ■ 
into Reggie Jackson’s car. (R)
® ®"T.J. HOOKER Officers Hooker and :-; 
Romano) accidentally discover an , illegal 
weapons operation. (R)
( ® 0 DIFF’RENT STROKES: Arnold ( ;(
: goes overboard trying to repay Willis :for :y: 
saving his life. (R)
® 0 MOVIE “Thc Girls In The
Office” (1979, Drama) Susan,Saint James. 
Barbara Eden. An ambitious woman stops 
at nothing to connive tier way into a posi- 
( tion of power in a lasliionable department*::;;);: 
store.;-'
® 0 MOVIE -A * * “Desperate Lives" 
(1982, Drama)); Doug ( McKedh.:- Diana®)'; 
) ; Scarwid. Despite; a high)schp6l guidance) y :) 
counselor's efforts to keep him away from y :),: 
the drug scene, a bright student followyih/yi,; 
);: the, steps yof his sister (and becomes) ati; )')- 
; addict
® 0 ODYSSEY "Tile Incas" Three
! archaeologists trace the exteivsi-vd^nelwork;
): of roads: towns' and (agriciilluiaJ: region^)!;;: 
: responsible for !hc prosperity : of. the.se
' 16lh-roiilurv Pofuvians.Q 
(ID ® . MOVIE; *:* A;:"The,: NdtoriqHS y|;: 
) ) Landlady" (1962, .(’cunwiyj Kinv Novak));)y 
i ;",Iack Lemmon: .A igovernmentyemployep y);:: 
;) sets outito prove hif landlady innocent of a : 
murder charge
) 2?) © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
8:30 (® © MOVfE * * * ' Five Fingers')
)'-: , fe : '
M:>ND^ EVENING '/’ - '-fe' "■ SEPTEMBER 6,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00
9:30 1 10:00 1 "10:30 *
m Our Way' teachers "/) M.A.S.H. VKRPliiGn. Pvt. Beojaisin
CtadB^ " ) j Tlieftaajs^'less  ̂ J
m Regional / Telejournai /; Tac.AuTac Teie-Seiection; “)
rois lic.mmes A Ahaltfe" J Reocc-rJrSj
m NCAA Football: C emson Vs. Georgia Confd ).;- )^." / ’ " ABC News Cto^ Fssl^-W.tr-Fee'
m Entertainment / j Tic Tac Dough Little House On Prairie - NSC Movie; “Slstasri T
m Little House On The Prairie Bizarre ) CTV Movie: “The Tutrsir^ Prsnt” : ::/ );;"/■'/. /..// ■ )
m Joker’s y/:ld , Asked For It MAS.H ") )/ CBSMovTr. "The Tortfir^ Poinf' -
(8) Soap) Bizarre,, Thril!/ /,; (Z, Cfv Movie: "TlsTumir^ Point”
m MacNeii Adventure );. cNumeroUnc Unespected
G.'e3t P^oriMaiKei. "Mrs. iter’na'Bi^" : ftscaRestify
/(Ti): Slogan's Heroes; Odd Couple " ) Movie: “Mary Jane Harper Cried La« Nignf'
■)). j News;""..'-" /; /""";
(15)" M.A.S.H. )' Mary T. Moore : Jdovie; "Riding Tair
[ M.iS-H 1 News
(13)/ Vancouver /; j Movie: "Madame
■ fe,--..' =/"K-./' ■; fe" 0"^) ".),))y ";()’)// /)'-;
RonwEce) Andtevr I^iae, GtSsser VcCsr- 
) midi- A redeo rirter lasfe the giri of fcs
8:» ® 0 WKRPIKCS«3HHAn(Hl
: ® © TSL&«aLBCTK8i
ftsnass Trois faannies a afetirt - (198^, 
: Posner) Alaic Defcc, Iteldfe y3» Tarzafo
y Apr» avoir side is Iteronie vkOCT tfta 
atteEtat. as paessr professsgsc! es a sec 
) toeE'vksiH»d‘msf03jplrt-
® O ® Q ® © WJVIE A* A
: TsTEing PoiDt" ilSl". Deamai Anise Bars-
) ;= erofs. ’
; ballet tnasujfe ------ —~
: hsds many ve-ars earhes are) rsassit^! ard
fareed tB witfc their differetaKS iR'v
® o TALES or THE DKEXPSPSS?
© iHIVA'm BENJAMIK Dsrkg 
■).) SB- army- sisodc' terrwi^ “4a-J--y
nap." -Tndv- CapLais Lewis ^sd 
FieH:ag)4R.) _y_! ; 1
CS Q ABC NSiS CLOS2IP 
® © H @ move A A A’■Kadaase X“
USSLDriimslTMsday- We^E&saKJtPar- 
(ker. A veong woBiaE Esarnes; aJia a
: 10:30 ® © * * * ‘The Magic Pony’’ (1977, 
Fanta.sy) .Animated. Voices of Jim Backus, 
Han.s Conried. A Russian folk tale tells of a 
young lad who uses a specially gifted horse 
to win the affections of a lovely princess. 
;:i:0d (11);:®) :)A Ay) "Birth Of A Legend"
■ (1973,: Adverilure) Documentary. An 
- orphaned coyote pup ventures(out into the 
wide.iwondrbus world. - ) (C ,
4:00® 0 AA-* "Fred;Astaii-e Presents^ 
-0! tKo^Fox Miisicals' (1974,, Musical) yFred : 
Asiaire, Frank Sinatra The best of Fox’.s 
■ musicals are recaiicd by their stars;
EVENING
6 00 ® © CBC EVEiNING N’EWS 
® © LE VAGABOND STC 
) (33 O NCAA FOOTBALL Glemson Tigers 
::;::,:at GedrgiaBuliddgs'-;
).; ).:© ©NBCNEWS' -:)
®)® 0)® O NEWS ■ ).; :
"'"@ 0 CBS NEWS ') ;:
® O DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
;:(D)ffl SANFORD AND SON ) v ;
/ 21) © HOGAN’S HEROES
6:30 ® @ ANGE A la garderie, Ma-ie- - 
Catherine aurait besoin d< ralde li'une 
: auxiliaire benevoie. , 
;T®@NEWS.)-^-
2) 0 P-M. MAGAZINE A lawyer whose; 
flamboyant ads and discount rates have 
) ( angered his colleagues; a te-m-age esi-ape ; 
: artist.- ;
® © BUSINESS REPORT 
51) ©BOB NEWHART :
) ® © CAROL BURNETT AND
fS ) FRENIS ; ■ - '■ ■
53; © WHAT WILL THEY THINK Or ,
" ;yNEXT! ..
7:00 ® 0 SEEING IT OUR W.AY 
(S © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
) ® © ENTERTAINMENT’TONIGHT 
® O LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PHM-
RE .lames is shot wh-?n he snadvertculy , 
: walks in on a ban'K) robber,' in progress = 
I yparrlJiRy ) ) ); " : r ':-)
m 0 JOKER’S WILD
:))■ ® O SOAP I Debut) Two suburban fa tii-,, 
lies of un*-qua’ prosperity bu: equal lur icy 
share a similar zest for the lmblesof 11:
® O MACNEIL / LEHREP. REPORT 
(iT® HOGAN’S HEROES / r
@©M*A*S'H 
®© VANCOUVER
7:30 ® 0 'TEACHERS ONLY Diana ruts ; 
aside her personal feelings sn a figh; tc
save B.'xidy's job, -which (s beiaRctferrat- 
' errfn: bv bedgetarv cutbadts..;!. ; 
'■:"C3f©TSLEJOORHAL)-/;:.y : )))
® © ■nC TAC DfRIGH
® © YOU ASIH) FOR r?
® O BIZ.AREE Pcaisrek the “Airdsral
■ O/Maifrity. :U»e- BsgotTaEijlyt imf»rsdsa-;;
. ’btifins-TRi:'' ":. -::;T -T- : s: :
)^,®C^dCHJPLE-^)y-/);:T
® © MARYTYlSt^KJOBE 
7:35 ® O AMERICAN ADVENTURE ~ 
SdS W 0 ® 0 M*A*S*H Windiester 
eeis s io-ifhache. but refases ta see a defi-
-"'('tist,fR} 0" / :) : ‘".z
■ )'S(3T©miTACAUTAC®:'"( ;) y
) @ © LHTLE HCC^ ON TOE P^-
RE Jaraes IS shot when fcey iradvettestly 
T :^<alks.:in’;a' bankrobterv; :e) crogres^
■ Matc-ritv" ) tiar) BieA. family; insperic^-
■ ®'^o''.’n«ULLOF':Af LIFETIME: As;
Ottiswa w2iti'essfs_. laden with; -disrhonds; a 
(-/.(T-'ir.-riic taxi tlnvf-r:beco?Ties';i,;nidi*:;. disc 
)■ ::|e€iey:;a .ye!aK A‘bertai? .pss )yy 
').: err;-'a iesttyi iidavicr niass^ lus
Kariior'is
:):® 0:NUMEBO UN<>.Ar|£
'' yS'D 'T?*! Vcr.'/'. -JiiZR'
; Tt? ® AKJVE A*-=s?"Mir5:)yRe: Har|?y 
: iyfe. MOVE '*;)'*■ y)y Riaine Tsir'.i 1577,
-.te ,abasai*: her’ hesiaad 
-):: "becaaseofeosUagiCffi!Sl3S:e.sli)":
$ Q GREAT PSiFOBM.A?aSS "Mrs- 
Reir*an!i' Helen Mirms atrf Brad I^vis 
star ic Elsa O'Bnec’s telcvissoR adarU-: 
'tsOE of her shtirt story 3N<»t a.wranaB'wIsJ, 
fHHis uueipe-rted ronaBce >t»-lis-
covers that her hushaiHl is = bavsrsg as 
./affair.IR: - - : ■ :
S;55® l3FH'3NTPAG£IHAlXe»<E
TSrSS ® 0 THE NA'nONAL /m»a.HAL 
t: /®OFEDOPW1TEFEAB 
‘ dDffiNEWS ' , .
®©M'A*S*H :
10:36 ® © BSKCONTRSS
® O iSASTERPIECE DOOlMBhiA- 
“ "RES -- . ' /:” :)..■/
./: '®©NBWS ' 
ll/OO ® © PORTRAITDEFEl^
; . , !|jeSTARSKV AND HUTCH) :
", "®©TWORONNISS . , -y
Q S5 MONTE *** yThe 'Btofkhooe.,
' / ?I9T3. !>rattia>P«er-SvikTS,..Clsrl*~AiFB-: 
): ./votr -Sevet! rwn are iracped.i£;a:he*ck- 
h£->rr.i' -:luriTi5: WtrnsWar II. ■
11-85 ® © NEWS': . '___ ■'
J 13 VANCOtr/EH ISLAND NEWS
:/:‘'®ONSWS .
/:ii,'5<::2: 0BARNEYMUXOl; :
'/i-iofj- O ASC.NEWSNTCBTUNE .).
/ ® © TKK BEST.. OF: CABSON ■
/ T|e>=a!rnaa:Afarie and Krss Ardcrs-in; T:; -) 
/ -’/i/QCLtS&UP / “ . :/)’:/ ' " ; /.V
$ e JACK LONDON WITB Wll^AM 
: DEVANE The life, -*.1. ./he - Ca’itp-~i-ac
; -■ /ausfcii". is tractM IriHS. .feif ;
). .BUfefily seatli a: aff S^,cf*3 aadoca- .: 
.* itaiiu5tar?i!^W'-15ai!5D«ssi‘-'iBj.
C/Sg ® K3GAN5HSaO£5 
its 3) 8 (Tseiis M tkf US.
j-::Ofea -jxssi the Ur itsd Sate* Asia-
.; ostas:: Jtatfaeal: Tsa^ ;CteSer,..;Flssis:^
: :Sleadi-*s-C®t!a3
/ 'l-vaEarre^f J972. Aj esSKe) Bnk»*Xe«r SiJe .1
/::K«-Hsiii:ASss-!sa, «;S5a
;)cipfe «i .direcMyi* d’Kse ecute Ac. feat# :
ssnyifsais??'S
set) L~): ordres:« ^ mssstear: ts-sle
:/) nvaL /." ,))_»// ■/:- : / ./) ■/
12:56®
1)., :.l97t ik3n-ia/i«se aKf Alaa Vait. - ':
)) ..Max A«5sc.!y..^^iff sertx -.
i ./cs t»,> yt»B!g trad etes far ..liae, .seats @f fas;
■"'/: .. .'* ,.: ie::".:y





. -/:)/! 5*75 .Ai^eEtsre: Doaald ScS^-.ria^ Eev-;?
/’: ® : 0 ■■ sK^TE ):* '* - R*ns|. FTasti" -
y/iSTS :A4vu»sr. t/Maicaian aiiSkowrfl// 
./) At3s3at» // ; ■ /-: ; . .:'),;/
aas ® 0 fgJISgTj IfaiBCj a^-s a :
can't
); ’.Siv«- -.-vwe-ace !sii.,as..evai:^l^ taafi fess.;
O LATE NSlHr WITH SA.V1D:
. ■ -/- ■'/
1235 ® © »® NEWHABT: 
l;;0e2IfflNEWS’ "
LT# S ® CtHAaf» A yiwr g rga a soar- 
- - de-res: after coepf 3ta% siVi ^cse-is a. 
).: fakelTdaappsngt iKeakit-ss: fu^ - 
1/S ® 8 THEAStRE ^ THE
.. OM«C'EP£3!raC.:Tl e recevery h:.ax*».SB oi'.: 
/- )-div«r *£ as wed $;Sd BSiissB la 
-.n':st« red fa:» a«.:-aiea Spanisf- gaih^ A- 
:: 'cfcrpf a'C<*rad aar-mses iB; ...
1:3^® ©NBCNFWSOVEENR^ e 
tig;«/aSESS ,../:)/.;
2:® -® O SKJslF .)-* * H terrm I* ..Tie 
- /; 73,.Rafr^'iR jyMj'lAaj.:;,
Eisa 1 anefcester. : *),:
)') -©..'MOVIE; ♦ • • y-ti-tct-S'C-fSty)::
.(r f/i-pr.iT! Alas’AsiMsrttC Be rann ; : ./
2:36.® © MOYIt
-)S :0/"MC«E / *■
: lier-;'-T''--*ErBe--''«rv'i; : .;
X:«S :sl ' HITPKAmTS .:»*£:;);
. / aSrs.. / /"../ .‘/: ;y
S-*5-tiSREW5.:
. C^)t:0THEWAlT««/: y ^:,/:; " .
i:K;i;0NEWS: ;;. :):::: - )' > / ),.=.
«a:®QMARSH®DIIi»N: ' -.)/)’).y . )
SUNDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 5,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30
CD Beachcombers Hangin' In Heritage Testament 01 Youth • Part 5 Music In The Air
CD Chez Denise les Beaux Oirnanches Les Beaux Dimanches Telejournai Dimanches)
(D Code Red ABC Movie: "Sidney Sheldon's Bloodline”
(D lerry Lewis Telethon Confd
(D Bizarre LittlestHobo Hawaii Five-0 Quincy The Best Of W5
CD SOMinutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Alice leffersons Trapper John, M.D.
CD The Greatest American Hero CHiPs Quincy The Best 01W5
CD Odyssey Previews Nova: "Cancer Detectives” Masterpiece Theatre Evening At Symphony
(TT) Movie: "The Man Who Could Talk To Kids" Probe Contact 60 M.P H. " Iss. In Depth; 700 Club
(H) Streets 01 San Francisco Movie:“Jungle Book" SOMinutes
dS) 60 Minutes Dangerous | Dangerous Movie: "The Wild Geese"
EVENING
6:00® 0 WALT DISNEY "Beyond Witch 
Mountain" Two extraterrestrial children 
possessing psychic gifts leave their Earth 
sanctuary to search for another space tra­
veler. (R)
® © HEBDO-DIMANCHE 
® O TOWN MEETING ”A Return To 
The Basics"
® © JERRY LEWIS TELETHON An 
annual special, live from Las Vegas and 
other locations, features a long list of 




® 0 NUMERO UNO France’s Jean- 
Claude Killy, winner of all three alpine 
skiing gold medals in the 1968 Winter 
Olympics, is orofiled:
ILD ffl STAR TREK 
2D © M*A*S*H
iTD ® EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS 
6:30 ® 0 ® 0 FOR THE RECORD 
SO NEWS
® 0 ODYSSEY -The Incas" Three 
archaeologists trace the extensive network 
of roads, towns and agricultural regions
responsible for the prosperity of these
16th-ccnlurv Peruvians, n
(12) © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENDS
(0) © LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guests; act­
ing student John Ormorod and diving 
champion Kathy Kelcrnon.
7:00 @ 0 THE BEACHCOMBERS Nick 
and Jcs.se deal with an elderly, seriously ill 
man who intends lo sail his rickety boat to 
the South Seas. (R)n 
® © CHEZ DENISE "I.e grand depart" 
® O CODE RFD Danny slows away 
aboard a helicopter being used to trans­
port explosives to an oil well firc. (R)
(1) © JERRY LEWIS TELETHON 
(CONT’D)
® 0 BIZARRE Featured an unusua! 
movie deal; a Junior League ba.scball 
team; comedian Howie Mandel; a strange 
scientist. (R)
® © 23) ® 60 MINUTES 
® 0 THE GREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO A head-on collision with a train 
erases Ralph's memory of Bill, the suit 
and a hijacked Irainload of toxic materi­
als. ,
® ffl MOVIE *** "The Man Who 
Could Talk To Kids” (1973. Drama) Peter
cent withdraws into a lonely shell until the 
;Compassion of one man breaks through his 
iev wall.
22) © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:30 @ 0 BANGIN’ IN Kate helps a female 
quarterback (Megan Smith) secure a foot­
ball scholarship, and .Mike counsels a boy 
(Wilson Concybeare) who has taken over 
all responsibilities for his widowed 
mother. (R)n
@ ffi LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “30 ans
apres; mini-serio.s’’
(® 0 LITTLEST HOBO Hobo tries to 
keep an amnesiac (Joanna Pctlet) from 
injuring herself as she aimlcs.sly wanders 
through a large amusement park. (R) □
{® 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskol host an informative look 
at what’s new at the movies.
8-00 ® 0 HERITAGE “Cape Shore Irish’’ 
(ir0 MOVIE * ★ 'i "Sidney Sheldon’s
Bloodline" (1979, Drama) Audrey Hepburn, 
Ben Gazzara After her father dies, a wom­
an inherits one of the world’s wealthiest 
corporations and becomes the target of her 
scheming relatives, at least one of whom is 
a murderer. (Parental discretion is 
advisod)Q
:® 0 HAW AH FIVE-0 
CD O ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie's "new," uninsured truck crashes 
' into Reggie Jackson’s car. (R) 
j® O CHIPS A former officer who was 
imprisoned for taking bribes helps Jori and 
Ponch nab his former partners in crime.
(9)) O NOVA "The Canoor Detectives Of 
Lin Xian" Chinese scientisus have iincov: 
ered some clues in their pursuit of a cure 
for esophageal cancer, an elusive cancer 
which claims a disproportionate number of 
lives inLinXian. (R)n : ;
52 ® MOVIE -kA* ‘’.runglc Book” 
(1942. Fantasy) Sabu, Joseph Calleia, 
Based on the classic story by Rudyard 
Kipling. A young boy isTcarcd by wolves 
in thc jungles of India.
22 © CLASSIC. DARK AND DANGER­
OUS "The Ugly Little Boy" : -
8:30 ® © I-ES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Les
Plouffc" Une famine de la basse-ville de 
Quebec vivent des annees tumultueuscs 
pendant la Deuxieme Guerre Mondiale.
(Z) O ONE DAY AT A TIME Barbara 
and Mark decide that they want a quick 
and easy wedding ceremony. (Part 2) (R)
. (LS® PROBE
2D 09 CLASSIC, DARK AND DANGER­
OUS "The Rocking Horse Winner”
0:00 ® 0 TESTAMENT OF YOUTH With 
World War.II finally over, Vera returns to 
Oxford where she meets Winifred Holtby; 
they launch their writing careers and 
become lifelong friends. (Part 5) : -
(1) © JERRY LEWIS TELETHON 
(CONT’D) / ))/ /'
® © f® © QUINUY Quincy befriends a 
nurse who is suffering delayed stress syn­
drome as a result of the Vietnam War. (R) 
(T) 0 ALICE Mel's mother comes to
Phoenix to invest in real estate and pro-: 
mote her new cookbook. (R)
(® 0 MASTERPIECE THEATRE “Tes­
tament Of Youth" Vera Brittain is deter- 
mined to go to O.xford despite the obstacles 
placed in her path by tradition and her lov­
ing but unenlightened father./(Part 1) (R)
S) CD CONTACT
22 a MOVIE * * '*-"Tho Wild Gecse”
(1978,;,Adventurc) Richard Burton,,Roger 
Moore. A daring group of mercenaries tra­
vels to South Africa in order, to save a : 
deposed ruler from the new dictatorship. 
9:30 (T) 0 THE JEFFERSONS George is 
determined lo get famed gospel singer 
Andrac Crouch lo sing at Jessica’s bap-
: lism. (R) ,
; 22 ffl 60 M.P.H. :);:
10:00 @ 0 MUSIC IN THE AIR Boris Brott 
conducts the Hamilton Philharmpnic-in a 
program featuring compositions by Scott 
Joplin, George Gershwin, Aaron Copland
and John Philip Sousa; "
(I) © LE TELEJOURNAL / SPORTS 
;® O ® © THE BEST OF WS Fea- ;
( lured: the, quick; rise :of: the;,video-game 
industry; Supreme Court JudgeyRosalie 
Silverman Abelia; an artist whose .work
i
reflects the Yukon; the Vatican's efforts to 
solve its economic problems. (R)
/ ® © TRAPPER JOim, M.D. Goiizo tmd 
( his patient,; an author of self-help bocks.
; receive throats on their: lives. (R)
® 0 EVENING AT S'YMPHONY SPE­
CIAL; THE CEhTTENNIAL^^ TO Seiji 
)) 0'/.awa and the Boston SymphonyjOrcbes- 
tra kick off: their celebrated 1981 lOOlh- ; , , 
anniversary world: tour with a concert 
appearance at Tokoyo’s Buhka: Kaikah ; 
Hall.
52 ® ISSUES IN DEPTH 
: 52 © 60 MINUTES
10:25 ® © LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “U-s 
piouffe"(suite et fin)
10:30 52 ® 700 CLUB 
11:00 @ 0 THE NA'nONAL 
® 0®8NEWS
© © JERRY LEWIS TELETHON
(CONT’D)
® © ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
52© ON niE BUSES 
11:15® ©NEWS 
: ; ®@ ABC NEWS 
11:20 ® 0 ® © NEWS 
11:30 ®:® MOVIE **/"Nightmare AV,45 
: Hillcresl" (1974, Dratiia) James Hutton,;;; 
("Peter Mark Richman. A crooked cop.tak«»:g 
advantage of an innocent family by impii- . 
eating them in a narcotics charge.
-(S> © MOVIE **)“No Sex Please, We’re 
British” Ronnie Corbett, Beryl Reid.
52 @ GLOBAL NEWSWEEK
11:45 ® 0) MOVIE:*-ikW *‘‘The Browning
: / Version" (1951, ; Drarha)r/Michael ;;;; 
Redgrave. Jean Kent. An aging schcmlrnas- 
/ ter; with a faithless wife, finds courage, in /,;
( the act of a young student.
^TUESDAY'EVEI^ING-fe "’^^
7:00 fe 7:30 -
8 00 8:30 1 9:00 / i 9:30. 1/ 10:00 | l0:d0
Country .) ; Barney Miller : Nature Of Things . )5? fe C J SsCompany/' j TosCfee) /
Regional .; / Telejournai ) / Nous Les Comiques ; , Fre.m.e.'e Pag^ . --------- t ■■g>-e..-rs-------
>M Northwest// TheMuppets /;
Happy Days, j Laverne j 3'sCompany .TcoCics* j ra.; la'rfe-t
m ;8aseball Confd Movie: "OklahomaCrude■ l j T-i. ^g.
;C^ leffersons: Stars On ke " (Scruples'^Part 1 : ■ ---fe; v.; :v. .
/(D jolier's Wild Asked For It / CBSteie; “Scruples” Part 1 ■;/; ) ;,/')/ .-//"/ / ; fe
m Soap-fe", Stars On Ice Scrapla-PartT/ "/ " "" ^ ---------------------- -
m MacNeil Adventure , / Hard Cfwices ■ fe feZ | Nava, "Ca-xe? Detecbvrt
(TT): Hogan's Heroes Odd Couple ;> Movi6:"Mission/MonteCario" fe // ' : )) ). i^-"" ;;vfe.; ,,fe;fe, "
)(15j MAS.H.fei Nashville World Cbncert))" ; ;; Bifly Gra-temCryiade/ - / 'j M.ASB. : Akes -
dD Vancouver., ;, Mevis;/The Glass Meiiagarie;
DAYTIME MOVIES
; '1:00® 0 **V2 “Million Dollar Legs”)
(1932. Comedy) W.C. Fields, Jack Oakie. Ai), 
its wealth dwin- 
:> dling and decides to concentrate on its
the act of a young stuaem. Olympic team in an effort to raise money.
(T) © CINE-CLUB )* * '/! :‘L’hmi ;amori- - (n): ® O:.* * % "ni Never Forget Whaf
cain” {1977,.Po!icicr) Bruno Ganz, Dennis 'Is Name" {1968, Comedy) Oreon (Welles
Hopper, Vi'etime d’line superchcrie, un Oliver : Reed., A ; successful busiriessnian
honnetc citoyen de Hambourg acceptcra gives up everything to return lo his care-
" "'ssas.sin. , freoybuth)., ;
® O O CTAK C«)ICE GiSsss; Jo 
Jo StarbiK*;, An6ur :Cfepl5iK.:: Elriabeth 
Pnrtie-(Rj: : "
®0 YOU ASKED FOR IT V
52 ffl (H»OOUPL£ " "
;,/),;:im© NA^VHUE WORLD CO!«SST 
/ lock alike contest a patient whose s^ere, p5a,cred : Larrv) GatKn bed the Gatlin
/ chronic depression was alleviated with a Erolters Band. Raz^ Bailcv. Gall ^vis,
::); brain paccmakeiv, ^^^:_^_^ " / / ):"=^TGinpja a!id the G'aser.Bretheb.:Piirs-
v: ® 0 BUSINESS REPORT Prairit League / " " /
® ffi BOB NeWHART ^ O AME3UCAN ADVITmJRE:: ::
/ 5D ® CAROL BURNETT AND |.5.gg) 0 NA’TJRE.Cf' ‘THE«3S;A tide
TU t tofs (3); © WHAT WHA THEY TTO^/OF:.^:
" NEXT? - '• ' : il* ?7:0e ®e COUNTRY IN MV SOUL © NOlI LK OIMIQUSS
/@ © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAi" ; cJ- 
.. /"; ® Q PJU. .NORTHWEST ): /,;
' ■ ■ 2:30 ® ffi * * 15 "New Generation” (1879,^^^^; © THE JEFFERSONS : -
::":/;/Cbme(lie))Je{f ;Miin7etti. Loll!e Serres. Sur (7) 8 JOKER’S WILD / / " / j ;
ia Cote d’Azur. Ic/chef d’une bande de /;® O SOAP.In order to leave the mi b.
)/fas-hit-n. cesigra-r.'tarns-it :Bta 3..fc4ii?-sac-.
eres./Ri::' , "s; " :
HARD.,CHi>KSS-."??w. Or Ctrl.
■ -l&tlt!;TheClKJfecBe’Oars”” A lo<*.isUks-
(i/'es-Jt -some «-rnergiiif..!efe»logie5 .-wtach^ 
":) ..ttwsid allow prospeeBcefaraSs.-ia
; :'s their riisid’s sex: iR?.. -
■: ® fS '5K>VIE "Mxss}i»^, Mfflse,Carte":
- Roger M.«fe.Ttmv Curtis. ; : :
/|;S3 ® Q LAVHRNE ANDfflIHLEY lav
erne ■ and ■ Shiriev s. aparltt-es* $s rmbbesS 
)i"." iwiceiBnse-weri-iRjQ--'''
isa-® 0 ® O OE^AKY
):/" ■ JafA's-cssftfag sterlsHstrattec. SR:a trfete- 
/'-" sirsj talk show tends hiis ia tresibte with;
' hisTass (Riri s
: , O MYYIERY .•■RwnpoieGf .'nie Ba-: 
)/ lev- Rempnie And The Age For Retire- 
/' meot” Ruinpcle s best cisents. tfe Tims** 
'S: . family-seek isislseipwh-er, the aga^ Pertry
- /’ Tiatson ,is taught wits 'a sttds® -religwsES,
;workofart."fitett5HR‘Q-/—
/ gfflBHXYGRAHASiaiOSADE v 
■a ffl MOVIE ♦*** Glssa
Mejsagerie" 11575. Drants) Kathariise !&p- 
/,: !}iati, Mites, Ba^- oc, Use piajr by
' ; T«tsess«(Wtllains. .A transjdaared Semh-^. 
ens lady s*jrvT.-es: «s .her,
"moregenifcpas!.," .
8:33® O ® O IDOCIiOSEJNKCCil 
/--POST Henry spends a.sie...wsekistd-with., 
fe -Jackie and Jire-{Rj
gjfflHIEMIEREPACEg^^^-
16:63 © tSE NATa»«AL / JWRNAL
® 8 EART/TO HAST Jissathas te;^
.) )■' that feis near fatal acesdeat(was fdaBJsM te 
(1), 3B/«-,:esm’r art/e«!ector .who" wsEts.:,^!-
/11:65 '.Yi 0 NEWS
un travail d’a sas.si . ,
® @ FACE THE N.ATION 
12:00 52 © NEWS
12-05 (S © MOVIE * * “Guns Of Thc Mag- !a t ’ r.:,le Chet  p n o :f8J 0 sU F i  rs r t  l iu  jui ».
nificent Soveh” (1969, Western) George , motards s’eprend d’unc jeune fille dont les Danny is ordered to kill bis father s killer.
Kennedy" Jarnes Whitmore. amis font panic d’un groupe rival. Chester is blackmailed hY his secrefaTf.
/ *** 'Surii Good EVENING and the identity of Bart’s long iost son is a
shock in more ways than one. ""
« ®0MACNEIt7 LEHRER REPORT




J? ® 0 DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 




: © 8 P.M. MAGAZINE A Tom Selleck
../Cours Pprcs)n»! qise je tfaltfiipe” (ISTC;: 
Coiiieciei ;,,:Aii5-e: isirardot. ;,;,;''eatl“I^e^Te- 
^^arieJ1e-).Ay^m rail ccacaisarice par rm-;. 
ter mediai re.: de 'peri iks arteonrea. deux., 
...........poiteci .-/-iHse)
® © ENtHlTATOiENT---------------- .
:/®:0 KOVA"T!»est5«r.neieetivesG{..
"/'Lsfv X»a",)tTur.e^)s««stists have laww-^ 
),/ ered:Some)t-laes’in:)their persait a f-Bre :
-.(-/dr esopnafeia! "asi'rer/an elssre caMSs . 
/ -f whSi cfaifas a fflsprripKtictiate taanber st.;, 
./:i;yes!3tiE:Xian. fRjqj/:)/:): ),: ,
"D" 0? MOVIE "*)*)*//f'Such";: p^
Friends" (1971, Comedy) Dyan Cannon, 
James Coco
12:15 ® O all IN THE FAMILY/"
12:30 5D ffl CAROL/ BURNETT 
"FRIENDS - . ,
12:45 ® © movie *** "Eric " (1975, Dra- 
; ma) John Savage, i’atricia Neal.
■1:00 ® 0 NEWS ___
® 0 JERRY LEWIS TELETHON
(CONT’D)
(S ffl BOB NEWHART 
•-15 ® 0 NOTE OF FAITH
, ' ____
8:00 @ 0 CBC EVENING NEWS 
KLY ® © QUHICY
 / AND @ @ ABC NEWS
//s:;":/"?:""/";'/)'"):///""":)) ""//:®, '©''® ©’NEWS"/.:'':":,/ :/'"/
":/52.fflNEWS; 
,".,42©M*A’5*H'.;'/.:
:drag^r«:::?e ''Pc«em"irei:-5>in^ti!ie/:j8:S3^^R^®^^) . 
reciDrixtufc" : iffe. : ® iAt-iAWv«g
iTi:© HAPPY DAY$/n«^"tis Ftezie:"",'.g2@NEWS-
-fo?./advice-is ,fiai":t*:cfe3iige/fei5.:image : U.-eo -Si © .AINSI VA faA VTO
with ttiKsefa sBiLJ 
/®:© MOVIE.** oitlafeaaaOrsde/
7:30 ® 0 BARNEY MILlERTheiaa*!”^-
cinct/building is sold to an inv^tor as a 
) historic monument and Barney , and hfa; 
men await their new assignments (Part 2)
? (2)^ TELEJOURNAL
z?-®,© THE MUPPEHS ■);; ::: f:"):-/"
.-.way :A ’’veung.wwnaii ijUci«pts:!a-f^aiB..
- odssission of her-oil-fleld telerests,- j- ; 
fe”’®: ©-■ ©:®'Q -MOVIE -**■*/
• sl-rapiis^Part liIlSSO. Drama! Lindsay ; 
: Wagner;. Barry^BesfKkk: :Tlte ycdng ;'=tfe 
" of an rfderte^felisonalre a Holij"
.-/:wt»d- bosiiijie.. and) with/the) fce3p; cl a.^. 
" haodsKJie ahotographer a:^ a:Nw York
®0®©®©?*EWS ",
$ O ® O CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
..®CUS-CHSONICLE/)"’"fe 
ClJfflSTASSSYANDHUTai"
52 ©TWO SONNIES 
)■ sg ffl MOVIE * * te ^Qper.' Sea.S£ic"' 
■: {1974, Snscease)) Peter Fbb&./ 0»ndfa 
/(Sharpe.-.Tarec mentally(tSEStnaig. VietBair.: 
)/ vets play a sadistic c3£-aa<l-m«2» -gmm:
wita'3 ftarog couple *fc»s. they •Mrisp'te 
L take part ia ihetr perveited^iit/
■®0 NEWS'-,
’il;2S®SBARSE/MHUSv.: /"::
ll;3S ® Q ABCMEWSNitafnJNE".
''-®...:
:) / ®®ai5®-UP ))•„./:)", (^ "
fe® 0 S«S«PaEVIESS.R-@T.)M>ert/: 





/ cat*!'. .NatSasal .TiMaas £;ra*r. ..FSsfe^./, 
) "Mea&*s-eawaa.;ters,?s.Y :i) :."/) 
■ItSSil} © OSEIW/*** ;.
1875 -Acts isct Js&5- tsw, ;
;-.). Naia'ie a^)E.-i8dtiffle;BSg^a^":
:/;iK;c:dasKcarsas-iB^lsetrtife,
-ISMfSj & FAST^SY..BLA?® Averted,.
/ ■: . g*t.:;the’/:cbaa«‘ .te :
; /)jfsea2::tx/. ^.her.;
/ ""Kedsi;.-:gtespTJB-3*rt5iac);»F)
./ ^.’STfflTaeOLIS /: /: )-/
-)) /;,ia:© :ALKS:>:a^ starts(C^tssf T«b-)/ 
/-aiv'stigBKLa^j''ajeit»ai:{l&' .
" : ® O ll«mE: *i"./'De.i:^ WreMsrf"-; 
" ) :il9TJ. fepesej &eala:,-t"*., 
SiroGd .
12:15® 8 AIJC57; Mel. .:tr»’'rfersiaiiA/;' 
--)' .:/AteT/- sas5teste'er «svitst:«saisl5tl.Lst / 
: su-waaher .»ITisairy/E; •"
® © LATE SICTT WITH DAVT©
:: fJJSTTmUmm " ,/,.,!
»2JB ® © .IKXIDID -A teifer fee®. .hfc««f
)::) i-.-'c ta?.;3^te;saM ■[
/-i shecE-dsetSf^iv"/""
■-12-^® 8.)!«S3jCKID aad 5^/
.'■Qj.'fe?! try test® ariKiTS'-r.yfteir.'Vart's.'e 
’/ ..aK-bli' ifirntrate-A jaraLa .jHi:
*)6e@|BJ»E*S" fe""-./" "?///!!.
V 1:18 ®Q HESS-; 
//S@3C»NEHI/AEr"fe.: 
,-f-2S®O?®:NEt:S0VraNKHT,-:) /”■ 
LS ® - © MOVIE. «.* ♦"’’•TTe Least: 5l&;i,,-.
a?" 1; ylX Bhwrrar Cateia L-5«i,art;.,rctt*r .
"CteBir:" /,-
/'lia ® O MOV!E)» * feT!»eaBi ::
-ttsH; vfvstffvi Ite teSelfrr. Ma-te-Adasrs-. / 
:/£^;liOMO^y ** ~1^ L*"Ofsae" ; 
" ;:1»" (i-r£3; Mys»r»j Richard (teejarais..
" ! Janas .jobant -r '
'- 2:3551, ©) AUSL-O HliatOtKS PRB-": 
’/ /^NTS
/ i-88 sJiO * tt :
; jtST2-,'£':?ah«':A»,i,, Griffith, tea laipan.
:’Sje®0THEWM-f<»iS.,/
: TY sa NFSS
® O MAR2U . DILLON
):*:»®0!SEWS;:i -.:;//;""
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Dutch Landscaping &. Co.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 





Free delivery Peninsula only
652-9602




SIDNEY WATER8EDS. WE HAVE 
MOVED TO 9783 • 3rd ST., ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE 
QUEEN OR KING. ONLY $197. 35
ADULTS. Join Peninsula Figure Skating 
Club for skating lessons Monday, 9 • 9:50 
p.m. Beginning Sept. 19. $50 for season, 
or $2 drop in charge. Info. 656-9135. 36
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.






We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY by Contract pi by. the Hour: 
Complete Landscaping Service and Quality Stonework.
Call 652-9811 during business hours Mon.-Sat.
t wo WILL UNDERTAKE odd jobs, clean 
houses, basements, haul small loads, 
mow, or garden, babysit, walk dogs. 
Geriatric care by qualified orderly, 656- 
4954 ,32
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING do it year 
round, using an aluminum and glass 
greenhouse! Write for free brochure to: 
B.C, Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedley 
Avenue. Burnaby, B.C V5E 2R1. Mail 
orders now availab.e na-35
HORSESHOEING. Certified 







SIDNEY & Saanich Peninsula Garden 
Club Summer Flower Show, Sanscha 
Hall, 2243 Beacon AVe. August 28. 2-8 
p.m.; August 29 10-5 p.m. Official 
opening August 28, 2:30 p.m. by His 
Honor Jay Rangel, Mayor of North 
Saanich Municipality. Admission $1. 
Info. 656-9116.
IS OVEREATING CREATING problems in 
your life? Overeraters Anonymous can 
help you! No dues, no weigh-ins. 
Meetings are THursday.s 8 p.m. at 9788 
2nd. St, Sidney. 656-3674, tfn
ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.
. QUALir-iro warj^antePd
TWO RADIAL SNOV/ TIRES, 155Rxl3, 
near new, $100; Accord rirn, $20; also
two nylon C78xl4 studded snows. $50. 
Phone656-4060 34
SANDAK SHOES for all the tamily. 5 
year. 50% replacement warranty. For 
shoe parties, or individual sales, 652- 
3038 028-36
6. a w. 6955 West Saanich Rd.Residential, Commercial, and Brentwood Bay
Landscaping Ltd. .Golf Course Construction Glen Williams 652-3323
QAULIFIED CARPENTER, reasonable 
rates, quality work. Also 2 year old Snap- 
on tool chest, good condition. Call at 
2433 Orchard Ave.. Sidney or call 656- 
6056 34
PADDLE FANS — The original tan store. 
Wholesale and Retail, Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 




3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
833 Yates 383-3655
REGISTRATION for Sidney Twirlers and 
Drum Corps, Sidney Elementary School, 
Sept. 9 and 16, 6 - 8 p.m. Into. Clem 
Tisserand, 656-6098 or Marion Smith, 
656-5295.. 36
THE ISLAND CAT Fanciers monthly 
meeting, S.P.C.A. Boardroom, Napier 
Ave. Sept. 1, at 8 p.m. All welcome. Into. 
385-7289. 35
4-SPEED DODGE truck trans., '68-’72, 
asking $100; replacement rocker panels 
tor % ton '69 Dodge truck, otters. Phone 
652-3839 34
Green - Scene Landscapfng
652-3089 ‘Ideas Through Planting- COMPLETE SERVICE
Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
Lawns (Seed or Sod)
» Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
• Pruning & Spraying 
o : Fencing, Cement Work ;
FOUR 750-16 TRUCK TIRES, General 
Tire Highway Tread. Mounted on 8-bolt 
Chrysler wheels, split ring; Phone 652- 
3839 34
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS. 
LOWEST PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTD. 
Vancouver 266-1101, NOrth Vancouver, 
985-97 14, Richmond 273-6829, 
Nanaimo 758-7375, Kamloops, 374- 
3566. Powell River, 485-9744, Lillooet, 




ST. ANDREWS North Presbyterian 
Church is moving from North Saanich 
portable to the Masonic Hall, corner41h. 
& Ml. Baker. Services each Sunday at 
9:30 a.m. In addition to church services, 
Sunday School; will commence early 
September. Into. 656-2895. 35
TURNED IN to the Sidney Review Office, 
a set of keys found near airport in red 
leather case. Will owner call in to our 
office and claim. 35
VICTORIA LEGAL Secretaries Assoc. 
September meeting September 7,5 p.m. 
Imperial Inn, 1961 Douglas St. Victoria. 
Call before August 28 tor reservations, 
388-5421 or 382-8067 (res.) Price 
‘;$7.50. ' ■ v;35
EXCELLENT ■ BRICK/STONE-WORK.
Creative or simple design. Specializing 
brick panels for airtight stoves. Prompt. 
Experienced. Good rates. 652-3802, 8 - 
9 a.m; or evenings best.
OAK BEDROOM SUITE, double bed, 4 
drawer dresser, buffet and mirror plus 
end table, $375,656-1617. 443-35
PANDORA'S CLOSET - Summr Stock 
Clearance Sale till Labour Day weekend, 
9783 B3rd. Street. 656-6421. 429-35
:; Bysiiiess - 
OpportuBilties
REGISTRATION of Peninsula Figure 
Skating Club for '82-83 season. Sept. 8 
and 9, 6:30 - 8:30 p;m. at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Skate and dress sale at 
registration. Into. 656-9135. 36
MI^DSCAPE
NEW LAWNS, PRUNING, ETC.
FOR FREE ESTIMATE, CALL 
656-9614 -:^^'^
ORGANIC CORN, treerange eggs, 
variety organic garden produce. Healthy 
rabbits, goats, geese ducks, chickens. 
Quality firewood, tu|l tractor services.
; Experienced brick/ stonework. ; Per­
sonalized orders, Reasonable. 652-3802 
(8-9 a.m. or evenings best);
2 BICYCLES, one; Raleigh Mitey-Mite, 
one boy's 10 speed, like new. Also 
lawnmower large Briggs & Stratton 
motor, good condition. '67 Plymouth 
Fury, runs well; $500.656-4217.412-35
CANIIECOVE Complete InstallationsRebLiilding' exhaust systems: ■ For:;
MARINE ENGINES DIESEL £ GAS
pleasure,; 
boats






SAW MILL for hire with J 
cuts accurate lumber, all, 
on your; property; Free' 
Gordon Watson, General
TRILLIUM CREATIONS. Custom made- 
to-measure children’s clothing. Co­
ordinates a specialty.,656-3190:. 406-36
Delivery^ Sidney.
CEDAR LUMBER CUT to your 
specifications. Gordon Watson, 656-
4996.,^/: yv/L/;;;;.';/;;;
FREE!; FREE! We pay delivery charges 
on Freeze dry:; and dehydrated 
emergency;/and survivial .foods. All;. 
Canadian Company, :Zr Water Street, 
Elmer, Ontario, N5H 2G9. : ; na-35 :
FOOD AGENCY. WORK FROM YOUR 
HOME. PART TIME/FULL TIME. Your 
potential earnings $50,000.00. per year 
and more. No experience necessary. 
100%; refundable $4,860.00 retainer 
required: No stock ;to purchase; For;; 
more information write: Briscoe 
Packers, Franchise Division, 3683 East 
Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V5 K 
4S1. Phone 112-294-9667. All replies; 
/confidential.;;;: ; na-35
MODERN SQUAREDANCING class 
starting Sept. 21. Caller. Doug George, 
382-1102; 478-5642; 35
FLLOR LAYER, reasonable rates, no job 
.too small. Garpet, tile, lino repairs. CalL







CEMETERY , MONUMENTS, cement 
grave covers; restoring old cemetery; 
markers, final inscriptions. Contact 
Great WEst Monuments Ltd., Box 399, 
Osoyoos; B C/VOH IVO: Phorie 112/495- 
7721 All work guaranteed. na-38
GROCERY STORE - CAMPBELL 
RIVER. First $65,500.00. cash takes it. 
Land; buildings;;stock and equipment. 
. Phone 112/923-3541, : 112-287-7808;
112-286-1218: between 6 pmr. and 9 
.p.m.
WOMEN’S CANADIAN CLUB of Vic­
toria's Luncheon and Show qi Ganadian 
Fashions by. Miss.; Frith, in the Crystal; 
Ballroom, Empress:/Hotei, ;Sept: 29, -
12:30 p.m. preceeded; by; ai nb-host; 
reception at noon. Membershipticket for 
82-83 season, .$12, luncheon tickets/;
; ($12) available at Standard/Furniture, /, 
Sept. 14 and Sept. 21, 10^ pTm. or self / 
addressed; / stamped;,; Envelope;; tb; 
membership conyener,;Mrs:;R,J; Seeds, ; : 
670 Mt. Joy Ave., Victoria. V8S 4 K9.
: ; Info: 598-5350. 36
A UNIQUE VVAY. “WESTLAND" DARES 
; ENTERPRISING PEOPLE to WORK;and 
/INVEST :: in /guaranteed ^returns,/ can 
average $60,000.00. and more 
; perAyearj with ;$9;6bo;boV; investriT^t:
PENINSULA PLAYERS /Theatre group//; 
na/35 : ' next general meeting-TuesdayJ^pt/T , /
7:30 p.m: in/the/Lions:;Hall,/699(1 EV v;










;: ;‘/Big/gr Snialli: 






nessing free energy? We are the . ,
distributors tor Bergey wind generators Phone or write 
which have some new design features 
based on aircraft techonology. For Vancouver. B.C. V5K 4S1. ,
details send stamper $4.00 tor complete 
manual. E.T S. Electric Shop, 543 Powell 
St.. VancouverV6A) G6. na-35
■ p.A,P,0;BRANCH #25, Sidney, first fall 
meeting, SEpt. 2, 1:30 p.m. Senior
ite "WESTLAND”, 112-294- Citizens Centre, Sidney, Visitors 
55 Boundary Road South, welcome. Come and join.____________ ^
lytisoeiianeoys
WaJited
na-35 FOSTER INFORMATION NIGHT; SepgT
7:30 p.m. at 1627 Fort Street. Join us 
~l and tind out if fostering is tor you. Into. 
I Ministry ot Human REsources,
; Placenieilt; worker/;598/512 r|' /36;;
/PENINSULA : CHRISTIAN/sWOMEN^S/
COMMUNITYiCOUNSELLING
............I..... ..J jpyjtes you to a dessert
I I  CENTRE.. . / . V^tiPhAn-Rirrh" Ha / QhQ7^‘ FnurthT.S
ILD COyNIRY
^rehta/s
<«merl, Saaaich Peninsula Guidance ,*'’1 f,'’/'’./,









.://:;i./Now' Cor»structiori:and Repairs/-. ;
/ ; ":/ /'', ;;;-;Specializingjn Hot Water Heating..
10410 All Bay Rd., Siidney Phone 656 1580
ATTENTION/GOLFERS! 1 buy and sell individual, marriage and family  
used gif clubs, bags, and carts. Expert selling. 656-1247. 9813 Fifth/St;, Sid
• • — • - '''s. 652-4917 ney.
d ti /v t/; 
52- 
36/.
repairs to all makes of clubs.   -  17;
■-;/:/3'2 6/3:5.’;/::""/:/:: T T.""
tf
MATERIALS WANTED FOR/ /AR­
CHIVE/ MUSEUM /’bering: started: : at
ANNIE, Astrqloger/and Advisor, ijaro / 
cards, plant readings: 901 Empress Ave/; /
; corner QuadraTOpen lO a.m.;; 10 P-m /
':Edyd^tedei/
: ALTA LAKE/vyHlSTLER.; It/you 17 2 price for
r«r\ -tifii r-i-i if ‘ In f rtVFTs11/*»n / r fSh♦ A^* '; rnaterials or / i lorma t io  / contact:// ; readings;386-6233/
/ :ARch fyiUnicipality‘ofWhist ler. Box ST. MARGARET'S STUDENTS requiring 
/35/Whistler, B.C; VON IBO. Phone 112- transportation from Sidney area, phone
932 -3033";/..-/:: ;V;na-34 656-433 7 451-36'
OPENINGS // IN//KINDERGARTEN 
program at small Independent/School,
OLD PICTURE POSTCARDS and sheet 
:music bought. Very good prices/ paid.
/652-9047/./.;/':.;/.:.:/::/:-./4.74-35'.',.
/ Graham'sltoofing ReshinrjIinrjRepairs to Vciits,
/ liuinnii n. fli // DISCOUNTS FDR SENIOR CITIZENS ,/.;;"' Flashini)' ://:/'//.";-'/■.
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All ty)bes Of glasq;
/ at ; largo/discbunLjiprices. Table; tops. -
Repairs. Greenhouse Glass, w^tED;^8‘""7drT'/ etbie s good: /;
-4"x6“/ »nd'''76' Ze-WGT'iaO ea. »^ilion, reaaonabl, priced. 656.9284,
FIREWOOD CUT TO ," '' ,/ Peninsula historical /items bought (or /
posts and rails, .select tree tailing. 65 • cash. Pre-war. tickets,:awards, photos/ 
:421.3;..,,4o»/-ti
and; is/ruri jn:cpnjunction/with 




Foi’ all: your:Rpofirig/Needs/ 
fihakfis:.;Shinf)les: Tar/" 
>Sr Gravel rkif Repairs
Mornings or Evenings
/ 658-8130
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada's largest display. Wholesale and 
retail, Free, c«3falogues' ayajiablo. Nof;
/ burn: Lighting Cent re Inc. / 4 600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C; V5G 2K5,
"' Ptionn 299-0666: ^ ‘ t f":
. ...... '\;tN}'’jumping;
calendars,,etc/652 •9047 4 7 5:35,
Gung Fu: Gold sash to advanced/Anti- 
Rape/TairChl Go Ju/: Karate: Qualified;' 




STEWARY & WIttSON ROOFING
m^pochlko Guaran7Z^ATn.l,ip
inRe-Roofmg 656-3492
CHIUPREN'S BOOKS, at rlie m  Q
:Mquso,/A, greaL selecti^ / /Easi/Saaicli ;Rqad ; (Mi/ ;Nowtori B :E/;
beautilul-book^ tor all ages, the 1: 5^ Monday, .:
...; Royal Bank 0(1.Beacon , : ;:.;:TS23/Un,Setp:.4 /5 ,-and 6’(rom 9:a:tn," 6-'.p:rn/- -
RAiWOW : GREENHOUSES. 2070 4 88-3 5
T-Keatint^Cross/Road: 7/xl 3;g^^hpusm
: $180,, Come(jeautort), Saturday, Sept 4. (16(11,10^/ //^
Garden. 6.) 2;;4T/^;L/.:::7:/_.:j7-:/.:/Aij!/i^^ ,a/m;;Picture&v..bboks/:''bod,;Ireadboard//'.i//_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1950 COUCH, high roll back, brown silH,^;.;;^: clockl dishes, etc, 471.35 THE PENINSULA
■ ' ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St., is the
4'4,4;;.,35;;//ipfotmation and Volunteer Service lor
iho peninsula, If you need assistance or
: Big round ilbgs/good/ coriditloiT/1475 /: 
/ 656-1617, 
SENIORS |60 OR MORE]:: New, to Sid./ 
ney? Pori'l/.krioW anyor)0?. ;The/Silver ‘ 
Threads Contie offdrs/classBS, activities 
and a warim/Wolcomo. Drop in to 10030 


















7117 W. Saanich Rd.
■/':^':':/:'^:/:65245Si//',:;:./,"/
SIDNEY WATERBEDS, WE HAVE 
//MOVEO TO 9783/.r/i3rd /SXM ACROSS /:. 




/iQuarantfed CuKom Wo'({ r-;
:'i>PrQmpl Service:* FifiC FsiiaiaiesT’"'/ ' '
Jerry Hevctti 
■79,50 Wallace Dr. 
SOflOlchton/ B.Ci
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR. HOUSE,
AP A RTM E NT:: M OB il E /: MOM E,
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS-';
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER. A 
/ COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE; SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE 
QUEEN OR KING, ONLY $197: : _ 35 
^ A^JRNGRELEpRlfeijRp®^^
/c)icellenl condition. Asking $125: or will :
'; trade. :for.;electriC:,c)othos/dryer/;,656'':;'/
./'777S;:/:'/:!///.'.'/.,..-..
fcOlSl^LETE SET HOCkEY equipment, PICKLING CUCUMBERS. Orders Ikon 
rniKHum .size Boy's Bauer hoeVtOy skates,;. (or August, early Septernbor, McCarthy,
,siz0'.6,.giirii Wiffi»/!lgur<i>i<atci5ize3;/,::,,"6i52't508,"';':;///.:;;.365,-35
Ar4i44kc...''cnri.:eir'...t|.in«il ''.-'kU'H -. .l.'ii.'r.hl'Iri’L-;'
l/rush jiiicy appiiis:
; Open Daily 
1412 While Rd.:
/ ofl Slelly’s X Rd.
652-2009
il:;,)iou/'wi$h:!lo:yaluntcor.'0/ldw!:Odurs';a'/'';/
i.:n«l/ I... Llii-l; In ‘'OUr: COlTimUhity/:/,
fbr'/Turlher/’in-;/





LOW RANGE V^iCEST WANTED by
Sidney Prospocliyo /Chaplar. al Sweet 
: Adelines; If : you like barbershop ;sty(o:: 
/singing, tool welcorno to join our friendly / 
group most Mondays, 7;30 p.rO. at the/
/ Legion hall on Mils Road, Inlormation,





"-ncrAins/':'/’*/nRiHGs, framfs'wfton nFFiNisHiNR/- -
Adidas 'soccer "shoes,/:size ‘ a-ji/child's-;-;/ - - p’jlgKtlM'SfifS/'rou'^'w’^^
/" Must a rtg:' float Or;; coat-,"'/ siro/,: J 3 //white652,igi^? 485.38'






" chair and night Table, All items 
reasonably prrced:6.86.67 76, 482'36
-:. llliL'D.: KITCHE^iGOPBDArM, 6,,yeats 
old,' rialur'l/tihish,,„Adju4table;/!thelves/
'■""rA.tOtc'nf' ,“if.hnrifa'C.ftijnter'''»np'''''AM' hi^rd"-'-
wiire'lnclu0loi1;.'2031 Bazan.fJay.Rd ..656/ 
6954 465-35
•Hefininf?)V«rv’ Rorxl- fconditlont brown 
G.E/ dishwasher/ (loth for.1200. 656.
'635'6':/-;"'^-"'/T'':/''''"'-''^-'./''/./'"://''/458’36
”61 oSNigM;
2964 Richmond/Avo, (close Hillside Mall, 
Victorin), Now accopfirig now students 
lor Sopfornber/Bnllel;Tap .Jazz,4 years 
/ and up. /662-341:3 for info, and 
Il rogisirallon, /Eyarns; : Corripolitions; 
;. Recitals ."/"Special ■/classes;';,To,r '/Dowrt's 
-.SymidrorinO^childrori,..:;::/'"::/:"///""384.3S'
:/:f11n7:h-.toa^iFg.,;.
" Seplcmber /the/Olubj Alouette (Toast
:/'/': PCtS/^'IA/:;/:"/
■Livestock;
cemversation opportunity, ,Ptiono 304‘
. 3694 Of.5960614 (ordetails, „ i. 36-. 
;:/ 'to”"Kiwr.’in",:'
'/-/Ladles' ,Le»guftirt Mtrade |„«nes',3rd, St,!'/ 
' ■':-'Sidhev/"Tufl!(Ov-:morn'inB: or::afternooh /■
,, tin® i^0t/:7//pleas9'''call:Tudy,:682‘/:''
, -, MIST MAVEN''GlOl'NG'' ACADEMY'/riOw!'/
'i hoarding;-fulF'tare/'Paddotk!s<-and/'bmf^""NEGtSTRATION:;^for,-::-Guides. '/Gcoutt,":;. 
/ -staiis,-lighted outdoor riding arer^a'. $ 150:w::iOub»/'Brown»»; ,Beavers;/,Pathfinders,::-. 
,-/ per-monih. J'793-WflsLJfthn:Roadi ,Ventures,:"Sopt, 9.,,.-biOney-,bcouL Hrtl,:/;
:://3l67 . 3n,3y::;-;/T'iirflriti''O!ilyJ-':30p.m. - ,. 36
JEFFREY >•<’ Melvin Laverne! Of Sidney,
;!': passed,.:,';nway/';/nt';,;8aariictL/:Poniris'uf«'!" 
Hospital on AiigM|t;24, J982i ARod 69 
years: Survived hyTris;!ovingwife Jatw,!;'' 
three daughters, Helen Wright of Sidney:/ 
Anno Ireland of Toronto and/Betty; 
"Wudark ':bf':/Whifecoilrt, "'AiboHiri’TWii/ 
brothers, Elmer;-0) Victoria, Lloyd/Of / 
Holla rid, Manitoba anci iheir families,
////
Meinorlal','' services' ''>er6-;held,'/et ;!'the/
Shady CrookTJnlied Church,/7180 East 
sank .'Si/::;:
August ;27tb ;at 3:00 p,m.;/Rev/ Mel 
:'Atiiams,o«lclatlng/NdllowW:byrequesti/ 
; .donations' .ni»y.'b« :made tp:th«,:C4nAd,iah.;/ 
...Cancer. Society,Arrairgernef'iis.; (hnwith:,








COME AND SHOP 
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CANADA GRADE ‘A’ 
SEEFIOIN
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FiETCHErs Riayna & ill beef
^fewtets
J ^'
!-i ' ' S




■: ' ' ■
flETCHER’S 454g pkg. riETCHErS
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175g. SLICED; •Bologna “Chicken Loaf *Meat Uaf *Pickle & Piinento *Mac & 
Cheese
1.82U640Z...........
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; (: I i ELECTRO SOL DISHWASHER
3l2|S/Uoz.:
85g
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